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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to examine the evolutionary processes of the urban 

structure and retail pattern in Beijing as the city was transformed from a traditional 

national capital, through a socialist political centre, to a modern metropolis. The 

understanding of the processes will allow us to comment on the existing models of 

Third World urban development. While a theoretical framework was put forward to 

establish the relationships among the political-economic-social fabrics, urban 

development and retail structure, analyses were made involving factors at three levels 

to interpret the spatial processes of urban functions and retail structure reorganization. 

The study revealed that urban development in Beijing has shown three 

distinctive stages. Each stage had its prevailing factors, resulting in different forms of 

urban development. Beijing was originally built according to the concept of traditional 

Chinese capital city design. During the socialist period, the city was transfonned 

toward egditarianism in the practices of socialist ideology, planned industrialization, 

and social controls. Since the late 1970s, the reform and open-door policies have been 

generating new economic and social forces that have reshaped Beijing's urban 

development. As a result, competitions and -ormations among urban functions 

caused by the new forces have led to a series of spatial processes in the city. Along 

with urban expansion, population increased rapidly in the outer zone of the city, with 

concomitant depopulation in the inner city. As in other Third World cities, tempomy 

residentdimmigrants increased significatltIy in Beijing, forming peasant encIaves in 

the urban fringe areas. Industrial plants were also relocated from the inner urban 



districts to the industry tracts in the outer regions. The establishment of development 

zones and industrial parks in the suburbs also changed the industrial Iandscape in the 

city. Meanwhile, several major business centres have been developed, amoog which 

the most spectacular are the emerging CBD in the city's east and the Financial Street 

in the city's west. Based on these processes, a dynamic urban structure model for the 

Chinese city was derived. 

The spatial retail pattern in Beijing over the dynasties was basically dictated by 

the city layout and its social structure. It evolved h m  a mono-centre to a bipolar 

structure and was expIicable with the central place theory. The existence of the 

socialist retailing in the city was a result of its centrally-pIanned system. Since the 

reforms urban development has resulted in significant changes in the transportation 

network and the distniution of market factors, which eventuaIIy led to the emergence 

. . of a multi-centre retail pattern. While the relics of the former admiamative structure 

attempted to fom urban realms of retail activities in the city, major new retail 

establishments tend to conform to the interceptor ring model. In essence, Beijiig's 

contemporary retaiI stnrcture represents a mixture of madels based on both the planned 

system of the past and the prevailing market forces, even though the influence by the 

latm is growing, 
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Chapter 1 The Research Problem and Study Area 

1.1 Introduction 

Since the late 1970s, China and its urban development have significantly 

changed with the adoption of economic reforms and opendoor poIicies (PannelI, 1990; 

Yeh and Wu, 1995). On the metropolitan scale, the changes invoive the folIowing 

aspects: (a) While the national economy is experiencing a transformation fiom a 

centrally planned system to one driven by market forces, economic restructuring is 

increasingly becoming the main force modifjing the functions and landscape of 

Chinese cities. In this restructuring process, the sewice sector, which had been largely 

ignored since socialist China was established, is now playing a more and more 

prominent role in the urban development process. (b) As China's urban reforms 

initiated in the mid-1980s gradudy introduced a variety of markets into urban 

activities, market developments have become a new focus in urban development. In 

particular, urban land market (tudi shichang) (Liu and Yang, 1990; The World Bank, 

1993; Zbu, 1994) and housing commercialization (rhzuhai shnngpinhuo) (&in, 1992; 

Chen and Guo, 1993) have become the most critical elements in re-shaping the 

Chinese city in the 1990s. Urban retailing, which is a part of the daily life of hundreds 

of miUions of people, is both one of the most vigorous economic sectors and the most 

significant indicator for urban change. MeanwWe, these mban reforms are 

complicated by a number of complex problems. For example, with the relaxation of 



household registration and rural-dm migration control (The State Council, 1984), 

much of the surplus farm labour created by rural reforms has become temporary 

residents of the city and entered the urban Iabour market (Goldstein and Guo, 1992; 

Ma and Xiang, 1998). (c) A vast amount of foreign investment, of which China was 

the world's second largest recipient next to the USA, has been stimulating a high rate 

of economic growth in the major metropolises and the coastal region of the country 

(Fung, Yan and Ning, 1992; LeaE, 1995), as well as changing the traditional socio- 

economic structure and creating new elements in the urban landscape. Compared to 

the investments in the 1980s which were mainly directed toward the coastal 

development zones and in the m~~llhcnrring sector, new foreign capital, either in joint 

ventures, cosperative or whoIly foreign controlled enterprises. has been allowed to 

invest in the service sector in many large cities since the early 1990s. (d) To cope with 

new challenges and to compete far being regionaI, national and even international 

centres, many Chinese cities have been modernized, improving their urban 

infmstnrctures, living and investment mviromenrs, and especially redeveloping the 

old city (Leaf, 1995). This redevelopment indudes relocation of old city residents 

(Wu, 1991), augmentation of commercial hcilities and removal of industrial 

establishments fiom the inner city. 

Despite such urban changes, little theotetical or empirical research has been done 

at the metropolitan level on China's urban spatial structure, especially on urban 

commercial activities. Indeed, a substantid amount of literature on rrrban China has 

been produced witbin and outside the country, and remarkable progress in Chinese 

urban geography has been made since the late 1970s. Nevertheless, a strong emphasis 



has been placed on urbanization (Kirkby, 1985; Chaa, 1994; Pamell, 1995; 1990) and 

its relationship with the post-1978 economic reforms. Changes in urban population 

and the system of cities, together with the impacts of new policies on urban 

development, have been often discussed. However, relatively littIe effort has been 

made on the changing urban structure in the context of China's post-reform era The 

study of retail change with urban spatial processes under the impact of socio-economic 

transformation has been largely negIected. In particular, many Chinese cities have 

experienced tremendous socio-economic changes through the dynasties, the socidist 

period, and the reform em None of the existing literature has endeavoured to address 

the theoretical h e w o r k  for interpreting the urban spatial processes, in association 

with retail structure evolution, in a Chinese city throughout those periods. Therefore, 

this research will examine the evolution of urban devekqment and retail structure in a 

Chinese city throughout its history, and particular attention wiII be given to the 

changes that occurred during the period of national economic reform. 

13 The Research Problem 

The centrd questions addressed in this research include three areas. The Grst area 

of research deals with questions about change. What changes have occurred in urban 

development and retail structure in the Chinese city? How did the urban activities 

grow under the economic reforms during the Iast two decades? What spatial features 

have emerged and what are the spatial processes invoIved in the change of retail 

functions? To reveal the patterns of changes, one needs to examine the distriiution of 



a variety of urban elements and mail activities during the historical periods and the era 

of reform. 

The second area of research enquires about the causes of the above changes. 

What are the major driving forces that are responsible for these spatial features? How 

do they affect the changes of retail patterns as well as the general spatial structure of 

the Chinese city? These questions involve an examination of many factors that Iead to 

the change of urban function and spatial processes. A h  a long historical development 

and a period of socialist reconstruction, the pattern and functional evolution in 

some Chinese rnetropdises have become highly complex. Within this distinctive 

poIiticaI and socio-economic context. can a theory be put forward to explain the 

mechanism and spatid behaviour in the present Chinese urban restructuring? 

The third area af research examines the model for descniing these patterns and 

changes. Can any existing models be employed to describe the pattern of urban 

development and the change in retail stru~ture in the Chinese city during the past two 

decades? To what extent are the existing models able to explain the changes? While 

Chinese decision makers and many urban planners d 1 y  prefer to apply the western 

planning concepts and models to the design and construction of Chinese cities, recent 

research undertaken by westem scholars suggests that major Chinese metropolises 

tend to be simiIar to other Third WorId cities (Gaubatz 1995a, 199% teaf, 1995). 

Therefore, this investigation will also compare the fatures of the Chinese city to its 

Third World counterparts. 



13 Defining the Study Area 

Beijing has been chosen in this research for the following reasons: First, Beijing 

is a representative Chinese city. Among China's metropolises with a population over 

five rniIlion, Beijing was the only one that was buiIt according to traditional Chinese 

urban design, and was the least influenced by the West during the treaty port era. 

Second, as  the national capital and the second largest city in China, Beijing is among 

the few Chinese metropolises with an international reputation. Since the reform, it has 

been one of the leading cities receiving the most foreign investment. Third, with its 

political importance and population size, Beijing has significant economic and s o d  

influences on national urban development, as it has long served as an urban 

construction model for provincial capitals and many other cities in the country. In 

addition my personal experience of living and working in Beijing for over a decade 

has given me a better understanding of the city than any other city in China 

Beijing is a special municipality directly under the jurisdiction of the centraI 

government. It has the same administrative h i m b y  as the provinces. The special 

municipality consists of 16,800 square km with a total population of 1 1.84 million' in 

1996. Since this research does not focus on the whoIe municipality, it is necessary to 

define the study area in order to interpret its spatiai relationship with the entire urban 

region. 

13.1 The Administrative Structure and the Built-up Area of Beijing 

The admim*mtive structtxe is important for Chinese urban studies because most 

enumerations of urban statistics are based on i t  For management purposes, alI 

administrative units in China are classified either as urban or mid, which basically 



corresponds to the major category of their residents. Under the household registration 

system, Chinese population is classified as either agricultural or non-agricultural 

according to the individual's occupation.' The majority of the population in urban 

areas is non-agricultmaI, whereas rural areas have a dominant agricuItural population. 

Compared to counties or townships in rural areas, district (qu) or urban neighbornhood 

(jiedao bamhi~hu)~ status is granted only to cities and towns. In China change of 

population fiom agricultural to non-agricultural Ieads to urbanization and to the 

conversion of administrative division from rural to urban. 

Beijing Municipality consisted of ten established districts and eight surrounding 

counties in 1996.' The districts of Dongcheng, Xicheng, Chongwen, and Xuanwu 

comprise essentially the old city area, and their permanent residents are all non- 

agricultural. They are designated as urban districts. Within the inner suburbs, the 

districts of Chaoyang, Haidian. Shijingshan and Fengtai have been dominated by a 

non-agricultlrrai population and their areas have been largely developed as the built-up 

area. Mentougou and Fangshan are classified as outer suburban disrrjcts. Although the 

outer suburban districts have been recognized as "urban" in the statistics, they are not 

part of the built-up area. All counties under the jurisdiction of Beijmg MunicipaIity 

that surround the suburban districts are classified as d. 

There were 1 17 urban neighbourhoods in Beijing Municipality in 1996. Within 

the four urban districts and four inner suburban districts, there were I02 urban 

neighbourhoods. among which 94 formed the core of the built-up area W1th rapid 

&an sprawl occming over the urban h g e ,  the number of urban neighbourttoods 

that form the built-up area has also been on the increase. In kt ,  when the built-up area 



expanded h m  373 sq. km in 1985 to 487.7 sq. km in 1996, it incorporated 14 newly 

established urban neighbomhoods. 

13.2 The Beijing Metropolitan Area 

As in other Third World cities, transportation facilities in Chinese cities codd 

not support massive commuting between the central city and its surroundings before 

the reform. Consequently, suburbanization did not appear in Chinese cities during the 

pre-reform era. In addition, since the household registration tied to dejure rather than 

de facro residence, few people were willing to migrate out of the central city, and some 

commuters even folIowed a reverse pattern to that of the Western cities (Sun, 1994). 

Since an administrative system of "county under the jurisdiction of the city 

government (shi dai xian)" was introduced in the early 1980s (Ma and Cui, 1987), the 

city has been playing a leading role in the economic development of its hinterlands. 

Recent economic reforms have not only conmbuted to the revitalization of the rural 

economy but aIso have induced closer socio-economic ties between the central city 

and its countryside (Tan, 1993). 

Metropolitan areas exist in Chinese cities, even though they are not the result of 

commuting. The author's empirical study revealed a close relationship between the 

economic development in Beijing's sunounding counties and their spatial W g e  with 

the central city (Sun, 1992). The average number of daily passengers travelling from 

the central city to each county,' as well as its ratio to a county's total population, 

shows a positive relationship with the characteristics of non-agricultural development, 

in particular the percentage of non-agricultural popdation and the percentage of non- 

agricultural workers among total nwl wodcers! Growth ofnon-agricultud popdation 



was mainly a result of satellite town development which depended on the state 

investment, representing a '~pdown" force in the formation of Beijing's metropolitan 

area. Non-agriculW economic devetopment in Beijing's munding counties has 

gradudy become more dominant, dtimately promoting economic integration with the 

central city. It develops through moperation between enterprises in the centrd city 

and those in the sumunding counties, and it acts as a ubottom-up" force promoting 

their economic and s o d  integration. While both factors appear to be consistent with 

the general theory of urbanization, the formation process and spatid pattern of 

Beijing's metropolitan area are quite different fiom those ofthe west 

Table 1 - INon-agricultural Development in Beijing's Smunding Counties 1990-1 996 

Name of 
District or 

County 

Mentougou 



The Beijing metropolitan area was defined by the value of greater than 1.5% for 

the proportion of average daily outbound passengers to a county or district to its total 

population in 1990 (Table 1-1). It included Mentougou, Fangshan, Changping, Shunyi, 

Tongzhou, and Daxing (Sun, 1992). This area has level terrain, with a dense 

population and relatively developed agricdture and industry. Owing to economic 

growth and urbanization, satellite towns and rural non-agricultural activities expanded 

further during the following six years. By using the regression mode1 of 1990, the 

simuIation shows that the Beijing mettopolitan area in 1996 should include all the 

municipal counties except for Yangqing. Even without Yanqing, the municipality 

closely corresponds with the metropolitan area, forming a comparatively compIete 

urban setting. 

1.4 The Basic Structure of Beijing's Metropolitan Area 

The internal structure of the metropolitan area is uneven in terms of its landscape, 

functions, population distribution, and economic activities. With respect to population 

density and economic activities, one can identie three zones from the core districts to 

the peripheral counties (Figure 1-1). in 1996, population density in the four urban 

districts (Dongcheng, Xicheng, Chongwen, and Xuanwu) was the highest, with an 

average of 30,560 persons per square kilometre- The four suburban districts 

(Chaoyang, Fengtai, Shijingshan, and Haidian) had an average density of 3,576, about 

one tenth of that of tbe former. The average population density in the outer-most zone 

that includes the remaining districts and counties was 296 persons per square 

kilometre, again about one tenth of that of the second zone. 



Besides population density, differences of employment structure leading to 

varying income levels of locd residents firrther contriiute to the variance in economic 

development among the zones. Retail sales density is a comprehensive criterion able to 

indicate such economic variations among districts and counties (Figure 1-1). As the 

three-zone demarcation remains clear, gaps among zones, in particular the latter two, 

are more apparent. The averages of the fonner two zones were 264.76 million Yuan 

and 24.62 million Yuan per square Wometre, respectively, in 1996. The outer-most 

zone had only 1.26 miIlion Yuan, about I/L2 of that in the second zone or 1/21 1 of 

that in the core zone. 

S O P ~ :  Beijng Sfarisdc~f Yembook 1997, pp. 59 and 439-490. 



There also exist some differences within the outmost zone. The outer suburban 

dismcts, Mentougou and Fangshan, have a bigher concentration of modem economic 

activities. While the former is Beijing's most important coal mining and construction 

material industrial base, the Iatter accommodates the Yanshan Petrochemical 

Complex. The plain counties, including Tongzhou, Shunyi, Chanping, and Daxing, are 

relatively densely populated. Manufacturing has played a significant role in their local 

economies. In contrast, with regard to functional linkages with the central city, other 

counties in the north serve mainly as tourist and entertainment sites. A variety of areas 

recognized within the municipality are summarized in Table 1-2 and shown in Figure 

1-2. 

Table 1-2 The Areas in the Beijing Municipality 1996 
-- 

An8 Contents Area Population Approximate 
(kmZ) (1 000) Artr in Toronto 

1. Old City Walled city 62.0 1,900 (est.) Downtown 

2. Urban Districts 4 Urban Districts 87.1 2,671 City of Toronto 
(before 1996) I 3. Built-up Area Exisring built-up 487.7 6.000 (est.) N/A 

area 

4. Aggregated Four Urban City of Toronto 
Urban Dimicts Districts and Four 370 7244 (former Metro 

Inner Suburban Toronto) 
Disnicts 

5. Administrative AUDs plus two 4,568 8,274 N/A 
Urban Districts Outer Suburban 

Districts 

6. Municipality Ten urban and 
(Metropolitan suburban districts, Toronto Area) 
Area) and eight counties 

I 
Note: The populations in the Old City and Built-up A m  w a e  csthnatcs in 1990. accordinn Hu L. 1993. Beiiiw - - .  - .. 

in "&en Door" Poliq.- ~&hmugk &dpe and Challenge 
Sou= Being  Starirticai Yeorbwk 1997. Beijing: Statistical Ras of China 
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Figure 1.2 The Region of Beijing Municipality 
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1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 

The purpose of this research is to better understand the spatial processes of urban 

development and retail structure in Beijing within a context of rapid economic and 

social change. The emphasis of the research will be on the interpretation of the spatial 

structure and the evolution of urban fimctions, particuIarly of the retail patterns in 

Beijing in the era of reform. Within a given theoretical framework, all the 

interpretations will enhance the understanding of the spatial-temporal processes 

involved in the changes in Beijing, and help to buiId a dynamic model of urban 

StNCtllre. 

W e  Chapter 1 has discussed the research problems and geographical 



background of the study area, the second chapter reviews existing literature on urban 

retailing, the Third WorId city, the socialist city, and the Chinese city. Chapter 3 

focuses on research design, including research objectives, hypotheses, methodology, 

and data sources. A theoreticat framework and analytical elements that guide analyses 

in the Iater parts of the dissertation are also proposed in tbe research design. 

Chapter 4 presents the design of Beijing as a traditional Chinese apital city and 

the development of its markets. Chapter 5 deals with the socialist reconstruction of the 

city and retaihg. Chapter 6 examines the spatid processes of urban development 

during the era of reform, which involve population change, industrial relocation, and 

emergence of new business centres. A dynamic model of urban structure is put 

forward to summarize those spatid changes in Beijing. In Chapter 7 analyses are made 

on retail organization. market influencing factors, spatial retail change, and retail 

patterns with the recent urban development in the national capital. Finally, Chapter 8 

provides a summary of major findings and discussion on dated issues. 

Notes: 
1. Here the totat population includes permanent midents with household registration and rrgistacd 
tempany rcsideau. 
2. Today, this ckiificatiou does not nflect people's mnption. In statc9wncd farms, most workas 
have wn-agriculnnal household rtgisrration saitus. PardmMy, since economic reforms, many 
cIassified as agriculnuaI popuhion havt been engaged m nonagriculntral activities. 

3. The t a m  urban neighbourhd. or jie&o bmhich m Chinese, refers to an admi&mhe unit 
under the district h may indicau the arban ncighbolnhood office or tht &tory the office . . 
admmtstatd In this study, the term is d e W  with the Iana meaning 
4. Two former countits. Tongxian and Shtmyi, botb located in he cast of the m u u i ~ ,  obtained 
their d i s ~ c t  s w  in 1997. Cbangping was also changed to an wtcr suburbaa district in 1998. 

5. Since almost all t1~ve11ers use pubIic eransport facilities, ?he passenger data could be obtained througb 
investigations on subtdm bus routes, long-distance bus mutes. and shm-distance trains. 
6. W e  L7 variables reflecting the sociaI and ceowmic conditions of each county wcn chased, the 
results of stepwise regressions rcvcal f i  important variables: a pacentage of non-agricultural 
population; b. pacatage ~ f n o n - ~ ~  mrkcrs among total mmi workers; c. distance h m  county 
town to the mtd city, and h the nmagridturat rario m h e  Gnrss Social Product of COUlUies. 



Chapter 2 Literature Review 

Geographers have traditiondly explored theories and developed models of urban 

spatial structure. Such studies on the North American city have been extensive, as 

exemplified by the Internal Shucture of the Ciy (Bourne, t982). However, similar 

studies of Third World cities have different focuses and themes because of their less 

developed economies and social fabric (Lowder, 1986). Beijing is a Third World city. 

Besides being the capital of a socidist country, it is a city with its roots in Chinese 

culture and history. For this study on urban development and retail change in Beijing, 

the literature review aims to provide an overview of previous research on urban 

retailing, Third World cities, socidist cities, and Chinese cities (Figure 2-1). 

Figure 2-1 Outhe of the Literature Review 
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2.1 Research on Urban Retail Structure 

Since the L930s geographical studies have linked retail activity to the analyses of 

urban fhnctions and morphology. Pioneering research work, both by Proudfoot (1937) 

in North America and by Christaller and others in Europe, revealed that retailing was a 

major component of the urban environment and played a central role in urban 

economic activities. AAer World War [I, modem analysis on retail location padeIed 

the development of urban geography. With the growth of the quantitative movement, 

particularly the introduction of Christaller's central place theory in the 1950s, retail 

activity has been widely examined both theoretically and empirically by geographers 

in N o h  America and Europe. To date, although the central place model is stiU 

representative in the literature, a number of other hypotheses and approaches that deal 

with inn-urban retail mcture have been advanced. These developments can be 

identified in four interrelated themes: c o m e r  behaviour, retail location, retd 

organization, and public policies in retailing @awson, 1980). The analysis of 

consumer shopping behaviour was particularly affected by the bekvioural conceptual 

hmework, and a variev of models in this field were proposed (Shepherd and 

Thomas, 1980; Dawson and Kirby, 1980; Potter* 1978). Many earlier examinations on 

the subject were mainly concerned with normative spatial models that postulated 

human behaviour in accordance with optimal spatid pattern. However, the more recent 

interdisciplinary studies emphasized the development of theories that are based on the 

behaviod approach, and on information derived from the individual scale of 

investigation (Bmwn, 1987~). 



Studies of retail organization have also been one of the central themes in retail 

geography. Although there is no clear-cut theoretical and methodological basis to 

synthesize diverse studies (Davies and Kirby, 1980:156), previous studies on the 

subject possess some spatial reIevance and have strong potential in geographical 

applications (Brown, 198%). With regard to the organizatiod change in rehiling, 

three specific hypotheses may be discerned. An environmenta1 hypothesis contends 

that retaiI changes are direct responses to the development of socio-economic 

conditions (Simmons, 1964). The cyclical theory explains retai1 evolution with such 

conceptualizations as the retail accordion, the wheel of retailing and the retail life 

cycle. In contrast to the above, the conflict theory focuses on the process of conflict 

between different forms of retailing (Dawson, 1979:349-58). Studies on marketing and 

business adrmnistration are also important to the understanding of the process of 

changes in the strucrurc of the retail system (T'horpe, 1978; Davies and Kirby, 

1980: 162-4). 

The investigation of the relationship between public policies and retailing 

constitutes another emphasis. Since governments usually exert their influence on the 

retail sector, it is necessary for geographers to study public policies that affect retail 

location, retail price, business sapcture, h control and consumer protection 

(Dawson, 1980:193-US; Jones and Simmons, 1987:365-412). Through investigating 

the spatial impacts of these policies, geogmphers have contriiuted to policy 

formulation and assessment In particular, retail location policies and planning, as 

direct means in guidiug the impIementation of new wmmerciai developments, have 

been wideIy explored (Davies, 1984; Brown, 1989). 



Analysis of retail location and intra-urban spatial retail structure has been a 

traditional and very popular theme in the research of human geography. Therefore, a 

considerable amount of literature associated with the spatial aspects of retailing has 

been produced (Kvell and Shaw, 1980:95). Among existing research, several 

important aspects which have received reIatively detailed attention can be identified. 

One of the emphases involves the analysis of the hierarchical and topological patterns 

of retail structure. On the basis of his investigation and previous research on business 

area classification, Berry (1967; 1988) generdized a three-fold typology of centres, 

nibons and specialized areas that now has been widely accepted. Adopting the 

concept of retail hierarchy and urban land-use models, Davies (1972) applied the 

above typology to central area retail facilities and developed a complex model. This 

study continues to influence some recent studies (Ivlorrill, 1987; Brown, 1987a). 

However, further examinations of British cities suggest that the classic typology 

should take into account the size, functions, location, and other salient pperties of 

intra-urban retailing areas (Potter, I98 1 ; Davies and Bennison, 1977). 

A second emphasis of the theme d d s  with trade area, retail site economics and 

location strategy. Since the 1960s spatid interaction models such as the Huff model 

have been widely used to estimate trade areas and shopping centre locations. Recently, 

spatial diffusion models have also been employed to interpret the evolution of retail 

outlet dimiution (Jones, 1981; Laulajainen, 1987; Graff and Ashton, 1994). Other 

research places emphasis on the analysis of retail location change. The earliest 

interpretation of spatial change of individual stores is perhaps Nelson's interceptor ring 

model (KivelI and Shaw, 1380:98). It documented the tendency of new stores to locate 



in suburban centres and road intersections in American cities in the sly part of the 

20th centmy. However, most subsequent research focused on the relations between the 

patterns of retail facilities and retail sales and socio-economic factors. After examining 

the development processes of American dties, Vance (1962) identified five dynamic 

factors affecting commercial structure. Simmons (1964) further distinguished between 

the controlling factors as direct forces and the rnodimg variables as indirect ones. He 

also found that the factors in t4ese two categories are interlocked in leading to changes 

of retail location. In a fateIy published monograph on the commercial structure of the 

Greater Toronto Area, Simmons et a1 (1996) continued to focus on the changes of 

such socio-economic factors as population size, household income, occupation, and 

trade intensity. 

As in other branches of geography, retail geography has also attracted much 

quantitative research. Simulation and interpretation with mathematical nodels have 

involved almost every aspect of retail spatial analysis (Lee and McCracken, 1982). The 

literature in this area includes studies such as Rogers' (1969) quadrant analysis, 

Dacey's (1972) central cluster process model, Lee's (1979) nearest-neighbour spatial 

association measure, and GoodchiId's (1984) location-allocation model. Taking 

advantage of tapidly advancing computer technology, recent research in retail anaIysis 

has extended to studies on the application of geographical information systems (GIs). 

Such studies generally invotve spatid analyses in patterns of retaiI estabIishments, 

trade area - shopping m t r e  rehionships, and market via retail pattern exptoration 

(Simmons et 01,1996). 



2.2 Urban Spatial Structure of Third World Cities 

Since the late 1960s, a great deal of attention has been paid to the urban spatial 

structure of Third World cities. As a result, a considerable number of models and 

hypotheses that attempted to explain the mechanism of internal pattern development 

and changes were proposed (Lowder, 1986:206-249). According to their nature and 

emphases, these models can be grouped into two major types: the descriptive and the 

dynamic models. The descriptive models were greatly influenced by the Chicago 

school and later by other approaches on Western cities. Most of them were deduced 

h m  a sample city at a specific time, and they generally focus on the pattems of land 

use, population distribution, and social group areas within the city. Several typical 

models on urban morphology have been identified that deal specificaIIy with the 

hctional elements. In these models, it is assumed that urban commercial and 

residential land-uses are diffmentiated by their locations to the CBD, and the ethnic 

groups and their social status. Examples are the models for the cities in Latin America 

(Grifi and Ford, 1980; Crowley, 1995; Ford, 1996)- Africa (the United Nations. 

1973), Southeast Asia (McGee, 1963, and South Asia (Kosambi and Brush, 1988). 

Since it is easy to compare among cities, popdation density gradient has been widely 

studied in association with social class distribution and land use patterns. Meanwhile, 

some ecological approaches were also tested in the cities of different sizes among the 

major developing continents. 

The dynamic models provide insight into the processes that are driving 'forces' 

behind the spatial aspect of urban growth. By relating the process to the form of urban 

deveIopment, spatial, occupational and temporal hctors have been usually employed 



in such approaches (Sargent, 1972). In particular, urban land speculation and historical 

creation of transportation network were given greater attention as compared to other 

factors. Another example, Tuner's intra-urban mobility model, revealed the dynamic 

process of different social groups migrating, along with their income changes, within 

an urban region. In spite of criticism, the validity of this model has been verified in 

East and West Africa (Kliest and Scheffer, 1981) and other colonial cities in Latin 

America (Schuurman, 1986). However, the resulting models differ in their focus at 

three levels: the user, the entrepreneur and the state (Lowder, l986:2O9). 

In contrast with the studies of retail suburbanization, retail decline in downtown 

areas, and retail restructuring that dominate in Anglo-American cities (Robertson, 

1983; Baerwald, 1989; Lord and Guy, 1991), retail studies of Third World cities focus 

on their supply systems and their formal and informal retail sectors in urban areas over 

the last several decades (McGee and Yeung, 1977). The supply system and its spatial 

pattern are generally related to its colonial exploration, dependent urbanization and 

indigenous economies (Lowder, 1986: 186-205; Potter and Dann, 1990). Potter (1990) 

examined the retail change during the process in economic development in an island 

state in the Caribbean. He used the term "Shared S'ce" to descni  the coexistence of 

the traditional and modem components of retailing in the state, and M e r  revealed its 

core-periphery structure as its historical genesis and present socia1 disparities. The 

differences of the two-sector retail forms are also descriied, using an indicator of shop 

windows in Tunis (Paddisoa, 1984). 



23 Spatial Structure of the Socialist City 

The sociaIist city has fimdamental contradictions with its capitalist comterpart. 

F.E. Ian Hadton (1979: 195-26 I), writing on East European cities before the collapse 

of their socialist system, noted three major processes through which the characteristics 

of the socialist city were developed. (I) The ideological-political process pursued the 

quest for equity or social justice, which guided the socialist urban deveIopment on two 

levels: inter-city and intra-city. The ideological goal was to provide equal 

opportunities and living conditions to all people, through socialist control and 

allocation of social commodities and c o m e r  goods. All people should be equally 

accessi'ble to all goods, services and facilities provided by the state. (2) The 

administrative and planning process was the way through which the above ideology 

was put into practice in the organization, development and management of urbau 

space. The central government determined the administrative status and the degree of 

autonomy of each city. The central decisions or policy allocation of resources directly 

affkcted the growth, stagnation, or alternation of city fimctions, infr;lstructme, and 

population change. Thmugh various vertical channels, the ministries of the central 

government supervised or exerted influence on the construction of local cities. (3) The 

economic process was essential to the formation of urban space (White, 1981). 

Underlying the economic process is the ownership relation governing production, 

services. and iafrastructure. Land or property ownership shaped urban form, because 

various state owned organizations and enterprises preferred to occupy significant 

amounts of land that were free under socialism. State ownerdip of the means of 

production and services led to the state controls of the allocation of land, labour and 



infrastructure. Further. the state controlled allocations of capital, labour force and 

commodity dimiution among economic sectors. As a dt, socialist investment and 

employment policies contniuted to the evident characteristics of East European cities. 

The 'production" sectors, particutarly the material production sectors which played a 

key role in the socialist industridization, were dominant over %on-production*'. 

functions. Meanwhile. the growth in the retailing of c o m e r  goods was restricted. 

This investment pattern and government policy led to the socialist &an structure that 

contrasts with that of the capitalist city. 

The intemal structure of the socialist city represents the spatial consequences of 

the foregoing processes. The first detailed examination of the socialist city was done 

by Hamilton (1979227). He constructed a d e l  of such a city and identified eight 

concentric zones. (1) The historic medieval or renaissance core; (2) Inner commercial, 

housing, and industrial areas h m  the capitalist period; (3) A zone of socialist 

transition ur renewd; (4) Socialist housing of the 1950s; (5) Integrated sociaIist 

neighbowhoods and residential districts of the 1960s and 1970s; (6) Open or planted 

"isolation green belt"; (7) Industrid or related zones; and (8) Open countryside, 

induding tourist complexes. 

The reality of East European cities showed that this concentric zone structure 

was clearly evident in the urban landscapes (Werwicki, 1979:335-348; Caaer, 

1979:453). The historic cores had possi'bly been preserved as symbols of Mt iona l  

culture. The inner area was an amalgamation of m y  types of buildings and uses. 

Outward fium the pre-socialist urban tracts, new construction was partially and 

pmgressiveIy replacing the inherited features. Compared to hdedIy built blocks of 



apartments at an earlier stage, the succeeding residential neighbourhoods were well 

organized where the necewry services and convenience shops are provided. In order 

to avoid excessive commuting for working and shopping, regional and sub-regiond 

centres were planned to create employment opportunities and to shift shopping trips 

from the inner area. Industrial areas were planned in peripheral locations and were 

carefully segregated fiom residential areas. 

Within the socialist city, the patterns of senices as well as retailing had also 

been characterized by the effect of the foregoing processes. Heineberg's (1979:305) 

case study on service centres in Beriin demonstrated that the different socio-economic 

systems of the two parts of Germany had produced contrasting structure and hctions 

in major semice centres in East Berlin and West Berlin. He emphasized severid 

principks in the post-war redevelopment of service centres in East Berh. With strict 

observance of Soviet city-planning guidelines, the key objective of these principles 

was to show the characteristics of the new social system. Particularly, the character of 

retail establishments was iargely regulated by the Principles of Planning and 

Organkation, which set out ruIes concerning the nature of the aggIomeration sites, the 

size structure, the degree of specialization, and the ranking of retail outlets. The 

principle of territorial concentration was applied so that several specialized but 

compIementary sales outlets with Iimited ranges of goods agglomerated to form 

shopping complexes. While this precept promoted the groups of shops selling a 

diversified range of goods by forming the so-called demand compIex, the principle of 

spatial concenrration of retail networks raised the average size of -1 units but 

reduced their number. Their combination encouraged the development of the first large 



new department store. The principle of concentric consmction governed the 

Iocational pattern of retaiI outIets for products with different demand kquency. 

According to the types of goods that were demanded daiIy, periodically, and 

hfiequently, the retail outIets were ranked and allocated in different centres. Finally, 

the principle of devdoping a hierarchical system of 'centres of public life' introduced 

four orders of service centres: the city centre, the citydistrict, the residentialdistrict, 

and the residential-complex. Each of those had different sizes, functions, and 

locations, but was organized in the entire network of service cenm. Recent studies of 

the economic transformation process on the structure and location of retailing in the 

former East Germany (Kulke, 1997) and Poland (Riley, 1997) augment our 

understanding of d l  change in post-sociaht societies. 

2.4 Spatial Structure of Chinese Cities 

2.4.1 Urban Morphology and Internal Structure 

The study on urban morphology usuaIly focuses on the shape of urban expansion 

and the evolution of urban hctional areas because of their significance in urban 

planning. Partly, because of the lack of land use information, some geographers 

outside China prefer to do this kind of analysis. Lo (1980a) used the Boyce-Clark 

shape index to identie the changes in the shape of 23 Chinese cities. Research has also 

been taken on the historical evolution of urban morphology (Pannell, 1980). Since the 

early 1980s, remote sensing has been frequently empIoyed in research on Iand use 

patterns (PanneU and Welch, 1980; Lo, 1980b; 1986). Meanwhile, Chinese scholars 



have related the chmges of urban morphology in several Chinese cities to their sociaI, 

economic, cultural and natural aspects (Yan, 1995). 

Bourne (1982) suggested three aspects of the internal structure of the city: urban 

form, urban interaction, and spatial structure. While there is no dear diffmce 

between urban fonn and spatial structure, they have been more frequently examined in 

Chinese urban studies. An empirical study on urban interaction was undertaken based 

an an investigation of passenger flows between the central city of Beijing and its 

adjacent surrounding areas (Sun, 1992). Existing research on urban form and spatial 

stnrcture can be grouped into four categories: the spatial structure of metropoIitan 

regions, urban land use, functional area pattern, and urban social structure. The first 

topic is centraI to the understanding of the macro-strum of the Chinese urban 

region. Several conceptual models have been proposed on the basis of investigations 

of land use pattems (Lo, 1980b), rurslr-urban relationships (Sit, 1985), and urban 

population distribution types (Ma and Cui, 1987). This topic was aIsb d e d  in the 

analyses of sateIlite town development (Fung, 1981a; Yeh and Yuan 1987) and 

suburban agriculturaI land use (Fung, 1980; Bjorkluud, 1987; Kikuchi, etc., 1 997). 

Little research on internal urban land use has been conducted because detailed 

urban Iand use data were unavailable. However, Fung (1980, 198 1b, 1986) has 

contributed to a better understanding of the impact of urban sprawl on Iand-use 

pattems in Chinese cities. After criticaliy examining the factors d t i n g  in 

uncunmlled urban expansion and wasteful use of urban and suburban fad, he 

identified that a Iarge number of Chinese cities underwent rapid spatial expansion due 

to intensive industrial development. He criticized the fact that maay cities as well as 



single industrial plants acquired much more land than they a d y  needed. He also 

argued that a very high standard for green land and open space in the Soviet model 

was indiscriminately adopted in urban plans. He further emphasized the need for 

comprehensive land use regulations and their effective implementation. Using housing 

census data of 1985, Gan (1990) analyzed the urban land use pattern in the built-up 

area of Beijing. For the purpose of levying land-use fees and taxes, the study of urban 

land use within China began in the mid-1980s. It reached a high point in the early 

1990s, mainly because of the state's land-use and housing reforms that have led to a 

newly "overheating" real estate market in the country. 

The study of some urban fimctional areas has emerged recently, not only because 

of the availability of data from urban Iand gradation, but also because of the needs 

generated by rapid urban development- To meet the need of international investment 

and modernization. urban industrial (Wu, 1987; Yan and Tang, 1990) and residential 

(Lin, 199 1; Chen. 1993) hctions have been studied. While earlier literam has 

primarily focused on the pattern of commercial-sexvice cenm in Shanghai (Ning, 

1984) and Beijing (Xu, 1984), later examinations revealed the historical evolution of 

market pIaces in Beijing (Gao, 1987) and predicted future commercial networks 

(Yang, 1990). 

Examination of the urban socia1 areas, or urban ecological analysis, has been 

made on a few large Chinese cities, including Beijing (Yang, 1992). Unlike many 

North American cities where multiple ethnic groups live, most Chinese cities have 

very few racial differences. However, the study shows that other facton are at work. 

Population densities, organizational elements, residential areas of intellectuals, and 



large industrial enterprises have obvious effects in shaping the social spatial structure 

of Chinese cities (Yan, 1995). h addition, empirical research on urban spatial 

cognition was conducted in order to investigate environmental perception 

and residential preferences (Lee and Schmidt, 1986). 

2.42 Influences of Social&& Ideoiogy and Urban Economic Reform 

China is a socialist country where socialist ideology played a crucial mle in many 

aspects of the society. This ideology had significantly affected both the course of urban 

devetopment and the internal structure of cities in the country (Lo, 1980b; 1987; 

Demko and Regulska, 1987; Xie and Costa, 1993). The Chinese govenwent directed 

urban development mainly through population control and resource allocation (Lo, 

1987; Yeh and Wu, 1995). A household registration system classifies the popuIation 

into agricultural and non-agricultural in conjunction with food rationing which was 

used to prevent unauthorized migration both tiom the countryside to the city (Kirkby, 

1985) and within cities. This policy was effective in controlling population growth in 

all large cities (Sit, 1985; Yeuug, 1986). 

With its power of resource allocation, the state controlled the location of 

investment and residence through employment by work-units. As special socia1 areas, 

work-units exist in Chinese cities and create a cohesive group which is different in 

nature h m  that in deveIoped countries. Most work-tmits are structured so that the 

workplace, residence, and leisure places are all located within visiite and invisible 

waIIs (Bjorldund, 1986; Chan, 1994). As they are responsi'ble h r  most facets of Life, 

especially housing for employees, work units actively participate in residential 

construction (Lo, 1987; Yeh and Wu, 1995). Therefore, under the system of free land 



acquisition, work units usually desire to occupy a much greater amount of land than 

they actually need (Fung, 1981b; 1986). Consequently, the work unit system has 

directly caused a hgmented urban land-use pattern and urban sprawl. The pattern and 

intensity of land-use did not reflect their rent-paying abilities (Fung, 1986; World 

Bank, 1993). 

Socialist planning principles have also changed the urban landscape of Chinese 

cities. The idea of a him standardized and lrniform social organization underscores 

equal access to facilities and services. The centre of the city was usualIy designated for 

use by govenunent agencies (Lo, 1987). The Soviet planning model with a central 

public s q u e  for poIiticaI activity was adopted by many Chinese cities. As a result, the 

overall form and functional diffaentiation of the city were greatly generalized 

(Gaubatz, 1995a). 

The introduction of a marketdriven economic system and the absorption of 

foreign investment since the late 1970s have significantly influenced many activities in 

the Chinese society, including urban development (Hamer, 1 990; Pannell, 1990; 1995; 

Yeh and Wu, 1995). With the introduction of land markets, housing markets, and 

reforms in ownership and management, the previous mechanisms that controlled urban 

development in China have been weakened, The new and growing force influencing 

th9 evolving internal structure of Chinese cities is shifting to &et competition, as 

neo-classical economists have descrii  (Yeh and Wu, 1995; WLI, 1995). The 

evolution of Chinese cities is becoming more similar in form and fimctions to other 

Third World cities (Gaubad, 1995; 199%; L& 1995). 



As urban development and land-use restructuring are taking place in Chinese 

cities, a new internal structure is emerging (Gaubatz, 1995a). Despite criticism that 

land use in some cities is becoming more chaotic and mixed (Yeh and Wu, 1995) due 

to insufficient market power and an out-dated administrative system, the main change 

since the late 1970s is the transition from a relatively undiffkrentiated hctional 

landscape to one of increasing specialization. In some metropolises, more specialized 

urban hctional patterns are increasingly visible. For example, the central business 

district (CBD) that had vanished in Chinese cities since the communist revolution has 

begun to reappear in Beijing (Hu, 1993a; Gaubatz, 1995a) and Shanghai (Yan and 

Tang, 1990; Gaubatz 199%). 

2.5 Remaining Problems 

Dawson (1980) highlighted the unsuitability of the traditional concepts of retail 

geography to deal with the patterns and processes of present-day retailing. He pointed 

out that the lack of new theoretical concepts and alternative models has resulted in 

problems in contemporary studies. Some research still takes the experimental design 

for retailing of the past, and new types of retail facilities are forced to fit into the 

traditional hierarchy in planning. Potter (1990) also found it surprising that so tittle 

research has sought to explore the commercial structure in Third World cities, But 

above dl, examination of retail structure was seIdom associated with d a n  

development. 

This review also indicates that while the number of studies on Chinese cities is 

increasing, many problems still remain, First, the study of Chinese urban structure lags 



far behind those of similar work done on North American and European cities. Up to 

the present, it has not established an acceptable theoretical h e w o r k  and mode1 for 

Chinese urban structure, comparable to those developed on Southeast Asian cities and 

South American cities (Ma and Noble, 1986). Second, little in depth work has led to a 

lack of significant theoretical progress. Some descriptive case studies have examined 

the patterns that emerge, but have ignored b mechanisms which cause those patterns. 

Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to learn more from other fields such as economics 

and sociology that could provide fundamental explanations to spatial patterns and 

processes. Third, the research methodology appears to be immature. New methods and 

techniques that will be helpful in revding what conventional methods are not able to 

do are strongIy recommended for the study of Chinese urban spatial structure. 

It is clear that the study of Chinese urban spatial structure stiIl faces many 

difficulties. Given the complex political decisionmaking system and the existing 

quasi-market economy, the understanding of China's economic and social system is 

limited. It is not surprising that inadequate research has led to the absence of sound 

theories and models that deal with complex social phenomena. The obstacle may ~ I S O  

be due to the serious lack of urban data resources. For example, census tract and 

industrial data that a .  available in the West do not exist in China Many relevant 

industrial data for local areas are collected centrally in aggregated form, and generally 

are not released to the public. 

China is undergoing a rapid and profound change, and as a resalt a lme number 

of new questions will continue to emerge. Any valid r d t s  on the study of 

contemporary urban issues of a country with the largest urban population in the world 



will definitely have a significant intluence both in theory in &an geogmphy and 

urban planning. For example, explanations for the mechanisms and ptocesses by 

which reforms have been iduencing Chinese urban spatial restructuring will be of 

particular value for &an planning. This understanding will help to establish new 

planning principles applicable to Chinese cities when the out-of-date ideology and 

planning principles are abandoned. This kind of research may also influence policy- 

making (spatial and aspatid) in anticipation of urban growth in a liberalizing 

economy, thereby reducing urban problems that have occurred in many other 'lhird 

World cities. Therefore, this literature review suggests that it is imperative to study the 

internal structure of China's changing metropolises in the post-refom era. 



Chapter 3 Research Design: Objectives, Hypotheses, and the 

Theoretical Framework 

3.1 Research Objectives 

The general objective of this research is to develop a theoretical framework to 

better understand the spatid processes of urban development and retail change. This 

understanding will allow us to comment on existing theoretical models relating to 

Third World urban development, within a context of rapid economic and social 

changes. The emphasis of this research will be on the interpretation of the spatial 

structure and the evolution of urban functions, particdarly that of the retail patterns in 

Beijing in the era of reform. 

The first objective of the dissertation is to establish a theoretical h e w o r k  for 

analyzing the evolution of urban spatial structure in Beijing. By incorporating socio- 

economic factors into the theoreticd h e w o r k ,  their relationships and influences wiU 

be examined throughout different development stages. Although distinctive socio- 

economic settings have had different impacts on urban development in history, the 

mechanism that led to the development of certain urban partems will be expIained 

with the same theoretical h e w o r k .  

The second objective is to identify the processes a f f d g  changes in urban 

structure and retail pattem associated with post-reform urban devetopment in China, 

Particular attention will be given to population change, land use conversion, recent 



urban sprawI, and functional shifts in the city. While assuming fimctional interaction 

exists among commercial, residential and industrial land uses. the spatial processes 

will be depicted with respect to the concept of spatial competition in the process of 

urban development. 

While the socio-economic transformation in Beijing has resulted in retail 

changes, the third objective of this research is to analyze the spatid changes in the 

market structure of Beijing, This examination measures the overall impacts of major 

socio-economic factordforces of urban development. 

The fourth objective of the dissertation is to interpret the retail structure and its 

evolution with regard to the concept of retail centre. By enquiring into the changes of 

the distriiution and hierarchy of major retail outlets in the city, this study examines 

whether the retail pattern in Beijing conforms to certain theoretical models (e-g. centraI 

place theory). While exploring the spatial distriiution of different types of retail 

establishments. in terms of spatial clustering, avoidance, or random distribution, it is 

possible to discern the adoption of competition strategies by retail 6rms in the period 

of economic transition. 

3.2 Hypotheses 

During the transformation h m  a centrally pIanned economy to a market- 

driven system in the era of reform, urban economic and s o d  elements have been 

modified, leading to fundamental changes in the lrrbm spatial structure, particularIy 

the retail mcture. In order to achieve the specific research objectives, the following 

four hypotheses are proposed: 



Urban Development Stages and Restructuring Processes Hypothesis.. Since its 

establishment Beijing has experienced three urban development stages, as a result 

of its transformation fiom an imperial capital, through a socialist political centre 

and to a modern metropolis. Each stage, having a dominant social value, as well as 

significantly different socio-economic characteristics, generates a specific spatial 

pattern in the city. 

Urban Spmial Processes Hypothesis. The inter-linked economic and social factors 

arising h m  China's economic reform are promoting three essential spatial 

processes in the city: agglomeration of new urban functions, changes in land use, 

and d~,@ion of existing urban functions, 

Market Injluencing Factors Kypotksis: The spatial panern and size of market 

are affected by a number of socio-economic factors that are components of the 

urban economic system. Changes in the Ievel and distniution of these factors will 

influence market structure, and the pattern of retail sales and the distriiution of 

retail establishments. 

Retail Paiiern Evolution BypotAresis: At each stage of urban development, 

Beijing's retail pattern coafoms to a specific principle and spatial model. In the 

era of reforms, the evolution of urban retail hierarchy tends to become more 

sophisticated and begins to support the diffusion processes. Given the specific 

retaiI system and urban setting (e-g. population density and transportation 

hcilities), Beijing's current retail structure, both the overall pattern and its 

operating format, shows Werences m Iocation of retail activities when compared 

with its Third World counterparts. 



3 3  Urban Development and Retail Structure: The Theoretical Framework 

It has been widely recognized in urban studies that the city can be viewed as a 

system. The evolution of the city could be thought of as a response of the present 

pattern to factors outside the urban system itself (CadwaUader, 199621). With regard 

to either the urban reproduction process (CasteIls, 1977:t26-127) or the city-forming 

process (Bourne, 1982:28-45), the dynamic urban system is composed of four 

. . elements: production, consumption, exchange or distriiution, and admubation or 

control. These elements are interlocked with and interdependent on one mother in the 

formation of an entity, the city, within which subsystems (such as transport networks 

or commercial complexes) can be defined by the extent to which their 

interrelationships or the strength of interdependence exert influences upon various 

urban hctions. The subsystem in the city may be defined in either spatial or aspatial 

terms, or both. However, a spatial urban pattern may represent a projection of aspatid 

elements in space, and urban space can be structured in the processes of each type and 

at each period of sociai organization (Castells, 1977: I 15). Thus, in order to analyze the 

spatial pattern of an urban bction, it is necessary to examine the politicd, economic 

and social subsystems that are the most fimdamental components in shaping the 

m & e  of the city. 

Changes in the political, economic and sociai subsystems of Third World cities 

can be defined as a result of initiatives at three levels: the state, the entrepreneur and 

tbe user (Lowder, 1986206-249). Since recent Iiterature ascrib the major changes in 

urban China to the impact of economic and social reforms (Perkins, 1990), there is a 

need to examine the roles of the initiatives at those three levels. Reviewing the 



changes that have occurred in China over the last two decades, it is very clear that 

most of the refonn and open-door policies were promulgated by the state government 

and implemented mainly via a verticaI mute fiom top to bottom. Given China's unique 

social structure, the state's initiatives were always predominant in this centrally 

planned nation. Comparatively, the user's and entrepreneur's initiatives usually were 

regulated so as to be agreeable with those of the state. The state's initiatives as the 

original forces, together with those of entrepreneurs and users, jointly created an 

environment, in which competition, movement and transformation among urban 

bctions have resulted in new urban spatial processes, Ieading to a reorganization of 

the retail system. 

The basic theoretical h e w o r k  of this research, as shown in Figure 3-1, is that 

interactions of several major subsystems that underpin urban development bring about 

spatial processes in the city, which further lead to changes in retad strucrure. Retail 

structure not only represents a major component of the overall urban spatial pattern, 

but in tun, it also influences changes m the latter. This two-way relatiomhip suggests 

that explanations for retail change may underlie the socio-economic hctors and that 

the emphasis should be given to the systems containing those factors. As noted above, 

the impacts of the sociwconomic factors are effective at different levels and on 

different aspects. Therefore, the examination of the pattern of retail change will be 

undertaken, using a step-by-step approach, on the interactions and spatiai processes 

brought about by those factors (Figure 3-1). 
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the same system nor a? the same Ievel. Factors outside the urban system involve three 

major aspects: political, economic, and social. Economic activities, political and 

constitutional structures. and social organizations generate a society that provides a 

specific environment for urban deveIopment. Meanwhile, as an important urban 

function, retailing is determined by other fimctioas of the &an system. When 

measured by the nature and extent of their Muence, these factors can be divided into 

three categories (Figure 3-2): 

Flguce 3-2. The Analficd Francwork 



(1) Generaf Influencing (or &emu9 Factors: These factors include economic, 

social, and political aspects that are not composite elements of the urban system, but 

are the forces shaping urban devdopment They would directly lead to modification or 

even transformation of the urban system, though their influences on retail change are 

indirect. For example, economic refom, which introduce market mechanism into 

economic activities, change urban land-use pattern and improve househoid incomes. 

This Improvement consequently increases market demand and leads to growth in retail 

d e s  and retail facilities. 

(2) Urban Functionaf (or Internal) Factors: The internal factors refer to 

components of the urban system performing various urban fimctions. As a stmice 

centre, the city executes functions of trade, retail, transportation and others. The city 

aIso performs hct ions  as a manufgcturing centre and a place for inhabitation. These 

functions may promote or conflict with each other. With respect to reveahg the 

change in urban structure, some bctions are more usefbI than others. Housing and 

transport networks of the city have often been examined in this regard. 

Retailing is one of the most comprehensive indicators of urban development 

because it is related to various activities occurring in urban space and its change can 

reflect other changes in the city. In this research, it will be examined as an aspect of 

urban deveIopment that occurs in the spatial processes of a variety of urban timctions. 

Residential housing development reflects popdation changes which determine both 

the size and distribution of the urban market Change in the transport network affects 

not only linkages among different functional areas, but also the accessibility of retail 

facilities. Since Beijing is the second largest manaficturing centre in China, 



manufacturing will also be included in the analysis, as the change of this function is 

closely related to growth in the commercial sector. Differential changes of these 

factors among districts and communities provide distinctive opportunities for retail 

activities to penetrate in the commercializing urban area. Within this analytical 

framework, an examination of these internal factors will not only assist interpretation 

of the changing urban patterns, but also help in better understanding the evolving retail 

structure. 

( 3 )  Refail System Factors: Maintaining routine retail activity requires various 

supporting elements that make up the retail system. For example, enterprise 

organization, means of distribution, marketing strategies, transportation and other 

technologies jointly support and strengthen operations of the urban retail function. 

Changes in these poticy-oriented factors are also responsible for the transformation of 

retail Iandscape. 

A S'rial Indicator refers to a pointer or an index that can be used to monitor 

changes in urban pattem. retail structure, and other spatial features of the urban 

system. It is of great values in using GIs tools to perform spatial analysis. This study 

makes use of four types of spatial indicators. 

( I )  Funmbnal Areuf Indicmor: Many urban phenomena can be interpreted in 

functiond terms but not in administrative terms. Residential ateas, business 

dimiets. speciality retail areas are all such examples. 

(1) Adminisbucive Ared Indicator, This refers to statistical indices for basic 

- * admmmative areas. Three basic levels of admmstm 
. . 

tive areal indicator are 

available: municipality, district, and urban neighbourhood. However, this indicator 



for other ktennediate levels can be generated by combining the areas of the latter 

two basic levels. Variables of this indicator include population, employment, retail 

sales, number of stores, and others. 

(3) Point Indicator. When viewed h m  the whoIe city, stores can be regarded as 

points. Point indicators of stores will show locations of major retail establishments 

for analysis of their distribution. Other business facilities, such as commercial 

complexes and high-order hotels that reflect new development in the city can also 

be presented as point indicators. 

(4) Line indicator: This includes the transport network and retail strips. 

3.5 Methodology 

The introduction of quantitative methods and the behavioural approach into 

geographical research has led to applications of a variety of conceptual and 

mathematical models to urban geography and retail research in North American. In 

contrast, most existing studies on Chinese cities adopted qualitative methods. 

Although some statistical indices were occasionally employed in the literature, the 

majority of the research involved description of factors, evaluation of impacts, and 

explanation of distniutions. Although the qualitative appmach is necessary and useful 

in social sciences, the use of quantitative methods may provide accurate rdts  and in- 

depth research findings in the disciplines. 

In accordance with the research objectives and the nature of the problems, four 

major methods will be employed. Spatial-temporal anaIysis will be used to examine 

the evolving urban patterns and retail structure, as well as spatial change in the urban 



market. A causal approach, with application of multivariate regressions, will identify 

the factors that lead to market growth and spatial variation. The nearest neighbour 

statistic, a measure of the distniution of point patterns, will be used to detect the 

spatial relationship of different types of retail hm. This research will employ GIs for 

analyses of the spatial-temporal changes and point patterns. While the focus of this 

research is on the dynamic urban system of Beijing, GIs will help in developing 

spatial distniution models and investigating spatial-temporal change in retail and 

other urban functions, within a digital environment. 

3.5.1 CIS-based Exploratory SpatiaI-Temporal Analysis 

Urban development and retail change occur in both time and space. Changes in 

location and pattern of urban functional elements, incIuding retail complexes, reflect 

the spatial process of the urban structure. AlI the four types of spatial indicators, as 

discussed above, will be examined to depict those changes. The functional areal 

indicators include the patterns of urban expansion, residential areas, major industrid 

zones, and the old-city preservation area Linear patterns contain the intra-city 

transport network, railroads, and rivers. Point patterns include locations of major retail 

stores, high-order hotels, large corporate offices and business complexes, other 

important commercial buildings, and major industrial fiwtories. In addition, the 

administrative areal indicator, specifically the urban neighbourhoods, can be used to 

present population distniution. A GIs-baed exploratory spatial-temporal analysis will 

be employed to examine the spatial process of urban development and retail changes, 

through the interpretation of distributions of those indicators. This examination will 

also d y s e  the relationships of those indicators in three aspects. First, it stresses the 



interpretation of the spatial distn'butions of those indicators over time. Thtough 

comparison of the distn'bution, it win explicate the processes of land-use change, 

functional diffusion, and the formation of new fimctional areas in Beijing. Second, it 

will investigate the spatial results caused by other major changes. For example, using 

the buffer function of GIs, this exploration can detect whether new retail stores have 

been attracted to locate at major road intersections or not, or if the interceptor ring 

effect applies to store allocation after circle roads were built Using GIs as a too1 in 

spatial measurement of distri'butions, an interpretation of retail patterns can be more 

closely related to other urban elements in terms of such measures as distance and 

density. In brief, within a GIs environment, the application of the exploratory spatial- 

temporal analysis to the study of urban spatial transformation and retail patterns will 

provide visualized uends and relationships of d a n  development and retail change 

during the 1980s and 1990s in Beijing. 

35.2 ShiftShare Andysis 

Unlike other indicators, the administrative areaI indicator can be measured both 

in spatial and structlrral terms. The shift-share method is a technique for spatial- 

temporal analysis of such an indicator. It is designed to measure the change in an 

area's performance relative to the entire study region over a given paid of time. It 

can be viewed as a method of dhggn@ng spatial changes in a sector in order to 

identify the components of that change, This model was origidly used in regional 

economics as a tool to study the components of regional growth However, it is also 

applicable to urban districts, the admmtm 
. - 

tive areas in a metropolitan area In this 

study, the shift-share model will be applied to measure the structural and areal shifts in 



retail employment h m  1985 to 1996 at the district level. Such an application will 

identify the growth differentiaIs and changing trends in the retail sector of each district 

within the Beijing metropolitan region. 

33.3 Multivariate Market Analysis 

The most important determinant of retailing is the market which is dehned as a 

set of consumers (Jones and Simmons, 1987:4I6). While it is assumed that change in 

consumer characteristics will influence market size and structure which in turn 

simultaneously affect retail patterns, this research investigates the relationship between 

market size and a set of other variables that describe consumer attributes. The assumed 

market influencing factors will include variables that reflect some attniutes of 

pputation. employment, investment and other service facilities. The causal 

relationship between these variables and the market size may provide explanations for 

retail change in the urban setting. In order to identify this relationship, a multivariate 

stepwise regression model will be adopted. Since this technique is capable of 

discerning the significance of the contniution of variables to change in the 

independent variable, it will help to select the most important variables from those 

assumed. 

35.4 Point Pattern Analysis. 

There are several corporate location strategies, including those of monopoly, 

active. and unequal competition (Cohen and Lewis, 1967; Jones and Simmons, 

1987:211-15). A monopoly competition strategy consists of the selection of a Iocation 

away from competing firms in order to have a spatial monopoEy over a geographic 

area In contra* an active competition strategy involves the conscious decision by a 
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store to locate at sites close to its competitors in order to prevent the competitors hrn 

gaining an advantage. The store can then distinguish itself from its competitors by 

offering different products and services, and by using the price mechanism. An 

unequal competition strategy exists when there is considerable variation in the strength 

of competitors. The weaker firms attempt to avoid competing at the same locales with 

the more dominant ones. 

The Neoresr Neighbour Statistic R. developed by ecologists in the 1950s, has 

been used in a number of previous studies to analyze spatial point patterns (Yeates, 

1974). In particular, considerabie attention was given by geographers to the 

examination of intra-urban patterns of retail and service fkilities (Getis, 1964; Yeates, 

1974). The R statistic is computed by dividing the acruaI mean distance to the nearest 

neighbour point (5 ..) by the expected mean dislance for a random pint pattern (a. 
Values for the statistic R can vary h r n  0 (absolute dustering) to 2.149 (maximum 

dispersd), with 1.0 indicating a random pattern. Application of the nearest neighbow 

statistic to the distributions of each type of retail stores in the same area will 

demonstrate their location tendency in site selection+ 

Retail stores with an active competition strategy tend to agglomerate and thus 

form retail centres. Due to the continuum of store locations along stteets, retail centre 

was often descnied as an equivocal tenn in the existing literam. Since a retail mtre 

is recognized as a group of stores around one or more major department stores, it can 

be defined on the basis of major department stare Iocatiom. With this understanding, 

visualization of the Iocatiom and size of the major department stores can identify the 

hierarchy and dis tn ion  of retai centres in Beijing 



3.6 Data Resources 

3.6.1 Data on Urban Development 

Urban development involves changes in urban fimctions, urban residents and 

the built-up space. Therefore, data for the analysis of urban deveIopment mainly 

include characteristics of the population, economy, land-use and planning issues. ( I )  

Population: Population data available for use in this research include two types: 

statistics and census. The statistical yearbooks after 198 1 release annually the numbers 

of both permanent and temporary populations at the district level. There are two sets of 

census data available in the period if this study: the 1982 census and the 1990 census. 

Since the census data contain more detailed information than any annual population 

statistics, it is possible to analyze the spatial distriiutions of different types of 

popdation at the level of the urban neighbourhood. In addition, a 1% population 

sample census in 1995 provides data of labour force in various industries and 

occupations at the district level. An enumeration of the temporary residents in 1997 

has augmented the data in statistics and previous surveys. (2) Economic indices: There 

are a series of indices showing the structure and distri'bution of urban economic 

activities in the statistical yearbooks. These data include output of industries, 

househofd incomes and consumption, employment, investment, and others, It is 

dorcunate that most of these indices are released to the public at the municipal level. 

Nevertheless, the industrial censuses in 1986 and 1996, together with the statistics of 

the L !%(Is, have recorded the numbers of industrial fbs ,  numbers of employees and 

values of output of each district. This information makes it possible to analyse the 

spatial trend of industrial change. (3) Huusing development and land-use change. 



Beijing City had a housing census in 1985. which provides data on living and housing 

conditions of urban neighbourhoods in the built-up area. Beijng Urban Construction 

Material (~01.5): Housing, published in 1992, records the major construction of 

industrial, residentid and commercid housing between 1950 and 1990. Most recent 

construction has been recorded in The Beijing Real Estate I11vestmenr Guide (1993) 

and the bimonthly j o d  Beijing City Planning and Constnrction Review. This 

publication aiso includes many details regarding the old city redevelopment, new 

residential area planning and land-use change. (4) Urban planning. There have been 

dozens of planning schemes for Beijing's development since the city was first chosen 

as the nationd capital in the thirteenth century. The spatial patterns of this feudal 

capital that evoIved over several dynasties have been examined by historians. Beijing 

Urban Construction Mizmial (tbf. I):  Planning, published iu 1987, descnibes the 

evolution of the urban pIans after 1949 and their impacts on urban development. 

During the last two decades, Beijing implemented urban planning programs twice, 

once in 198 1 and again in 199 1. They provide detailed maps showing the expansion of 

the city and changes in land-use and road networks. In addition, several city maps 

published between 1981 and 1996 have been mlIected for verifLing the above 

materials and for co-g urban development, specifically the expansion of the road 

network and Iocation of new consnuction. 

3.62 Data on Retail Activities 

In gene&, the criteria used to measure urban retail structure include four 

categories: market. retail Wty panem, retail organization, and consumer shopping 

behaviour (Dawson, 19802; Jones and Simmons, 1987:420). These British and North 



American city-based criteria need to be modified to reflect the objectives and 

methodology in this research as well a s  the availability of Chinese urban data. 

Therefore, data on retail activities to be used in this study will involve employment, 

retail fadities, and retail des.  The annual statistical yearbooks of Beijing provide the 

number of retail establishments, number of employees and the amount of retail sales in 

each district after 1985. However, it is worth noting that retail sales data for each 

district released in the yearbooks before 1995 covered only the enterprises 

administrated by the district Fortunately, Beijing had a survey of commercial 

enterprises in 1987. It is the only one availabIe and the most reliable source on 

enterprises of retailing, wholesaling, senice, repair and warehousing. The released 

survey data consist of location. opening date, ownetship, operating types, fixed assets, 

number of employees, and retail sales in 30 categories. It is impossible to include in 

the analysis a total of about 40,000 retail enterprises within the metropolitan area. 

Hence this research will only select for sampling purposes those of department stores 

and food stores with 50 or more emptoyees witbin the Aggregated Urhn  Districts. It 

should be noted that both clstssifications of the department store and the food store in 

the database are defined in broad terms and comprise several detailed categories. The 

former also includes stores seIling cdtural and sports goods and general merchandise, 

and the latter comprises those selling gains and oil, groceries, foods, vegetable and 

aquatic products. In order to interpret the rapid change in the retail landscape, 

distribution of major department stores in 1996 will be examined and compared to that 

in 1987. The 1996 enterprise data were obtained hrn The Database of Million 

Enterprises in China" (baiwan qiye sh*) b d t  by the MeiIand information and 



Consulting Company in Beijing. In addition, information about the 80 plus largest 

department stores that were released in the statistical yearbooks is used to augment the 

database of retail enterprises. 

3.63 Field Surveys 

This study is facilitated by the researcher's personal knowledge of the city and 

the results of his field surveys. While living in Beijing £?om 1980 to 1995, the 

researcher gained direct knowledge about the city fbm his observations. He has not 

only witnessed the changes of retail patterns accompanying the economic 

transformation in Beijing, but aiso participated in several reiated research projects over 

the past fifteen years. In 1987-88 the researcher took part in the investigation of self- 

service stores and historical markets in Beijing. In 1991-92, he also was involved in 

the consdtation of the 199 1 master plan project and the commercial development plan 

for the Beijing Western Raiiwuy Station area These investigations also Led to hquent 

contacts with Beijing's officials and planners, who provided valuable opinions on the 

city's development. In addition, the researcher conducted a field survey In Beijing in 

the summer of 1997, augmenting his observations on the major newly-built areas. This 

personal experience with the city provides an important context and backdrop to the 

issues and the first data source. 

3.6.4 Timing of Data 

Since this research that largely involves temporal elements, timing of data is an 

important issue. This study focuses on the mban development and retail change with 

the economic reforms initiated in 1979, thereby emphasizing the period of past two 

decades. However, economic reforms had not been implemented in cities until 1984 



when urban reforms began. StatisdcaI data enumerated in 1985, the end of China's 

Sixth Five-Year Plan period, are relatively detaiIed. Therefore, the base year chosen 

for this research is 1985. The final year for the study period is 1996. However, rebil 

enterprise data in 1987 are used for spatial d y s i s ,  and a few data of urban 

development in recent years have also been used to indicate the latest changes in 

Beijing. 

3.6.5 Evaluation of Data Resources 

Acquisition of Chinese urban data for the study poses several problems. First, 

since the implementation of its economic reforms, China's economic statistics have 

been transformed from the Soviet-style Marerial Production System to the National 

Economic Account Svstem. Some statistical criteria used in the old system have been 

replaced or modified in the new one. This drawback makes it difficult to compare 

some criteria historically. Second, due to the outdated statistical collection system, 

Beijing's statistics emphasize the criteria of ownership and materid production, but 

ignore the criteria of the service sector and the geographic distribution of those criteria 

Many indices, reIeased in aggregate format for the entire municipality, cannot be used 

to analyze the intemaI diffmces of the city. it is also necessary for researchers to be 

cautious when using certain data, because there exists a problem of incomplete 

description for both definitions and methods in designing the criteria used. For 

example, the item retail sales of districts before 1995 includes only the enterprises 

administrated by the districts. Therefore, the d t s  h m  those data can only reflect 

partial change which occurred in the districts. Third, since the censuses of housing, 

industry and commerce were not done m the same year, the data, though in 



disaggregate format. are impossiibIe to be incorporated into the same model. Fourth, 

there may be differences in certain data items between the census and the city's annual 

statistics. Whenever this occurs, &e census data are considered to be more accurate, 

and therefore they are generally used instead of the municipal statistics. Fifth, as high 

inflation occurred over the study period, economic criteria need to be adjusted 

according to comparabIe indices when making temporal comparisons. Despite this 

minor problem, data of differwt districts of the same year are comparable spatially. 

From the aforementioned considerations, one can condude that certain 

limitations exist within the scope of coverage and the format of disaggregation in 

China's urban data Although the quality of some particular statistical series will rely 

on the circumstances in which they are constructed, data in the statistical yearbooks 

are, by and large, reiiable. However, the scarcity of geographical statistics for the city 

makes it necessary to use several other sources of data. Because of the above- 

mentioned limitations, the spatial unit used for the analysis will vary according to the 

data available for each type of indicator. The basic uuit for the administrative areal 

indicator is the disrrict, while a few analyses will be done at the urban neighbourhood 

level. For the other three types of indicators, the major focus for anaIysis will be 

subject to data availability of the geographic features. All the above data are stored in 

either attniute and/or spatial databases, to be used for various types of analysis. 

3.7 Applications and Limitations of the Research Metbods 

Applications of the research methods in this study are not as  separate as they may 

appear, but are interrelated to one another when the problems are analvsed, Both the 



exploratory spatial-tempord analysis and the multivariate model deal with the 

changing urban system in which the retail activities interact with other urban 

bctions. While the former method seeks to hi spatial relationships of patterns 

between retail change and urban development, the latter attempts to establish those 

relationships statistically. By recognizing urban space as a spatial projection of its 

socio-economic system, those two methods are employed for the same p q s e  but on 

different facets. Within this h e w o r k  of interaction of urban hctions, the spatial 

andysis in a GIs environment further investigates the relationships between retail 

change and distribution of other urban functions and between different types of retail 

outlets. On the bases of the above investigations, !he evolution of the retail structure 

will be interpreted. 

The key to using these research methods is to create digital maps and to build 

databases applicable in a GIs environment. These databases linked to maps can 

provide information on the geographic location and attributes of retail stores and other 

urban deveIopment indicators in Beijing. Arcview, a GIs software package that 

facilitates desktop mapping and andysis of geographic data, will be used to develop 

the retail and urban indicator data sets. Arcview (version 3.0) is a widely used GIs 

software package in academic research and is effective in exchanging data or digital 

file with other GIs and mapping programs. 

This research began with digitizing maps of various indicators. Urban 

development indicators include residential areas and housing development, the road 

network, major industrial areas, and major development zones. RetaiI enterprises will 

be digitized by retaiI types. After digitizing various indicators, it is necessary to geo- 



code all features of those indicators. The geo-codes are useful in attaching spatial 

objects to individual records within a relationship database file (Microsoft FoxPro5.O 

files). In addition to geo-coding, much work invoIves augmentation of other attriiute 

data for each record, such as number of employment, retail sales, opening date, 

operating types, and others. These attn'bute data then were used for spatiaI analysis 

within Arcview. Research applications in GIs include spatial queries, measuring, 

analydng spatial relationships, and creating thematic maps. In brief, the apptication of 

these GIs methods can provide a means of visualizing and analyzing urban 

development and retail structure in order to facilitate testing of hypotheses. 

There are some limitations in the methodotogy of this study. The major weakness 

is data availability. Since many disaggregate data are unavaiIabIe and a few indices 

have been discontinued in statistics in China, some models cannot be put into use. 

Also, due to the lack of data, some important factors cannot be directly incorporated in 

the statistical analysis. For example, urban land price has become more and more 

important in determining the spatial processes in the city; but it has to be substituted in 

the analyses by other indirect variables. 

There are also a number of problems and limitations associated with the 

statistical methods. For example, cautions must be taken in using the nearest 

neighbour statistic R to analyze spatial patterns (Taylor, 1977; Pinder and Witherick, 

I972 and 1973; Yeates, 1974). Fir% there are two problems of a technical oatme, 

including the study area size and the boundary effect Since the size of the study area 

partially controls the value of statistic R, the more extensive the area taken around a 

given distriiution, the lower WI'U be the value of the statistic R. The boundary effect 



problem concerns whether to include points outside the study area in the measurement 

of the nearest neighbows for those points within the study area. Second, since the 

average distance predicted between the nearest neighburs is related to the number of 

points, it is noteworthy that there is a range of random dim'bution. Also, in some 

cases the R value is unable to distinguish between radically different point patterns. 

Several variations of cluster patterns can yield similar nearest neighbur statistics. In 

addition, when considering the competitive process of points, it is also possible that 

conflicting processes could be at work which tend to modifj the impact of each other 

in terms of clustering and dispersal. These processes might yield perhaps a nearest 

neighbour value near unity, indicating a random pattern. 

In a more philosophical vein, questions are often raised as to the reliability of 

producing an unbiased interpretation of space with questionably objective information, 

as well as the ability to infer process fkom observed patterns. The urban space is a 

complex product of many different forces, and the red world does not comespond 

perfectly to the results predicted by any specific force. Certainly researchers should 

proceed with caution in making any siich interpretations or inferences. In addition, 

geographic objects are not fiee to be Iocated at any particular place within the study 

area because of various undetIying environmental constraints. Those constraints may, 

in fact, account for the existence of a peculiar distribution of the object.. Therefore, 

spatial analysis may just reveal partial truth. Indeed, shortcomings exist in the implicit 

concept of space and in the analytical procedures of the qualitative approach. In view 

of this, it is imperative to combine qualitative and quantitative methods. This is 

particularly important for the study of Chinese cities in the era of reforms. The use of a 



quantitative approach caa provide some ways to reptesent dm space and to help our 

understanding of other facets of that space. Mawhile,  a qualitative approach may 

reveal essentid causes of urban change from such aspects as socia1 organization and 

political reform. In shorr, combining this approach with spatial adysis will help to 

provide better exp1anations to urban processes and urban patterns. 



Chapter 4 Beijing: A Traditional Chinese Capital City and its 

Markets 

"All over the world there was no one piece of land that was not the emperor's!" 
A Chinese idiom. 

"Possibly the greatest single work of man on the face of the earth is Peking [Beijnd. 
This Chinese city, designed as the domicile of the Emperor. was intended to mark the 
center of the universe. The city is deeply enmeshed in ritualktic formulae and 
religious concepts which do not concern us now. Nevertheless, it is so brilliant in 
design that it provides a rich storehouse of ideas for the city of today." 

Edmund N. Bacon, 1974. Design of Citia (Revised ~dition) I 

Beijing was established as the national capital during the more recent imperial 

dynasties in Chinese history. Since the 13' century, it has been an arena for many 

political and social events. For many dynasties, the form of the Chinese society over 

the centuries before socidism remained similar in terms of its political and socio- 

economic structures. In fact, by the late 1940s, Beijing's built-up area had not 

expanded much beyond the city wails built in the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). In 1949 

its urban popdation was 1.3 million, which was not significantly different from the 

size during the Qing Dynasty (Skinner, l977:3 1). Before the middle of 20' century, 

Beijing was still a traditional Chinese capital city. 

4.1. Traditional Chinese Society and the Ided Design for the Capital City 

4.1.1 The Politid4ocirl System 

The imperial dynasties in China lasted for over two thousand years, manifesting 



the stability of their patitical and socid structure. The change of dynasties was often 

. . 
accomplished through violence, but the imperial rrimmlsb"ative system remained 

similar. The emperor was always on top of the social hierarchy, while under him were 

imperial kinsmen, gentry families, officiaIq and landlords. Peasants, businessmen, and 

the urban poor were at the lowest levet of the society. Known as  the Son of Heaven, 

the emperor had supreme power with which he could do anything he wished, and the 

imperial edict was over anyone and anything. "All over the world no one piece of land 

was not the emperor's; within the borders of the land no person was not the subject of 

the ruler."' The rulers governed through their controls in the realm of the 

superstructure, ideologies and institutions, as  well as their regulation for religions and 

social relations of the society. Among the three major religious and all schools of 

thought, rulers favoured Confucianism done, because Confucian ethical spirits were in 

favour of the overweening emperor. Taoism and others, on the other hand, were 

considered to be mmrptting agents of social reIations. "Rder guides subject": the first 

principle of the Confucian ethics or rites, was to keep the society in order and to 

convince people that the performance of correct r i d  was vital to the attainment of 

universal harmony and prosperity (Feuchtwang, 1977593). The rites then became a 

deeply-rooted ideoiogy among the Chinese people. Of course, building cities ought to 

match these ethical codes and meet the ruIefs demand for administration, 

This potitical-ideo1ogicaI structure was based on the traditional social system and 

agricultural economy. The basic s o d  organizations m the traditional Chinese society 

were various kin groups and native-place associatiod that also followed the rites and 



hierarchical order. However, a kin grouping or an association whose name specified 

onIy a place might function as a guild (Golas, 1977562-3), which had an impact on 

urban commercial patterns. Since agriculture was believed to be the source of wealth 

and regarded as the key conm%utor to the national economy, commerce and handcrafts 

were limited and the social status of businessmen remained low. Small-scale 

agriculture and handcrafts were unable to change the political structure, mass ideology, 

and social system. Modem industries had not begun to emerge in Beijing until the later 

part of the 19th century. By 1949, the total number of workers in factories and 

handcraft workshops was only about 80,000, a very small percentage of the whole 

employed population (Beijing ECUCH, 19925). Therefore, in the traditional society, 

the political-ideological structure and social hierarchy, rather than economic factors, 

dictated Beijing's urban development. 

4.1.2 The Ideal Design of the Capital City 

The traditional Chinese society, due to the rigid hierarchy of its political 

structure, generated its special view about the world and ideal for construction of the 

imperial capital city in the ancient time. This ideal design for capital city construction 

first appeared in Zhou Li (The Rites of Zhou) that was published in the fifth century 

BC. In this book, a chapter called A S&& of Engineering proposed principles for 

designing imperial capitals. It states: the capital city shouId be a square with each side 

nine li long and containing three gates. In the city there are nine bodevards nmning 

iengthwise, and nine similar thoroughfares running crosswise, thus forming a 

checkerboard street pattern. In h n t  (south) of the centre of the city stands the imperial 



courts. and at the back (north) of the centre are market places. On the left (east) of the 

imperial courts, an Imperial Ancestral Temple is situated and on the right (west) there 

is a national altar consecrated to the gods of the Iand and grains. The latter part of the 

chapter contains principles for the capitals of lower levels. The sizes of those cities 

should conform strictly to their ranks in the national poIiticaI hierarchy. As defined by 

their ranks, every boulevard of the imperial capital should be wide enough for nine 

chariots to pass though at the same time, while that in a duke's capital, seven chariots, 

and that of a vassal lord's only five chariots (Dong, 19822). These rules were actudly 

a spatial projection of the political-socia1 hierarchy on the imperial system of cities. In 

short, as the essence of ancient Chinese thought, Confucian regulations and order 

dictated the form and deveIopment of Chinese cities (Dark, 1974257). 

4 3  The Origin of the City and Yuan Dadu 

42.1 The Origin of Beijing 

Geographically, Beijing is situated in the northern pare of North China Plain, the 

gateway to the Mongolian Plateau and Northeast China. For centuries, people in North 

China who wished to go further north had to pass through the vicinity of present 

Beijing. It was, therefore, natural that the first settIement of Beijing emerged as a 

communication hub. With the growth of the pow& Yan state, Beijing became a city 

by the begimmg of the third century B.C. The original name of the city was Ji, and for 

a time it was the capital of Yan. This mighty Yan was among the last seven states 

conqyered by the fh~ Emperor of Qin, who unified China in 221 BC. Ji became an 



important frontier city serving to ward off tribes from the north. For many centuries Ji 

served as a political and military centre for the north hntier zone. 

After the collapse of the Tang dynasty, Ji became militarily important as it was 

situated between the political realm of Han nationality and the nomadic tribes to the 

north, Rising in the northeast and taking advantage of the internal turmoil in China, 

Qidan, a nomadic triie and the founder of the Liao dynasty, expanded gradually 

toward the south and finally made incursions into China proper. In 937 A. D. Qidan 

established Ji as their subsidiary capital, naming it Nanjing or the Southern Capital. At 

the beginning of the twelfth century, another tri'be, Nuzhen, founded the Jin dynasty. 

Jin took over Nanjing in 1 1 15 and renamed it Zhongdu or the Middle Capital. While 

remaining at the same location, as Nanjing in the southwest of the later Ming Beijing, 

Zhongdu was moved northeast of Nanjing and much enlarged, reaching 21.9 sq. km in 

area (Lin, 1961:47; Chen, 1976:379). In the latter part of the thirteenth century the 

MongoIian leader Khublai Khan founded the unified Yuan dynasty and chose Beijing 

as its national capital - a very important event in the history of Beijing. The city was 

calIed Dadu or the Great Capital, which laid the first foundation of the present city. It 

represented an innovative achievement in the art of city planning, opening a new 

chapter in the annals of urban development. 

It should be mentioned that there were different interpretations regarding the 

choice of the site of Beijing. In his presidential address, Griffith Taylor (1942:18-22) 

argued that the site selection was not due to any marked environmental hctors but was 

a necromantic decision, which reflected his theory of posslibilism. However, according 



to Hou (l979:3 16-3 l8), the location where several ancient major roads merged, as 

wefl as the source of water, was cruciaI. In other words, an interregional land-transport 

network Ied to Beijing's dominance over most of the towns in the North China PIain. 

Given the historical facts that the cradle of Chinese civilization was in the Wei River 

vdey, the Iargest m'butary of the Yellow River, and that the main menace came h m  

the north mies, the imperial capitals of most early dynasties folIowing the Qin were 

invariably instituted at Changan (present Xi'an). However, the growth of nomadic 

tribes fiom the Northeast and the Mongolian Plateau increased the strategic 

significance of ancient Beijing as the point of contact between these two regions and 

China proper. 

Figure blthe Yuan Dadu and the Origin of Btijing 



43.2 Yuan Dadu 

Khubtai Khan had at first intended to build his capital on the site of Jin's Middle 

Capital, but later decided to construct a new city in the northeast where the present 

Beijing is tocated. He might have been attracted by the magnificent Jin summer palace 

and superb scenery of Taiyechi (Taiye Lake), now the Three Seas (Lin, 196 1 :206). It 

was also possiile that increase in demand for water resources and consideration of 

convenient boat transport of miutes and goods h m  the south of the country made the 

selection of the new site necessary (Hou, 1979~3 17). In fict, both of the above were 

concerns in the construction of Dadu. With respect to the first concern, we can see 

clearly that the emperor's palace built on the east bank of the lake governed the layout 

of the city, while other important palatid buildings were erected on the west bank or 

nearby. The new water system h m  which Dadu obtained its water supply introduced 

rivers h m  the northwestern mountains into Jishlritan (Jishui Lake) and then Taiyechi. 

The port on the east bank of Jishuitan bewne the northern terminus of the new Grand 

Canal, which became the commercial centre of Dadu 

Archaeological evidence has shown that the city of Dadu, from its beginning, 

was designed in accordance with a detailed plan. A fature of the plan that has drawn 

special attention is the deteRnination of the central axis of the city. This central axis, 

the most important in h e  design of the whole city, was pIaced dong the east bank of 

Taiyechi and ran due no*. As noted earlier, the cenm of the imperial palace was 

positioned on the central axis. However, within the palace, only the main halls that 

were symbolic to the imperial supreme power were located on this centrai axis, and all 



other building were symmetrically arranged on either side. The apex of the central 

axis, named Zhongxintai (Centre Terrace), was at the northeastern bank of the 

Jishuitan. By taking this point as the geometric centre of the whole city, Dadu was 

almost shaped like a square. Each side of the square was about 3.3 km, which doubled 

the distance from the Centre Terrace to the western bank of Jishuitan. The eastern wall 

was moved a little west in order to avoid low-lying land (Hou, 198328). The Dnrm 

Tower and the Bell Tower, used to report time, were built just to the west of the Centre 

Terrace. There were three gates at the east, west and south of the city walls and two at 

the north wall. The middle gate at the south wall was placed on the central axis, 

leading northward to the imperial palace* The streets connected the gates and other 

parallel lanes, dividing the city into districts and wards. 

The planning of Dadu is significant in that, for the first time in dynastic China, it 

realized the ideal design of an imperid capital. Although the city planning was 

modified in conjunction with the actual site conditions of the waterways and the fakes, 

it remained close to the ideal layout Doldu was as close to the ideal city plan as had 

ever been executed, even in comparison to the capita1 cities of Han's and Tang's 

Chang'an. The layout of Dadu, together with its walls, streets, palaces, and mansions, 

&'bit& a city of impressive proportions and grandeur. It was, in fhct, the most 

striking example of a model city, and one that reflected the traditional Chinese 

conception of urban space. 

4 3  The Imperial Capital In the Mhg md QIng Dynasties 



The Yuan regime lasted less than one hundred years and was overthrown by the 

Ming dynasty. While Ming chose the present Nanjing at the lower reaches of Yangtze 

River as its imperial capital, Dadu was changed to Beiping (North Pacification). When 

Zhudi, Ming's third emperor, ascended to the throne, he noticed that from Beiping he 

could keep an eye on a possl'ble retum of the belligerent Mongols and defend the 

empire against other tnies fiom the north. Also, because he was the Prince of Yan at 

Beiping before seizing the throne, the city was a base h m  which he could spread his 

control. Consequently, he decided to restore Beiping as the imperial capital in 1403, 

and renamed it Beijing (North Capital), the first time this name was used for the city. 

Three years later, planning began to rebuild the capital and the imperial palaces, and 

extensive rebuilding was undertaken ten years later. The whole project was completed 

by 1420. 

The new design was initiated by the reconstruction of the imperial palace. WhiIe 

the original central axis of Dadu remained, the new palace was moved southward, 

which is now the Forbidden City (zzjincheng) we can see today. Behind the palace, a 

remarkable man-made hill, now Jingshan (Jing Hill), formed h m  the earth dug out 

fiom the lakes and the moat surrounding the palace, became the new geometric centre. 

On the site of Centre Terrace of Dadu new Bell Tower and Drum Tower were built, 

and they marked the apex of the central axis of the new city. After the central point 

and axis were detamined, the north and south walls of Dadu were also repositioned 

but the east and west walls remained Since the north wall was destroyed when Ming's 

troops conquered the city, and the north part of Dadu was occupied by military camps, 



the new north wall was moved five li (or 2.5 km) inside the original rampart, The 

south wall was moved about one li outward. As a result, a larger space was formed in 

h n t  of the palace, allowing a new Ancestral Temple and a new Altar of Land and 

Grains (today's Working People's Cultural Palace and Zhongshan Park or Sun Yat-Sen 

Park) to be buiIt on either side of the central axis. In addition, an enclosed square was 

designed in fiont of the Forbidden City where today's Tiananmen Square is Iocated. 

The Temple of Heaven was buiIt on the left side toward the south of the central axis, 

where the emperor prayed for good harvest. On the right side was the Altar of 

Agriculture, a place for the emperor to offer sacrifices to the gods of mountain and 

river. Even though many changes were made, incIuding reducing the number of gates, 

the principal patterns and urban form of the new city remained very similar to those of 

Dadu. In I553 an outer city wall was built south of the existing one, which enclosed 

the residents living outside the south gates as well as the TempIe of Heaven and the 

Altar of Agriculture. All major features of the walled city remained intact throughout 

the Qing dynasty and minor changes occurred during the Republican period in the h t  

half of the 20th century. 

The planning of Ming Beijing has received high praise. It is known as one of the 

wonders of the world (Rasmussen, 1951x), a masterpiece in human history (Liaag, 

I95 l), the crystallization of the fine long-enduring Chinese culture (Chen, 1976:378), 

and the greatest single work of man on the Fdce of the earth (Bacon, 1974:244). One of 

the most significant fatures of the plan is its geometric symmetry. With a few 

exceptions that were b d t  to conform to the actual geographical features, the streets, 



gates, temples, and other stnrctures dl corresponded exactly on each side of the central 

axis. The central axis dominated the city, extending over 8 km from the Dnnn Tower, 

through the $&metre high Jing Hill and the imperial palaces to the south-most 

Yongding Gate at the outer wall. The most important buildings were situated along the 

axis, and nine gates were arranged in h u t  of the Hall of Supreme Harmony 

(Taihedian), the emblem of the throne, manifesting the distance between the masses 

and the seat of the emperor. This layout, representing the principles of planning 

derived from traditional rites, was intended to represent a rigid order of the society. It 

purposely created an atmosphere within which peopIe wodd feel the emperor's 

supme power. As described by a famous poet of the Tang dynasty, "...without seeing 

how magnificent of the imperial palace, how could one know the majesty of the 

emperor!'* (Luo Binwang). 

The Inner City of Miag Beijing a d I y  had three concenttic wdled cities. The 

Forbidden City clearly formed the nucleus zone. It had a perimeter of 3 km and could 

be entered through eight gates. The second zone was the ImperiaI City, about l o b  in 

perimeter and accessible through six gates. It was an area which contained the 

residential quarters of government officials and imperial lineage. The third zone, or the 

capital city, was surrounded by a 2 4 b  Iong wall, containing an area of 35.5 sq. km. 

The fourth zone was the Olrter City, which accommodated many people in the poor 

and lower class. In fact, this pattern of concentric zones was a vivid representation of 

the political-social hiaarchy in traditional Chinese society. In this sense, the plsnning 

of k g  and Qing Beijing was actually a manifestation of socia1 hierarchical structure. 



Figure 4-2 The Layout of Ming and Qing Beijing 

It is worthwhile to note that at the beghing of the Qing dynasty, the Inner City 

was assigned to the "Eight Banners (Baqr, descendants of the Manchus military 

leaders. The emperors thought it desirable to have the caste of loyal Manchus 

descendants living around the Imperial City. Thus the h e r  City became the "Tartar 

City: while the Outer City was resided by Han both officials and those of 



lower status. Until the late Qing dynasty, this division between the inner and outer city 

by ethnicity gradually became less well defined. Many officials and the elite began to 

own private housing in the east and west of the Inner City, In the latter part of the 19* 

century, the Dongjimmin Lane in the southeast comer of the Inner City graduaIIy 

became an embassy quarter for offices and residences of foreign diplomats. The 

Xinchou Peace Treaty, an agreement that the Qing government was forced to signed 

with Western powers in 1900, frrrther extended the area of this embassy quarter. 

4.4 Retail Patterus iu Beijkg Before Socialism 

Beijing's retail pattam were developed on the foundation of Dadu, evolving 

through the dynasties of Ming and Qing and the era of the Republic. As an imperial 

capital. and because of its weIIdevebped transportation facilities, Beijing was 

developed into the country's largest commercial centre (Gao, 19872). Corresponding 

to the earlier discussion on the development of a traditional Chinese city, the following 

analysis will examine the distriiutim of retaiI markets of each period in Beijing's 

history. 

4.4.1 The Retail Pattern in Yuan Dada 

In the initial pIanning of Dadu, the market was located around the Be11 Tower 

and the Drum Tower. It c~nfonned to the ideal location of a market place in the north 

of the imperid palace. However, in t&e Yuan dynasty, Jishuitan Lake was directly 

connected to the Grand Canal. On this watenvay boats carrying grains and other goods 

fiom southern China sailed into Dadu and anchored in the port on the northeastern 

bank of the lake- As a resul~ the origidy planned market grew in the m a  of the Bell 
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Tower and the Drum Tower, and later expanded southward to the diagonal street and 

the port on Jishuitan Lake. This market place, known as the (Bell and Drum) Towers 

Market, later became the largest commercial centre of Dadu. In addition, two 

secondary markets emerged later in Dadu and were Iocated at the east and west sides 

of the imperial city. The Yangjiao Market, approximately at Xisi today, served the 

western side of the city. Tfie Shumiyuanjiao Market, south of today's Dongsi, was the 

retail centre of the eastern side of the city. Moreover, there were three smaller markets 

around the three gates dong the south city wall (Gao, 19872-4). 

4.42 The Retail Patterns in Ming and Qing Beijing 

The rebuilding of Beijing at the begiming of Ming dynasty had a significant 

influence on the distribution of the markets. Enclosure of part of the Tonghui River 

within the extended imperid city meant that ships couId no longer sail on the river and 

the Jishuitan Lake was no longer the terminus of the Grand Canal. Moving the 

northern wall also meant that the Towers Market was close to the city's northem edge. 

With considerable reduction of its aade area, the Towers Market thus shrunk and 

shifted closer to Di'an (Earth Peace) Gate, the north gate of the imperial city. It 

emerged as a tocal centre for the northern part of the city. The imperial city and its T- 

shaped square, located in the centre of the city, caused ditliculty for people of the east 

to contact those of the west. They had to make a detour around the north wall of the 

irnperid city, or through Qipanjie (the Chessboard Street) between Qiaumen (Qian 

Gate) and the southern gate of the square, Consequently, the area inside Qiamnen 

became a communication hub, leading to the formation of the Chaoqian Market, or the 



market in front of the imperial city. Moreover, Qianmen provided Beijing a direct 

access to the North China Plain. Its importance r d t e d  in an increase in population 

living outside Qianmm and later the building of the outer w&. All these led to the 

gmwth of Chaoqian Market and eventually the emergence of Qiaumenwai (Outside 

Qian Gate) Market. In reality, the Chaoqian and Qianmenwai Markets, located inside 

and outside Qianmen, respectiveIy, were integrated. With the increase of population in 

the outer city, Qianmenwai became more important and eventually surpassed dl other 

markets in the late Ming dynasty. Meanwhile, on either side of the city, Xisi (also 

cdled XisK or the West Market) and Dengshi (the Lantern Market) grew h m  the 

Yangjiao and Shumiyuanjiao markets of the Yuan dynasty. There were also large 

numbers of shops and stalls at Dongdan on the east and Xidan on the west side of the 

Inner City, as well as at Caishikou and outside Chongwen Gate, both in the Outer City. 

In addition, there were also periodic markets and temple fairs such as Dongyeu 

Miaohui (the East Peak Temple Fair). After the middle of the Ming dynasty, rmtrket 

places in Beijing grew at an unprecedented rate, with a total of over ten thousand 

mediumsized and large stores during the rule of emperor Wadi (Gao, 1987:7). 

Beijing was the largest commercial centre in China and also of the world, before it was 

surpassed by London in 1800 (Skinner, l977:3 1). 

The pattern of markets of Qing Beijing was basidly inherited from that of the 

Ming dynasty. Eowever, sweraI events led to changes. During the early years of their 

reign, the Manchus dm segregated the Manchu in the Inner City from the Han 

peapk in the Outer City. As the Manchus knew Me about commerce, the markets in 



the Inner City declined substantially. The Chaoqian Market was forced to move out of 

the Inner City, and the Dengshikou Market failed to prosper as a resuit of the 

relocation of the Lantern Festival to the Outer City. It was not until the reigns of 

Kangxi (166 1-172) and Yongzheng (1 722-1735) that commerce in the Inner City 

began to revive. Particularly, the growth of temple fairs, Ied by the Lon@ Temple on 

the east and the Huguo Temple on the west, promoted commerce there. Dongsi, also 

called Dongdashi (Big East Market), close to the Loam Temple, comprised four 

major money exchangers and many other shops, including bookstores. 

Correspondingly, Xisi, also known as Xidashi (Big West Market), contained a Iarge 

number of shops of different kinds. 

Nonetheless, when the Outer City became the residential quarter for Han 

officials and merchants, Qianmenwai, the market outside Qianmen, reached its peak as 

a commercial centre. It was large, with over 2,000 shops, and extended from Qia~llen 

southward to Zhushikou. This market was aIso the service centre of the city. Among 

the city's remarkable 50 restaurants, 16 theatres and 101 hotels, the Qiamenwai 

Market contained 38 (or 76%) of the restaurants, 9 (or 56%) of the theatres, and 71 (or 

70%) of the hotels. In addition, there were 14 or 76% of the city's most notabIe banks 

(Gao, I987:15-27). Even today, many fmous retail stores, established before the 

Republican Era such as Tongrengtang Drugstore, Liubiju Sauce Shop, and Ruifuxiang 

SiIk Fabric Store, are still in operation there. In addition, Caishikou (the Vegetable 

Market) and Huashi (the Flower Market) as weU as Chongwenmenwai (the Market 

outside Chongwen Gate) grew significantly in the Outer City, while commercial 



establishments also appeared in Dongdan. Xidan, Xinjiekou and Beixinqiao within the 

Inner City. 

4.43 The Retail Pattern in the late Qing and the Republican Era 

Western influence on the traditional Chinese society had been increasing h m  

the second half of the 1 9 ~  cemxy. Foreign businesses were permitted in Btijing, 

particularly in the area around the embassy quarters. The Republican regime (1912- 

1949) was short-lived compared to most of the dynasties in Chinese history, but it had 

a crucial impact on the retail pattern in Beijing. The most important development was 

the rapid rise of Wangfujing as a new retail centre. Wangfijing Street was located on 

the eastern side of the Imperial City and linked the embassy quarters with elite 

mansions in the east part of the city. At the beginning of the 20" century, foreign 

banks, hotels, hospitals, and stores rapidly increased and were concenuated near 

Wanghjing. Several events stimulated the commercial development there. At the 

intersection of Wangfujing Street and the lane outside Donghua Gate, the eastern gate 

of the Forbidden City, Dong'an (East Peace) Plaza was estabiished in a previous 

military camp in 1903, accommodating various shops and vendors. With the 

introduction of department stores, restaurants, theatres, and other recfeationd 

facilities, the plaza gradually became a modern shopping centre. By 1935 it contained 

263 shops and 390 individual vendors (Gao, 1987:32). In 1907 French investors 

opened the Beijing Hotel. In 1919 it was reconstructed as a 7-storey French-style 

building and became the largest and most luxurious hotel in the city (Beijing ECUCH, 

I992:103). 0 t h ~  foreign investments also made their way into the city- The 



Americans founded the Union (Xiehe) HospitaI in the east side of the street in I915 

and the British also established a theatre and a hotel in east Chang'an Street. Lured by 

these major attractions, shops and firms became increasingly concentrated in the 

Wangfirjing area. British, French and American businessmen opened companies 

selling clothing, jewellery, electrid products and insurance. Gennan, Russian, and 

Japanese merchants aIso followed, Moreover, with over ten banks anchored in 

Wangfbjing, some Chinese retail companies, such as Zhongyuan Corporation based in 

Tianjin, established their branches or chain stores there- As a result, by the 1930s 

Wangfujing paralleled the scale of commercial development at @inmen. 

The overthrow of the Manchu aIso made it possiile for the city to build new 

streets and thoroughfares, leading to changes in commercial land use at certain 

locations. The opening of Tiananmen Square and a connection of the eastern and 

western Chang'an Streets resulted in a decline of the Qianmen commercial centre. 

However, previously small cenues like Xidan and Tianqiao grew significantly. In the 

western city, Xidan was the fastest growing comrnerciaI node, most noticeably with 

the agglomeration of services incIuding restaurants, hospitals, and photo studios. 

Tianqiao, which started as a remlt of relocation of some shops from inside Qiamnen in 

the 19 I Os, gradually devebped as the most popular market in the city. 

4.5 Application of Central P k e  Theory to the Retail Patterns of Beijing 

Gao, with the author's assistance, made an attempt to apply centraI place theory 

to the study of the historical commercial patterns in Beijing (Gao, 1987%). The basic 

assumption of the application is that the highestader commercial cexltre wodd grow 
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at the geometric centre of the city, and that the actual locations of commercial centres 

would be influenced by local Etctors and historical events. In Yuan Dadu, since the 

imperial palace was located at the southern part, the market place could be established 

very close to the central point of the city. The spatial proximity of the northern 

terminus of the Grand Canal and the designated market place stimulated the Towers 

Market to grow to be the largest in the city. The emergence of two secondary centres 

on either side of the imperial city was perhaps due to g o v e ~ e n t 7  supply needs and an 

increasing population in the southwestern part of the city and even outside the city8. In 

contrast, the northern part of Yuan' Dadu was largely occupied by military camps, and 

therefore there was minimal need for commercial establishments in the area 

Consequently, the pattern of central places is rather simple (Figure 4-3a). 

During the dynasties of Ming and Qing, the Forbidden City as well as the 

Imperial City occupied the core area of the Inner City, the ideal place for the growth of 

a commercial centre. In theory, commercial functions of the ideal marketplace would 

diffuse to other potential nodes by the shortest possl'ble distance. Only at favourable 

locations, in the directions of least restriction for difhsion and with trade areas 

exceeding a certain threshold, couid the -on of fimctions be received and the 

formation of commercial nodes become a reality. In Ming Beijing, such potential 

nodes might include Qianmen, Di'anmen, Dongsi, Dongdan, Xisi, and Xidan in six 

different directions. Located just outside the Imperial City, all six locations were at 

intersections of major streets and thoroughfks Il.Juiing to the city gates. However, the 

Chaoqian Market inside Qianmen became dominant due to its advantageous location. 



Xisi and Dengsfingsi developed into second-otder centres because of their historical 

developments, while Di'anmea, Xidan, and Dongdan formed third-order centres. 

Along with a greater dominance of the Qiamnen Market as a r d t  of rapid 

commercial growth in the Outer City dtaing the Qing dynasty, the hiaarchy of the 

central place system gradually matured and became complete (Figure 4-3bc). 

The commercial development in the late Qing dynasty and the Republican era 

manifested a bipolar structure in Beijing. Wangfbjing overtook Dongsi as the 

commercial centre of the eastern city, and later quickly rose to be a modem 

commercial centre in the city. It was so close to the previous centre of Dongdan that 

they actually fonned a single tkst-order central place for the city. It was also important 

that Xidan surpassed Xisi in the western city and that Tianqiao's ascendance to a 

second-order centraI place in the Outer City. These changes reflected the prominent 

roles of political and social factors, which was particularly m e  in the formation of the 

Wangf5jing commercial centre. Waagfujing lacked the advantageous lacation of 

Dongsi and Dongdan, but it linked two p o w d  and wealthy communities. The 

embassy quarter represented the idhence by the West, while the extremely rich elite 

community, connecting the Imperial City through hnghua Gate, was hvoured by the 

families of aristocrats and geutry (Skinner, 1977529-30). Promoted by these two 

communities, Waugfujiug could surpass other commercial nodes in the eastern city. 

Other changes in the city incIuded hking up the eastern and western Chang'an 

Streets, greatly improving the accessibility of Wangfujing and Xidart. This 



subsequently reduced the significance of Qianmen and ultimately affected the central 

place system. 

Using a survey of Beijing by American sociologist Sidney Gamble in the 1920s, 

Skinner proposed an urban ecology model that was characterized by two nuclei, the 

centre of merchant activity and the centre of genay and official activity (Skinner, 

1977530-33). It was not coincident that these two nuclei appeared spatidly to be the 

two largest commercial centres. Rather, it indicates that the analysis conforms to the 

geographical pattern. 

After examining the distriiution and hierarchy o f  notable commercial places, a 

central place system that evolved over the three periods could be formulated. 

BasicalIy, the system formed according to a principle of K=3, which demonstrated that 

the market principle or the demand-supply forces dictated the creation of the retail 

pattern. There were a few exceptions due to obmctions, including in the commercial 

patterns of Yuan Dadu and Ming and Qing Beijing. It is clear that the omission of the 

central market in Ming and Qing Beijing was a result of the presence of the Forbidden 

City. In the same way, the patterns and rankings of the central places were 

considerabty altered in the peripheral areas due to the presence of the city wds.  

Examples are the Caishikou and Chongwai markets, whose upgrading could be 

understood as they contained some commercial functions of a would-be second-order 

centre on each side of the Outer City if wah did not exist By the Republican era, the 

centraI place system became rather complicated when the trade areas of Qiatl~llen and 

Wanghjing largely overlapped each other (Figure 4-3d). 



Figure 4-3 Retail Central Places m Yuan Dadu Mhg Qing and Republican Beijing 

The evolution of the central place systems h m  Yuan Dadu to Ming and Qing 

Beijing reveal that the urban Iayout was the prime factor influencing the retail patterns. 

The layout not only determined the Iocation of urban fimctional areas, but it also 

controlled the road network and population distriibutio~~ The latter two seriously 
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affected the retail paitem through their impacts on store locations and trade areas. 

However, the urban layout was designed according to certain ideological and ethical 

principles under specific socio-economic settings. Moreover, social, political, and 

historical events might also have direct impact on the size and location of individual 

cornmercid nodes. 

4.6 Comprehensiveness vs. Speciality 

This inquiry discusses two aspects in urban retail development. One relates to the 

spatial organization of a retail node or area, while the other concerns h e  composition 

of  commerciai centres in the city. With respect to the fim issue, the question is how 

certain types of retaiI activities spatially date  to other business and services within a 

commercial centre. As explained in urban geography, the division of urban hctions 

both within different sectors and in space wiI1 be intensified with industrialization as a 

result of technological innovation. Therefore, it is imposs~ile for pre-industrial Beijing 

to achieve a high degree of division of Iabur and to produce a significant 

specialization in commercial land-use and diffmtiation in atyscape. Gao's (1987) 

research showed that most of the market places contained some service fimctions 

(restaurants, theatres, etc.. in Xidan). A survey of domestic banks in Beijing revealed 

that three major primary ypes of bank - Qianpu (as money exchanger), Piooguan 

(exchange and transfer of money) and Loufrurg (transfer between banks) - existed in 

the Qianmen area rmnl 1935 when they began to merge (Li, 1982:9-10). Among a total 

of 69 domestic banks in 1941,64 were located outside Qimen and two inside the 

gate. Since the commerciaI area embodied most of sojourners for business, most guilds 
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or native-place associations were also set up there. The Qianmen area comprised such 

comprehensive business activities that it could be descnied as a Cen~aI Business 

Dism'ct. However, there also existed internal spatial diffetentiation. Banks and trading 

companies specializing in low-bulk, high-value products tended to be at the centre of 

the business nucleus, whereas labour- and land-intensive types of economic activities 

were at the periphery of the central burriness district (Skinner, 197'7536). 

Retail establishments within commercial centres were organized by the speciality 

of their commodities. In Yuan's Towers Market there existed at least nine speciality 

markets for silk, fin, beads, rice, and others. The Xisi Market during the Ming dynasty 

comprised markets for horses, sheep and goats, and hits. In Qing Beijing, the 

speciality of retailing could be deduced h m  pIace tllll~les. For example, Huashi was a 

market place for flowers. and Caishikou meant the entrance of a vegetable market. 

Even today many street names in the Qianmen area still rdect the retail activities in 

its 500-year history (Table 4-1)- This concentration of speciality stores may have 

resulted from competition among retailers because c o m e r s  tend to compare both 

the price and quality of goods before making a purchase. There was also a spatial 

concentration of sojourners h m  similar native pIaces. They usually monopoIized a 

specific line of goods and controlled the guild (Skinner, 1977538-46; GoIas, 

l977:555-80), which added a sociological explanation to retail speciality, 

Retail speciality could also form speciality retail areas. Liuiichung was such a 

speciality retad area renowned for its antique, painting and old-book. Liulichung, 

literally meaning a workshop of coloured glaze, first emerged as a place for bookstores 



in early Qing dynasty because many candidates for the imperial examination Lived 

nearby fin, 1 977). During the reign of Emperor Qianlong (1  73 5- 1 796), many famous 

scholars who participated in the compilation of S i h  Quunshu ( f i e  Complete Work of 

the F w  Treasuries} lived close to Liulichang in the west of the Outer City. As a 

result, many bookstores were opened for business along the street Since then, a 

numba of famous stores s e h g  antiques, ancient paintings, and second-hand books, 

had anchored the east-west nmning street. By the early 1950s there were still over 170 

stores there. Some of those stores, including Rongbaozhai, Baoguzhai, Jiguge, and the 

China Bookstore, are dl1 in operation today. 

Table 4- 1 Street Names as Reflections of Specialized Retail Activity (Qiitnmen kea) 

I Street Name (in Chinese) ( Meaning Indicating its Specialized Retail Activity 1 

Roushi Jie I The street for meat m&et I 
Zhubaoshi Jie 

t 

Xianyukou Jie I The entrance of h s h  fish market 1 

The street for pearls and jewels market I 

Guozishi Hutong 

Meishi Jie 

1 

Zhushikou Jie I The entrance of jewellay market I 

The lane for the market of fruits 

The street for coal market 
I 

I 

Caoshi Jie I The street of straw market I 

Liangshidian Jie 

1 J 
ource: Compiled from "Beijing Dime" ( A t k  of Being), p30. Bujing China Suwq Press, 1994. 

The street of grain shops 

As the imperid capital of s e v d  later dynasties, both Yuan Dadu and its 

I 

successor, tte Ming and Qing Beijing, were b d t  according to the traditional Chinese 

concept of capital city design- Under the influence of the political-socia1 hiefarchicd 



structure of the traditional Chinese society, the city layout represented the Confucius 

ethical rites and social order. It featured a north-south central axis, symmetric grids, 

the centraI location of the imperial palace, and the magnificent city walls, aII of which 

purposely represented the emperor's super power. 

Both Ming and Qing Beijing demonstrated a spatial structure of concentric 

walled zones. The Forbidden City was situated in the core, surrounded by the Imperial 

City that contained the residential quarters of government officials and imperial 

lineage. The Inner City made up the third zone, and the later-added Outer City formed 

the out-most zone which accommodated many poor and lower class citizens. These 

walled zones, from the core to the periphery, reflected the political-social hierarchy of 

the traditional Chinese society. 

The retail patterns in Yuan Dadu and Ming and Qing Beijing were basically 

governed by the city's layout and its social structure. Stimulated by proximity to the 

water transportation hub, the largest commercial centre was developed close to the 

geometric centre in Yuan Dadu During the Ming and Qing dynasties, urban 

reconstruction led to the growth of Qianrnen market, which finally dominated the city's 

retail pattern. Muenced by Western capitaI, Wangfbjing became another major 

commercial centre in the earIy 20' century, forming a bipolar commercial structure in 

the city. The appiication of central place theory to Beijing's changing retail patterns 

was intended to explain this evolutionary process- While d g  that the highest- 

order node would have the to grow in the most advantageous location, the 



centrat place system wdd be deveIoped. However, the central place landscape 

evolved to be increasingly sophisticated in the city. 

Notes: 

1. Bacon, Edmund N., 1974. Design of rhe Cities (revised edition), New York: Viking Press, p.244. 
9. A Chincse idiom says: "Putian zhiria. Muofei wanwangtu; Shuitu Aibin. Muofei wangchen". 

3. The 6rst principle of thc "three canfinal guides" that. together with "five canstant virtues", formed the 
basic Confucian ethics. The " k c  cardinal guides" refer to ruler guides subject; fitha guides son, and 
husband guides wife. The "five constant virnrcs" incIude bmcvolence. righteousness, propriety, wisdom, 
and fidelity. 

4. Fei Xiao-Tong, an eminent Chinese socioIogis~ proposed this point of view in his paper Associations 
Based on Kinship and Native-place (Qin Yuanyu Di Yuan) which was published in the 1940s. See Fds 
collection of papers Native China LEmgtu Zhongguo). 

5. It is in Di Jing Pion (Ode to the Impend Cupttal), a poan wriatn by Luo Bin-Wang of the Tang 
Dynasty. It says "Budu huan@u f umg, a d i  t i b  zun". 

6. Many articles and books published in the West n f d  to the [Mn City as "Tartar city" and the 
Outer City as "Chinese city". However. for centuries, the Inna City had become mom Chinese than 
Tartar in the auly 20th cenntry. Please see: TayIor, Grif6th, 1942. Environmcn~ Village and City. 
A n m k  of the hsociation of rlmericm Geographers. Vo1.32, no. 1, pp. 18-2. and Lin, Yutang, 196 1. 
Impenal Peking, pp. 16-39. 

7. Shumiyuanjiao Market 0 t h  such an example. Shumiyuan was an organ of the govamnent in 
dynastic China while jiclo indicated lhar the market was Iocated at the corner of the government office 
yard 

8. Since the Ji City and Jm Middle Capical wac all s i d  at southwtsfan Dadu, it would be 
reasonable to postdate that the city's southwestern part was an old residentid area and might contain 
mom ppulatiotl The Yangjiao Market might serve a catain population outside the south and west city 
walls. Lin Yutang noticed that: "The southwslt comer of h e  Inner City, attending to the west of the 
Outer Ciry, is the oldest part and contains the gmmt number of old pagodas dating h m  the seventh to 
the rhinecnth centuries." (See, Lin. Yutaag, 1961. Imperial Peking, p35). Recent archaeological 
evidence has also confinned that a s t m t  in Xuarrwu District [southwm of the Dadu) is the oldest one in 
the present city. It can be traced back w Jin's Middle Capid. 



Chapter 5 Socialist Beijing: Reconstruction of the City and Retailing 

"Politics is the commander, the soul in everyrhing", 

"The core of leadmhip of our whole undmukings is the Chinese Contmunisr Party, 
and [he theorerical basis of our ideology is Marxism-Leninismw 

Since the Communist Party took control of mainland China in 1949, Beijing has 

again sewed as the political centre, replacing Nanjing that served as the national 

capital during the nationdist ruIe. Similar to the proletariat revolution, urban 

development in Beijing experienced a findarnentat transformation from the dynastic 

period. The traditional Chinese city planning rules were rejected because they reflected 

either a spatial organization of social segregation or feudal ideas (Fung, 1986). With 

planning d e s  being replaced by principles derived from socialist ideology, urban 

structure was reshaped by new social, economic, and political forces. Reconstruction 

in Beijing made it so different from its past, that it is necessary to examine the new 

spatial structure created aud its development in this sociaIist Chinese city. 

5.1 The Sochlist Politics and Urban Development 

Socialist China was a dictatorship of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). The 

basic goal of the CCP was to transform China into a socialist state. On the basis of 

Marxist cIass struggle theory, the party divided dl its citizens into five categ~ries: 

members of the CCP-oontroUed organizations, workers, peasants, the bourgeois, and 
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enemies. Through various political education and terror campaigns, the bourgeois was 

transformed, and the enemies were eliminated. The CCP made itself the sole 

legitimate leadership in the Constitution, holding absolute power to exercise all its 

dictatorid pursuits. 

For three decades after 1949, socidist ideology remained an essential guiding 

principle of Chinese urban development, Basically, this principle required that 

socialist cities should be distinguished hrn capitalist cities in both function and form. 

According to the socialist ideology, a11 goods, services and facilities, necessarily 

provided by the state, must be equally available and accesslIb1e to all. Therefore, a new 

form for the city wodd be socially uniform and cIassIess (Lo, 1987). Strictly speaking, 

this is impossl%Ie in practice due to the fiiction of distance. Nevertheless, with its 

absolute power, the cormnunist government practised its ideology in urban 

construction. In the late 1950s. this utopian idea prevailed in China and led to a 

campaigu to reduce and £inally eliminate rural-urban differences, one of "the three 

major differences (son& chabie)".' [ts objective was to maintain a close worker- 

peasant alliance that was defined as the foundation of the communist reign. This 

campaign was turned into action in Beijing. In the city p h  of 1958, the building of 

over 40 satelIite tawns was proposed (Beijing ECUCH, 1987: 199; Sit, 19%: 122). An 

effort was also made to realhe urban-d integration, by decentralising new 

developments to 10 major island-like "dispersed cIusters (fmm jimn)" around the 

central city and separating them with green beIts (Beijing ECUCH, 1987:40). This 

planning form apparently fits Saarinen's "otganic decentralization" theory and certainly 



has the potential to benefit the enviToment (Kwok and Zhq 1997). In essence, it 

represented a radical attempt to bridge the rum1 and urban life styles and levels of 

economic development. AIthough this plan was not fully impIemented, its spatid 

pattern influenced the planning of Beijing in the 1980s and even 1990s. Furthermore, 

the poIiticd pursuit by the central authorities strongly innueuced Beijing's urbaa 

construction, as reflected in its three plaaning principles: "s-ng the production, 

serving the central government, and xdng the w ~ r k i i ~ ~ e o ~ l e ~ ~  (Beijing ECUCH, 

l987:206). Thus, the locations of industry and commercial facilities in the city should 

be planned to achieve these goals. 

Planning was also used as a tool to create an urban space, symbolizing the 

Communist party's ideology and new administration- Since the original north-south 

central axis was regarded as a feudal product, the east-west running Chang'an 

Boulevard was considerably widened to 40 to 80 m and lengthened to about 20 km to 

symbolize the new socialist society. The CentraI Commission of the CCP and the State 

. . Council, the most important admtnrstrative institutions, are located along this 

bodevard. At the intersection point of the new and old axes, a former enclosed 

courtyard was reconstructed into Tian~nmen Square, hcing which is the People's 

Great Hall. While this budding, where people's congresses are held, represents the 

supreme power of the People's Republic, the quare symbolizes the "heartn of new 

China. Like the Red Square in Moscow, Tianamnen Square serves predominantly as a 

symbot, while its occasional use for large mass rally mobilized by the state also has 

poIitical sigruficance. It has been expauded to be the Iargest public sqnare of its kind, 



and its magnificence is meant to symbolize the power and paramount position of the 

world's largest communist party. This point of view is supported by the fact that most 

. . 
political or admmtrative buildings in Btijing were large and in specially selected 

locations. Examples include the Ten Great Construction Projects (shida jianzhuy 

that were built as monuments in the late 1950s to celebrate the ten-year anniversary of 

the Communist reign. In short, application of the principles known as "the three 

services" in urban construction revealed its political significance. 

52. The Planned Economic System and Industrialization 

The socialist economy is the foundation for the existence and development of the 

communist regime. In order to control the means of production and the economic 

activity, the communist government accepted the Marxist d o h e  of a t e  ownership 

and adopted the Soviet centrally planned system. The govetnment fmt confiscated all 

foreign and capitat enterprises and transformed them into state-owned businesses. 

After 1952, small private businesses were graduaiIy controlled by the state though co- 

operative and joint ownership. However, the Chinese cornmtmists implicitly accepted 

Marxist theory that sociaIism was imposslile under economic backwardness and 

would become a reality only on the basis of modem industry. In oder to consolidate 

the newly established socialism, industrialization thus became the major objective of 

revolutionary Chiaa 

The centrally planned system not only facilitated industrialization but also 

directly influenced urban development. With the power to allocate workers, land, 

commodities and capital, the central government was able to plan the whole economic 
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processes, including production, circulation, distribution and consumption. As a mlf 

most investment, accumulated mainly through reducing consumption, was provided to 

industry, pardcularly heavy industry. Meanwhile, the State Planning Commission, the 

most powerful ministry in the government, was in charge of the national plan on 

capital investment and construction. All physical construction in the city had to be 

approved by the economic plan. In this sense, urban planning was part of the goal of 

the economic plan, and urban structure represented its spatial layout. 

Non-socialist cities were regarded by the CCP as capitalistic and parasitic 

consumption centres, Therefore, under the socialist ideology, all socialist cities must 

be production centres rather than consumption ones. Thus, industries, particular heavy 

industry, were introduced into the urban dweIopment in Beijing. 

"Beijiag doesn't have an industrial base, As a national capital, Beijing should not 
only become a cultural, scientific, and amstic city, but it also should be a large 
industrial centre. Now the percentage of working class (workers) to the total 
popdation in Beijing is only 4%, but it is 25% in Moscow. Therefore, Beijing is 
still a consumption city. Most of the population is not workers for production but 
merchants. Clearly, there is a need for industrial development in ~eijin~"' (Beijing 
ECUCH, 1987:llO). 

This Soviet experts' suggestion also reflected the expectation of many 

communist leaders in China at that h e .  Industrialization was dated  to the growth of 

the working class in the city and regarded as the survival of the proletariat regime. 

Under the circumstances, rnmuf-g in Beijing, as elsewhere in China, became the 

£irst priority for investment and was developed at an extraordinary speed. Between 

1949 and 1975, the number of workers in manufacturing increased from 159,317 to 

1.1 15,449, an average annual growth rate of 7.77%, as compared to an annual rate of 



2.96% m commerce (Sit, 1996:137). Manufacturing, with a share of 46.9% in total 

employment, then became the largest sector in Beijing by 1975. In fact, more than half 

of the totaI investment between 1949 and 1978 was in manuficturing, among which 

87.9% was invested in heavy industry (Li, 19845; Sit, 19%:154). It should be noted 

that rapid industrialization in Beijing, as in other Chinese cities, benefited h m  the 

participation and motivation of local governments. As manuhcturing was the largest 

source of revenue for municipalities, municipal governments exerted much effort 

toward industrial development and strove to reinvest as much as possible in 

manufacturing. 

Table 5-1. Beijing's Major Industrial Districts Established in the 1950s-1970s 

Industria1 I Location 1 Major Industries [ Area and Number of I 
District 
Shijingshan 

Yamenkou 

Dongjiao (The 
Eastern 
Suburban) 

Fatou 
Jiwrianqiao 

West 

Qinghe 

Southem I 1 and Electropiate plants I scattered k 4 areas; over 1 

West 

East 

Southeast 
Northeast 

Nanjiao (The 

Iron and Steel Complex, 

North 

I 1 Machinery I I 
Source: Compiled fiom the Editorial Cornmiact of Wing Urban ConsOuction History (The Beiiinn 

Factories (1 990) 
14 sq. )an, about 70 large 

ElectricaI Power ~&ons  
Power Station Equipment, 
Heavy machinery 
Machinery, Chemical, 
Construction Materials, 
Cotton Textile, Printing 
and dyeing: mills 
Heavy Chernical industry 
Electronic 

South 

Suburban) I 
Fengtai [southwest 

- - 
E W ~ .  SIM~UO de chmgrhi jiamhe &a - fmgwu jiiznzhu (Be& Urban 
Construction History shce 1949). 1992. Volume 5: Archirecwe), pp. 10-11; and 1987, 
Volume I: Urban Planning, pp. 5 1-53. See F igum 6-8 for the indwmhl distribution. 

and medium-sized 

I5 sq. km with over 200 
plants, including 
Tonghuihe and 
ShibaIidian 
2.5 sq. km, 30 plants 
5 sq. km, about 40 major 

Woollen miIls, construction 
factories 
4.5 sq. km, about 30 

materials 
Chemical, Paint, Leather, 

R o b g  Stock Plana, 

major factories. 
Total 7 sq. km but 

200 major plants. 



Industrial development in Beijing may be divided into several periods. It 

underwent very rapid growth during the bt tweIve years of socialism (1949-61). 

While industrial employment and factory building space increased over thee times, 

industrial output, with comparable price, increased 23.7 times (Beijing ECUCH, 

19927). Over a thousand factories were built within eight industrial districts fTable5- 

l), which dominated the industrial landscape in the city until the 1980s. For example, 

the Dongjiao (eastern suburban) Industrial District, occupying an area 5.5 km long and 

3.5 km wide, contained 63 major factories with 99,000 workers in 196 1. Throughout 

the 1960s, due to "the Great Leap Forward (Duyuejin)" and "the Cuitltral Revolution 

(Wenhua dageming)", industrial development stagnated. However, a large number of 

workshops, sponsored by urban neighbourhoods and schools, emerged within the old 

city area. Building of the Yanshan Petrochemical Complex began in 1969. It is the 

largest of its kind in China, marking another period of growth in the city's history in 

industrial development. Due to a national defence strategy consideration, this huge 

industrial plant was located at the foot of the mountains lying to the southwest of the 

city. Meanwhile, the Capital Iron and Steel Company in Shijingsban was expanded 

several times and became one of the largest in the country. It was not until the later 

1970s that economists and officials noticed the problems in i n d d  structtlre, known 

as "too heavy". More investment was then shifted to the production of household 

appIiances and other consumer goods, leading to the development of a more balanced 

industrial structure. Despite this balanced development, the proportion of output by 

heavy industry in Beijing was stiII 63.7% in 1979, which d e d  second only to 



Shenyaag among all extra-large cities6 in China (Pan, et a!, 1983; Li, 19835; Liu, 

l984:W; Beijing ECUCH, 1987:79). 

53 Growth of the Wallsnclosed Work-Units 

Politid ideutogy and economic planning were actually tools used by the 

government to exert control over the Chinese people. This control was atso exercised 

over the socid system. Among all the measures for social control, the household 

registration and work-unit systems were the most significant. The household 

registration system classified the entire population into either agricultural or non- 

agricdhlral. The government provided foodstuffs, housing, and other social welfare 

onIy to the non-apcultural population. Since the registration status was required for 

people to live legally in a city. to find a job, and to move to other places, this system 

worked effectively as a means of controlling nual-urban migration and the population 

size of cities. 

The primary employment and administrative unit in socialist Chinese cities is the 

"damei", or work-unit. It is a term frequently used in Chinese urban life, but not well 

known to Westerners. Referring to those existing enterprises and institutions, the work- 

units represent a great variety of work places withiu the centralized sociwconomic 

system. Before Iiberation there were many institutions and a few factories under 

private ownership in Beijing, but they were not components of a unified wok-unit 

system. As a result of revolutionary social transformation, the work-unit system was 

institutionalized only after the CCP took power- The government turned aU seized 

industrial and commercial properties into state ownemhip and established new work- 



units. The b c t i o n  of a work-unit, apart h m  business management, included political 

campaigning, welfare distriiution, social management, and even legal activities (Li, 

I993:346-8). The task of every work-unit, whether large or smaI1, included provisions 

of employment, housing, medical care, children's education, family planning and 

pension benefits. Typically, most work-units were enciosed in a walled yard where the 

workplace, residential buildings, and social services were either closely juxtaposed or 

intermingled. While the walls evidently signified protection and control and the gates 

defined points of controlled entry, the system, in its physical form, created a socio- 

spatial unit for the domestic and social activities of its members. As the state could not 

manage every individual unit, this system, in hct, led to work-unit autonomy. Given 

the hierarchical administration of work-units, they were spatially and bctionally 

separate b m  each other even if they were neighbouring units. Each of these units 

represented an integration of work, residence, and social networks within an urban 

space, and formed a separate and self-sufficient community. Thus the socialist city was 

actually an agglomeration of a large number of such "small societies (xiao shehui)". 

As soon as this system was established, each work-unit was granted a certain 

admiistrative rank. Different ranks of work-units meant different level of political 

power for access to benefits. A work-uuit with a higher ranking might be able to obtain 

more fimds h m  the government and have the autonomy to make decisions. The richer 

financial resource provided the means for the work-unit to buiId large numbers of 

apartments for its staff. This phenomenon is particularly common in Beijiug as it 

contains many high-ranking work-units. All the central ministries and military 



departments were ranked at the same or higher level than the municipality. These 

ministries and departments could expand their "big yards (dayuan)" and build their 

own activity centres and residences, even if they were in wntlict with the planning 

rules of Beijing. The municipal planning department was not as p o w d  as these 

highanking work-units and had to alIow their development. As a result, they often 

caused chaotic land use practices and urban sprawl. The influence of the work-unit 

system can also be found in the service sector. A survey in Beijing showed that in 

1982 there were 26,000 beds in hotels open to the public, but more than 30,000 beds in 

hotels owned by work-units were assigned only for specific uses. Similarly, among a 

total of 97 hospitals in Beijing's urban districts, 41 were affiIiated with high-ranking 

work-units. At the same time, there were about 130 theatres each with over 600 seats 

owned by work-units, compared with only 60 such theatres for the public. In 

particular, there were 17 theatres in Saniihe, an area of less than 3 sq- km, where a 

number of central government ministries were located (Liu, 1985442). 

5.4 Urban Expmsion under Socialism 

Urban planning and its implementation in Beijing before the refonns vividly 

demonstrated the influences of political ideology, economic planning and socia1 

controls of sociaIist China The urban development process may be divided into three 

stages: the early 1950s, the First Five-Year Plan (1953-57), and the 1960s and 1970s 

(Yu, 1986; Beijing ECUCH, 1987:74-97). As Soviet pIanners actively participated in 

Beijing's planning in the early 1950s, the city's development actually reflected the 

influence of the Soviet model. Not onIy taking Moscow's master plan as a modei, 



wban planners in Beijing also adopted Soviet planning concepts and standards for 

land-use zoning, housing construction, community ocganizing and service provision 

(Fung, 1986; Beijing ECUCH, 1987:94). The d y  1950s was a period of economic 

recovery b m  years of devastating wars, and therefore, the initial urban reconstruction 

was focused mainly on the old dty area. Between 1949 and 1952 only 17.6 sq. km of 

land were newly developed in Beijing, adding to its original built-up area of 109 sq. 

krn (Yu, 1986; World Bank, 1993:45, Table 3 1 ) .  The national capital underwent very 

rapid urban expansion during the F i  Five-Year Plan period (1953-57). A total of 

106.5 sq. km of farmland was expropriated for uhan uses, among which 53.8 sq. km 

was MIy developed (Wodd Bank, 1993:TabIe3.2). By 1959, the built-up area of the 

city had increased by 220.9 sq. km, an average annual expansion of 13.6 sq. km. 

Between t951 to 1959, the most evident growth was found in the northwest, east, and 

west. An educational and research area, accommodating the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences, Peking ~niversity: "the eight major institutesd and others, was newly 

developed in the city's northwest. The eastward growth was dominated by the 

expansion of industrial plants. A number of central government ministries, including 

the State Planning Commission and the Ministries of Finance, Construction, and 

Foreign Trade, were located in the city's west, The Western Suburban Industrial 

District was also established, Ieading to significant growth to the west. Since the 

c o ~ c t i o n  period in Beijing took severaI years, urban sprawl persisted in the city 

mtiI the early 1960s. As the whok nation was in economic and political turmoil 

during the following decade, urban expansion was slow in Beijing. The total mount 



of expropriated firmland for urban construction was only 34.7 sq. km during the 

period 1962 to 1980, and the increased urban built-up area was 6 1.8 sq. km. Yu's 

(1986) research also revealed that the average annual increased built-up area in Beijing 

between 1959 and 1983 was only 6.26 sq. km, less than half of that during the 1950s. 

In this period, while the city continued to grow toward the northwest and the east, the 

most rapid expansion was found in Shijingshan to the west. As priority was given to 

iron and steel industry at that time, this steel town was soon enlarged and partially 

amalgamated with the built-up area of the city. Meanwhile, new developments also 

filIed in the areas between those finger-like expansions. It should be noted that, despite 

a rift between the former USSR and China occurred in the early 1960s, Soviet 

influence on urban planning, in general, in Beijing and in other Chinese cities, 

remained strong. 

The urban expansion process in socialist Beijing can be intetpreted by 

examining the housing construction in different periods. Based on the housing census 

data of 1985, the maps (Figure 5-1,5-2, and 5-3) show the percent of housing built in 

each urban neighbourhood of Beijing in different decades. Before the advent of 

socialism housing deveIopment was concentrated within the walled city. In the 1950s 

residential construction shifted to the western government quarter, the Eastern 

Suburban Industrial District, the northwestem education and research area, and the 

military compounds in the west. During the 1960s and 1970s, urban expansion 

continued to p w  outward in nearly all directions, but growth in Shijin- in the 

city's west was the most signiticant 



The process of urban development in socialist Beijing rdected the fluctuation of 

its pIanned economy that was infIuenced by political movements. Its spatial pattern 

clearly showed the significant impact of the sprawling wallenclosed work-units. Not 

ody the central and the municipal governments contained in dosed-yard-styIe 

compounds, but also all major factories, universities, research institutes, and other 

organizations. In the industrial districts, each walled Mary was a self-contained unit 

with its production area, residential area and an activity centre. In the higher-education 

area, every university campus comprised a teaching area, a shopping and entertainment 

area, a student dormitory section, and a f'aculty and staff residential area The two 

largest campuses of Tsinghua and Peking University enclosed 307 ha and 170 ha, 

respectively. The eight major institutes each contained an area between 34 and 88 ha 

and were separated by walls (Beijing ECUCH, 1992:499-50 1). 

.. . . - . - - 

Figure 5-1 P~xcent of R e s l d d  EIousiug B d t  in he 19,- 
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55 Retailing under Socialism 

After the CCP took power in China, it immediately shifted its work from the 

countryside to cities. Retailing, as an indispensabIe sector of the national economy, 

revived during the period of reconstruction and rehabilitation (1949-1952). During the 

First Five-Year Plan period (1953-57), the Beijing Department Store, a 26,000 square- 

metre building that was labelled as "the first store of new China", as we11 as six other 

medium-sized department stores, were built as symbols of new socialism. However, as 

commerce was regarded as non-productive sector and a breeding ground of capitalism, 

it did not receive significant attention in the planned economy. Capital accumulated 

from commerce was largely invested into industry, particularly heavy industry. 

Table 5-2 Changes in Beijing's Economic Sectors and Retailing: 1952-1980 

I percent in GDP I 
Year 

primary 

Secondary 

Tertiary 
commerce' 

Source: I .  Beijing Statistical B- 1997. Beijing SrorirdcaI Yembook 1997, p. 494 & 5 15. 
2. Long, X, 1992. A Cornpendiurn of Infomution on Beijing, p. 156. 
3. Sit, V. 1996. Beqing: Fmm a Traditional Capital to the &cialist Capital, p. I35 &137. 
4. The Edi tod  Commiaa of Bcijing Urban Constmction History, 1992. Riorical Moterial 

on Beijing Urbrm Constmction Since 1949, p. 46. 

Retail Changes 

1952 

22.2 
38.7 

39.1 

15.6 

Year 
Number of Retail 
Establishments 
Employment in 
Retailing 
Percent of Retail 
Employment 

1957 

10.6 
47.8 

41.6 

152 

Notes: 1. Here "Commerce" includes mailing, wholtsalin& and Ea(cring 

1952 
53,370 

N I A  

IS. I 

1965 
12.5 
59.0 

28.5 
7 -7 

1970 
8,O3 I 

130,543 

NIA. 

1957 
3 1,366 

149,548 

12.3 

1975 
6.6 

66.6 

26.8 

7.5 

1978 
10,628 

159,827 

5.4 

1960 
6,714 

I 17,000 

N/A. 

1980 
10,974 

159.763 

5.0 

1978 

5.2 
71.1 

23 -7 
7 -6 

1980 
4 3  

68.9 

26.8 

7.9 



Retailing in Beijing, as elsewhere in the country, experienced continuous 

dedine during the periods of "The Socialist Transformation of Industry and Commerce 

(shehi zhuyr* gonshangye gairao)" (1952-56) and ''The Great Leap Forward" (1958- 

L960). Not only did the merger of individual small retailers greatly reduce the total 

number of outlets, but the hSti~ti0II of state-private joint-ownership and a later buy- 

out by the state also severely damaged the sector. The faiIure of 'The Great Leap 

Forward" and the occurrence of natural calamities dealt serious blows to agriculture 

and industry inflected firrther damages. Consequently, the number of retail outlets in 

1960 had been reduced by about one-fifth that in 1957, while employment also shrank 

more than 20%. The share of commerce in the GDP ultimately dropped by half 

between 1957 and 1965 (Table 5-2)- The "Great CuItural RevoIution" that followed 

created economic and socia1 nnmoir in the country. The impact was more serious in 

Beijing, as it was the source of the political movement The a n n d  average of new 

commercial floor-space between 1958 and 1970 was less than one-seventh that dwhg 

the First Five-Year Plan period This situation improved sIightIy in the 1970s, but 

retail development was still under the control of the state economic plans, as the 

political-economic system in the country remained unchanged until the beginning of 

economic reforms. 

The central government attempted to solve the probIems of consumer and 

agricuitural product shortages by issuiug ration coupons, and hlly controlled the retail 

sector through monopolies of mte-owned and collectiveswned enterprises (Sun, 

1997:32-33). The share of retail saIes h m  state-owned retail enterprises increased 



h m  12% in 1449 to 84% in 1978, whaeas those h m  private ownership decreased 

from 83% to a negllgibie amount. The proportions fluctuated slightly over time as the 

economic force attempted to work whiIe controls by the economic planning was 

relatively relaxd However, a .  the attempts to initiate changes in the retail sector 

were always defeated by political campaigns such as the "cutting the capitalist tails (ge 

ziben rhtcyi weiba)", and the retail sector was further transformed to "pm" socialism. 

As a socialist political centre, Beijing was always much more advanced in adopting 

socidist doctrines than other cities and regions in China. Compared to the average 

share of retail sales by the state-owned enterprises in the country that reached 54.6% in 

1978, the proportion in Beijing was 80% (Table 5-3). These changes revealed that the 

purpose of socidist transformation was to reorganize retailing as well as other sectors 

under the Party-led management bufeau. Thus, retail development under sociaIisrn was 

not governed by economic forces but dictated by the socialist planned system and the 

politicaI campaigns of the CCP. 

Tab te 5-3. Changes of Beijing's Retail Sales by Ownership 

Year 

1949 

Total Retail Soles 
(million ~uan)['l 

282 

State 

11.70 

Joint 

036 

Collective 

(W 
4-96 

Private 

82.98 



5.6 Retail Organization, Planning Principle, and Spatial Pattern in Socialist 

Beijiig 

5.6.1 Administrative Orgadzatioa of Retail Enterprises 

After the onset of 'The SociaIist Transformation of Industry and Commerce" 

(1952-56), urban retailing was reorganized into a network of h i m h i e s  under the 

ministries that exercised vertical control through the municipality down to enterprise 

units. Basically, the Ministry of Commerce was responsible for the administration of 

retail activities. It mady managed deparrment stores, but many of its subordinate 

branches took charge of grocery and f d  textiles, household appliances, hardware, 

and so on. However, some retail activities or stores were under their own ministries. 

For example, grains and cooking oil stores were managed by the National Grain 

Bureau, which was in charge of grain rationing in the city, Pharmacy and medical 

instnnnents and bookstores were managed by the Ministry of Health and the Ministry 

of Culturet respectively. Each retail establishment was ranked by its operational power 

and administrative level. The levels of admhhmtion consisted of ministry, municipd 

department. district bureau, and urban neighbouhood to resident committee, or their 

equivafents. Retail finns might be fisted with state-owned production companies, 

attached to govermnent agencies, or sponsored by other organizations and enterprises. 

Thus retail enterprises might be admmtra 
* .  ted by a ceaaal ministry or by a local 

government, but the fbrmer owned mostly large and medium-sized enterprises and 

dominated the sector. While the Ministry of Commerce formulated nation-wide retail 

- .  policies, the various admmutmtive bodies were responsiiIe for guiding and 



monitoring their subordinate enterprises. Therefore, ,this vertically managed system 

functioned to ensure the execution of policies and decisions of the central government. 

5.63 Retail Pllnaing Principles 

Under the centrally pIanned system, deveIopment of all economic sectors, 

including retailing and urban construction, must folIow the national economic plan. 

Development of urban retail projects must conform to the general principies of urban 

pIanning. According to the planning principles for the socialist city, retail pIanning 

was also based on "the three services (sangejkwp)". In order to achieve the political 

goal of equality, commercial facilities in socialist cities were expected to be rationally 

located and not over-concentrated. RetaiI over-concentration before socialism was 

considered to be an illness of capitdism, and it was to be changed aud replaced by a 

uniform distribution pattern. The planning principle of socialist production also stated 

that commercial establishments shouId be sited in proximity to indusuial areas for the 

convenience of the workers. This principle was intended to promote the development 

of commercial and service centres at locations close to new suburban residential 

districts. These commercial centres would avoid excessive shopping trips to 

downtown and create employment opportunities. This principIe, in fact, provided the 

raison d'etre for the self-contained work-anit system. According to it, many large 

factories and companies built their own retail hciIities to service their staff. With 

regard to the principle of serving the people, retd establishments were to meet 

individuals' needs for c o m e r  goods. Because demand fbr consumer goods occurred 

at different fkquencis - daily, periodically, or occasionatly, this planning principle 



suggested the establishment of a hierarchical network of retad centres, with each 

containing different types of stores to meet various fieqwncies of demand. While 

stores in high-IeveI centres provided many varieties of goods, those of a Iower-level 

centre only offered daily necessities.' The retail hierarchy may be a resuIt of spatid 

competition among establishments in market-oriented societies. However, creating a 

hierarchical retaiI network was a pIanning principfe in socialist China as well in the 

former east European Bloc (Heineberg, 1979:316-20). In the socialist planned 

economy different sizes of stores wodd be used to satisQ different leveIs of consumer 

demand. 

Under those principles, the municipd planning department usually adhered to the 

proposal of the central ministries on building stores in planned commercial areas. At 

the city levei, after store construction projects were proposed, the municipal Economic 

Planning Commission wodd evaluate he  projects and provide investment alkocations 

in its five-year or annud economic plan, The local urban planning department would 

assist in determining detaiIed Iocations and initiate the constnrction. Once a store was 

buiIt, it would belong to a central ministry or the municipdity, depending on the 

source of the investment. The same process occurred at the district level. Since the 

ministries of the central government had more invesrment fimds than municipal and 

local governments, they administrated the largest stores in the hierarchy of retaii 

estabIishments, and the lower IeveI authorities managed stores at the bottom o f  the 

hierarchy. In this sense, the retail hierarchy reflected the socialist aAminisaative 

strucntre. Unlike market economies, the fofmation of the retail hierarchy in socialist 



Chinese cities was not a r d t  of spatial competition among stores but through the 

mechanism of economic and urban planning. Therefore, both the hierarchy of retail 

centres and the types of stores within the newly established centres were certainly not 

as numerous and diverse as those of a market economy. Even within an agglomerated 

retail ceutre, stores would neither compete because of their common state-ownership 

and different operation fields, nor would they cosperate with one another because 

they belonged to different administrative ministries or authorities. 

5.63 Spatial Distribution of Retail Centres in Beijing 

The hierarchical retail system is subject to various demand thresholds for 

different consumer goods. As shopping fresuency at retail centres is inversely 

proportional to their level in the hierarchy, higher-level centres that serve more 

consumers are fewer in number and more distant from c o m e r s .  In socialist Beijing, 

retail services were organized at four levels: the city, the distriq the midentid 

district, and the neighbourhood'O (Beijing ECUCH, 1992:48). C o m e r s  made daily 

shopping trips to the two lower levels of stores. However, they would only make 

weekIy or even monthly shopping trips to stores of the district and those of the city 

level. In order to identifj. this hierarchical pattern of retailing in the city, a published 

data set of 1982 (Xu, 198441) is used to analyze the distribution of retail bctions at 

that time. Since very few major commercial facilities were built during the early 

1980s, the data still provide a meaningful pattern of retail establishments before the 

economic reforms. 



Table 5-4. Classification of Retail Centres in Beijing (1 982) 

Notes: 
I. Data obtained h m  Xu (1984). The ntail funceions have been reorgani2cd and rccIassificd by the 

author in orda that the categories are c~mpat l ik  with the g e n d  classification recognized m the 
West. While some speciaIizcd fimctions arc m a g 4  two categories of "ohem" arc omitted because 
they were not defined. As a diffctcllt category is used for calculating the nnmba of retaiI functions, 
k vaiws of the totals are, of course, diffaent h n  the original. Rearrangement of the orda of the 
fimctions also makes a change in the k a I  gradadon of r e d  centres, 

2. Thc author funher classifies the selected maiI functions into ttrm levcis or o w .  The first-order 
includes: A - Super Clothing Stores (with over 30 selling C O U I I ~ ) ;  B - Large Department Stom 
With over 80 selling co~~~ters); C - High-order Specia[ized Stom, incIuding that of 6ne handicraft 
articles, clocks and watches; musical instnrmcntp, d u d  and spons ankles, miqucs, and frunintrr 
The second-order hctioru incIudc: D - Dcpartmmt Storcs (with selling comers ktwttn 25 and 
80); E - Clothing Stores; F - Hadware Stores; G - Dragstores (including mditional ChimJe medicine 
stom); H - Bookstors. The third-orda mail fimctions refer to: I - GcnaaI Machandist St-; I - 
W e r y  Stoccs: K - VegetabIe Starts; and L - Food Stores. 

Saurec: RerompiIed h m  Xu, Fang, 1984, Beijng Shi de Shangye Ftnvu Ddi (lie Geography of 
Commerce and Savice of Beijing City). Smgj7 Dili (Economic Geography). VoL 4, No. L, p. 41. 



Since the research was not entirely focused on retailing, the data must be 

refined and selected to conform to the current objective. First, reclassification of retail 

categories involves selecting the most typical retail functions. The categories used in 

this study not onIy reflect the characteristics of the socialist retail system, but are also 

compatible with the generd classification adopted in the West. The new classification 

includes 12 major retail hctions that are made through merging and ambiguous types 

are omitted. AIso, the 12 seIected categories are firrther aggregated into three orders. 

The first-order retail function includes those of the largest department stores and 

clothing stores, and the highly specialized stores selling items such as musical 

instruments, cuInnal and sports articles, and antiques. The second-order refers to 

medium-sized department stores, including hardware, textile and clothing stores, 

drugstores and bookstores. It should be pointed out that drugstores in Chinese cities 

are more specialized, as a pharmacy is usually attached to every hospital and medical 

clinic. The third-order represents retail functions most cbsely related to general needs, 

including general merchandise stores, grocery stores, vegetable stores, and food stores. 

Table 5-4 shows the number of each function at all larger retail centres in the national 

capital." 

As a different category is used for calculating the number of retail functions, 

the total numbers of retail fimctions at those centres are different from the original 

version. However, by rearranging the order of the functions, the gradation of retail 

centres can ckariy be observed. Qianrnen, the oldest retail centre, remained 

prosperous. It had the most specialized and clothing stores. Wangfujing's position was 



enhanced by the Beijing Department Store built in 1954 and many other speciality 

stores subsequently established there. Wangfujing and the rapidly growing Xidan 

centre were anchored by the city's three largest department stores. The top three, the 

Beijing Department Store, Xidan Emporium. and Dong'an Plaza (renamed Dongfig 

Plaza tbr political reasons in the 1960s and I970s), also ranked second, third, and 

seventh of the country's largest stores, respectively, in terms of retail sales (Almanac of 

China's Economy, 1982~-260). Xidan rose quickly to be compatible with the above 

two as a result of significant urban expansion in the city's west since the 1950s. The 

rebuilding of the Xidan Emporium in the early 1970s also contributed to the upgrade 

of the Xidan centre. Consequently, these three retaiI centres, with their more first-order 

functions than others, could be classified as the city-level centres (level I). Thus the 

F i y a  54 Major Retail Ccntres in Beijing ( 1982) 

Major Retail 
Cemtres 
Level l 

0 Level ll 
LevelIII 
2nd & 3rd 

ClrcIes 

Ma~rStreetr 



bipolar structure in the first hdf of the 2 0 ~  century had changed to a tripartite one 

(Figure 5-4). 

Ten level U retail centres could be recognized as they contained some first-order 

retail fimctions. Most of these retail centres were located within the former walled city 

and had developed in the past Dongdan, Dongsi, Dianmen, Xisi, Xinjiekou, 

Caishikou, Tianqiao, and Chongwai all bad a considerable amount of commercial 

activity before 1949. However, most retail fiicilities in Haidian and Chaowai were built 

during the socialist period in order to minimize consumers' travel to shopping. While 

the fonner served residents of the higher education and research area and the latter the 

Eastern Suburban Industrid District, both of them were built close to their district 

government. Each of them was occupied by a medium-sized department store with a 

floor space of about 5,000 square metres, and other outlets including a vegetable and 

grocery market, a bookstore, a drugstore, and severaI speciality stores. In addition, the 

retail centres of Fengtai and Shijingsban should be added to this level as the original 

survey omitted these two areas. 

As the two tower levels of retail centres were more important for people's daily 

needs, they were usually built simultaneously with residential development. Except for 

a few hurriedly-built apartments in the earIy 1950s, most residentid areas constructed 

during the socialist period included essential services and retail shops. The residential 

district centres (level m) usually were located near major roads, accessiile to residents 

from several neighbourhoods, The number, size, and rank of stores in residential 

district centres were determined on the basis of the number of residents in the district. 



In pIanning for residential development, retail stores were divided into three types 

according to the frequency of demand - essential, daily, and periodical. W e  essential 

goods include groceries, grains and oil, and daily necessities contain g e n d  petty 

goods and medicines, periodical goods comprise vegetables, other foods, household 

appliances, and books. In Beijing, the planning of smaller residential districts each 

with 5,000 to 20,000 residents included stores selling essential commodities and some 

daily necessities. In residential districts each with 20,000 to 70,000 residents, retail 

outlets selling all three types of goods were planned. A grocery store with a floor space 

of 400 to 600 square metres usually served 300 to 400 peopIe, whiIe a department 

store had 800 to 1,000 square metres in floor space and served 7,000 to 10,000 

residents (Table 5-5 & 5-6). The larger the community, the more complete the retail 

facilities and services. The centre of the community was usually selected to include 

such retail outlets, so that they could effdvely serve the people within the 

Table 5-5 Standards of Retail Establishments for Residential Areas 

Type of Stom Served Residential 
Population Size or Floor District 

Groceries 
Grains&OiI 

Resident- 
ial Block 

(2,000 - 
4,OOoP) 

Y 

Y 

3 - 4  400-600m2 Y 
6 - 7  250-300m2 Y 

Food & Drink 
Department Store 

Drugstore 
Househo id 
AppLance5 

Books 
-- 

Note: p.t.p. refas to pa thousand persons. 

4 - 5 80-90 m2 p.tp. Y 
7 - 10 90-100rn'~ . t~ .  Y 
20-30 

30 

30 -50 

1 5 r n 2 p . ~ p .  

16 m' p.tp. 

15 m' p-tp. 

Y 
Y 

Y 



Saurce: Compiled h m  The Research Gmrrp of Beijmg Urban Naming Management Bumq t979. 
Studies an the N m  and Rational Size of Residential District Ciy PIuming Review. No3, 
pp. 2 1-29. 

It is worthwhile noting again that a fairly large part of the socialist urban space 

Table 5-6 Examples of Retail Provisions with Residential Development in Beijing 

was constructed around large wafIed work-unit compounds, in which some retailing of 

daily necessities were accommodated. Generay speaking, the larger the work-units, 

, 

Type of 
Residential 

Area 

Neighbourhood 

Residential 
Block 

Small 
District 

Residential 
District 

Notes: 1. Stores art 
f d  and drink Daily Goo& inciudc genaal machanrtioc and dnags, while Periodically 
Demand Goods comprises goods soId in d c p m m t  stores, vegetable storm, food stores, 
household suppliw storcs. and bookstom. 

2. Y ref= to having most of the types of stom; P means to have some of the types; and G 
means the typc of stores having a greater trade area 

Source: Compiled h m  (1) The Research Group of Beijhg Urban Planning Maaagcmeat Bureau, 1979. 
Studies on the N a m  and Rational Size of Rtsidcntial MCL Cily Planning Review. No3, 
pp. 21-29; (2) The Beijing ECUCR 1992 HiFtoricnI Maenid on Beijing Urban Corr~mccn'on 
Since 1949 - Yoirne 5. Housing Comct ion  (E), pp. 255-344. 

Name of 
Residential 
Areas 

Xibianmm 
Putao Yuan 

Hongmao Gou 
Xinyuan Li 

Shuidui 
Longtan 

Y uwangfen 
Fuwai Nan 
Tuanjie Hu 

Planned 
Population 

(1,000) 

- 7 

2 
2 
6 
7 
10 
I3 
16 
2 1 

Store 
Selling Daily 
Necessities ' 

P' 
y2 
P 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Jiiong 
SanIitun 

Guomianchang 
Jiuxianqiao 

Hepingli 
Yuetan 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Necessities nfa 

26 
30 
35 
53 
65 
70 

Stores 
Selling 
Daily 

~oods'  

P 
P 
P 
Y 
P 
Y 

divided into rhm cakgork. Doig 

Stores 
Selling 

Periodical 
Demand 
GOO&' . 

G' 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

to gmcerics, 

Y 
Y 
P 
Y 
Y 
Y 

grains and oil, 



the more the retail functions would be found within their courtyards. For exampIe, 

each of the three urban neighbodoods - Yanyuan, Qinghuayuan, and Yongdinglu in 

Haidian District, is a large work-unit. The Yanyuan Urban Neighbourhood is the 

Peking University, which is a compound with more than 15,000 students, 8,000 faculty 

and staff, and their families. It has its main retail centre in Sanjiaodi (the Trimgle 

Area) as well as several minor retail facilities located in the northem, eastern and 

western nei&bowhoods. This planning pattern, in theory, reduced the need for people 

to commute when going to work or shopping. In fact, it represents a distinctive work- 

unit system of retailing. 

Summary 

The socialist ideology of the CCP aimed to build an equal access and classless 

urban space, providing a guiding principle for Chinese urban development. With the 

ability to exercise its political power, the communist government made radical 

attempts to reduce and eliminate nd-urban differences. While over 40 satellite towns 

were proposed for the outer suburbs in the national capital, the central city was also 

decentralized into a number of "dispersed clusters". Urban planning was used as a tool 

to create symbois of the communist party and its ideology, as exempIified by 

Tiananmen Square. 

The central planning system provided a means for the government to control and 

manage the national economy. It facilitated the trausformation of Beijing from a 

"collsumption cityn to a "production city", and special emphasis was placed on the 

development of heavy industry in the city As all construction projects and investments 

1 I0 



were approved by the national economic plan, urban planning aimed to help achieve 

the goal set by the economic plan. Therefore, urban structure in socialist Beijing 

represented the spatial manifestation of the national economic plans. 

Social controls were achieved mainly through the household registmtion and 

work-unit systems. The work-unit controlled all its employees through administrative 

management and the provision of various kinds of social amenities. It was a walled 

compound of production, residence and social activities, integrating employees' work, 

social and neighbourhood networks within a self-sufficient community. This system 

not only led to a work-unit ownership of retail and other services, but also caused 

chaotic land-use and urban expansion in Beijing. 

Urban planning and its implementation in socialist Beijing demonstrated the 

influences of the political ideology, economic planning and social controls. Soviet 

planning concepts and standards were adopted in the city's planning in the 1950s, but 

their influence remained strong in the following two decades. While the urban 

expansion process was a sign of the change in the planned economy, the spatid pattern 

of the development reflected the sprawling in the urban area. 

Under the centralIy planned economy, retailing was Iargely neglected and placed 

under state and collective ownership. Adherence to socialist doctrine seriously 

damaged the retail sector. The number of retail establishments and retail employment 

in Beijing dropped significantIy during the socialist period. Urban retailing was 

administrated by the centraI ministries that exercised v e m d  mnml fnnn the 

municipaiity down to enterprise units- Guided by the planning principles, tetail 



facilities were organized into a hierarchical network of retail centres. The retail 

establishments in socialist Chinese cities neither competed against nor cosperated 

with each other. 

Subject to demand-thresholds of consumer goods and shopping behaviour, retail 

services in socialist Beijing were organized into four leveb: the city, the district, the 

residential district and the neighbourhood. Retail facdities at the two lower levels were 

located close to residential areas. A survey of retail fimctions revealed that the bipolar 

structure before socialism had been replaced by a tripartite-centre pattern in Beijing. 

WhiIe the oldest retail centre Qianmen remained prosperous, Wangfbjing became the 

largest retaiI centre in the city during the period. As a result of the expansion of the 

city towards the west, Xidan quickly flupassed other commercial nodes and reached 

the same level of prominence as the other two major centres. Most of the secondary- 

level retaiI centres were located within the old city, but four newly deveIoped retail 

centres emerged in the suburban areas. 

Notes: 
I. The three distincrions (sanda chabie) refix to the d i f f m  between city and the counnyside, 
indusay and agriculture, and physical and mend labour. It was 6rst proposed by Mao Ztdong m his 
"On the Ten Major Relations" in 1957. 
2. TJx "disptrsed clusters (fmm jiluc~r) " indicate that the city plan of September 1958 designated ten 
major suburban localities around the ccnaal city for urban development in the future. These pIaccs 
included Jiuxianqiao. Bciyilan, Qinghc, Haidian, Sbijingsh~, Fcngtai Nany~an, Fatou, and 
Dingfrnhuang, each of which aras scparaud by green space. This plan was a radical anrplpt to reduce 
"the h e e  major difktmcfs". S u  Beijing Jianshe Shishu Biawveihni, (The Editorial CommincE of 
Beijing Urban Comtruction History, abbrcviatcd as Beijing ECUCH), 1987, f i g u o  yilai de chengshi 
jianshe diao  -Chengshi guihua (Bm~ing U h  Consmrcnmrcnon Hisforv Since 1949 - Volume One 
u* Plaming), pp. 39-45. 
3. As the national urbau consuuction principle, "rhc three savices" was a link di&nnt b that 
apptitd to Bcijitlg- The 6rst national urban planuing codbmce, which was held in 1954, proposed "to 
save proiewian potitics, to ~avc  s a d i s t  prcnfucuon, and to serve thc labomhg massts. See Xie and 
Cosm I99 1. Urban Platming m China Cifies. 
4- The Ten G m  Arctritemure Pmjecto (shida jiantliu) refer to the ten majar coastruction projects built 
m tht Iate 1950s a d e b m e  the myear annivasary of the commtmist mgn. Thcy indude the People's 
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Great Hall, the Museum of Chinese History and Remhttion, the Chinese People's Military Museum, 
China Agriculnual Exhibition, the Cultural Palace of Nationalities, the Hotel of NatioaaIitim, the 
Workers' Gymnasium, the Overseas Chinese Building, Diaayutai National Guess' Hotcl, and the 
Beijing Railway Station. 
5. Translated from Beijmg ECUCH, 1987, Beijing Urtmn Construction History Since 1949 - Volzune 
One: Urban Planning, p. 1 10. 
6. An extra-large city in China is defined as one whoa m-agriculnual population in the raban dismcts 
is over one million. whtrcas a large city is one with a population between 500.000 and one million. 
7. Peking Universiry was founded in I898 in downtown kijing. In 1952, when some of its colleges and 
depanments became independent instimtcs, it merged with the Yaajing University (Hanrard-Ynu:6ing 
Instimtt) and was rclocatcd to the Ymjing campus in Zhoagguanctm, the con of the higher education 
and research area. 
8. %e eight major institutes" refer to those established in the early 1950s in the city's northwestan 
higher education and rsearch arc& They include tht lnsdtutw of Medicine, Geology, Forestry, Aviation 
tnduspy, Steel and [mn Indusay. Perroleurn Industry, Mhhg Industry, Agricultural Machinery 
Industry. These former colleges or deparrmens of Pekiag University or Tsinghua Univcaity became 
independent walled education compouads and were l o d  dong the Xueyuan (the Institute) Road. See 
Beijing ECUCH. 1987. Beijing Urban Construction Hisroty Since 1949 - Volume One: Urban 
Planning. pp. 16. 

9. These principles were briefly listed in several textbooks on urban plarmiag, while furrher urplana!ions 
were inf& from the principles and the planning practices. See: Tongji Uaiversiy er d (cds.), 1980, 
Lirbon Planning Principles (Chengshi Guihua Yuanli). Beijing: China Comtrucrion lndusay Press. 

LO. The Editorial Committee of kijing Urban C o m a i o n  History (1992. pp. 48-50) only rncntioncd 
the first tbrrt levels, bur b e  atighbollrhood as the lowest level actually existed both during the socialist 
period and remains today. 

1 I. The term retail centre is gtnaally used in urban p h m g ,  but it bas never bcm exactly &hcd 
Uniike the planned shopping centres imalls in North America most of Ihe so-called retail centnts have 
the linear pattern of commercial strip because stores are d i s m i d  dong one or mom stmts. Examples 
are Wangfujing and Xidan remil cmms. The former actually i n c W  retail activities along Wangfkjmg 
Smt .  and the latter the stores along North Xidan Street Thus, problems would arise because of the 
tack of a clear and uniform &finition. This will be discussed in the Cbapur 7 of this diSPtRatiaa. 



Chapter 6 Urban Development in Beijing in the Era of Reform 

"A good cat is one that is able to catch mice. no matter what its colour, whether black 
or white" 

"On& developmenr is the hard theoy " 

- Deng Xiaoping 

The reforms implemented by China are the most important event in the country's 

development in the last two decades of the twentieth century (de Bettignies, 1996:xvi). 

The initiation of the reforms ended the pursuit of doctrinal Marxist socialism and 

marked the beginning of a new era Even though China is still under the authoritarian 

rule of the CCP. the government has placed heavy emphasis on market-oriented 

economic developmew Since the beginning of the refonns, the cendy planned 

economic system has been changing to a partly marketdriven one more interdependent 

with the world economy. These changes have already had important socio-economic 

consequences that are shaping the pattern of urban development and impacting upon 

every aspect of urban life in China, Therefore, the first part of this chapter will review 

the purpose of the reforms and their impact on urban development, The following 

parts will examine the spatial popdation procgss, industry relocation, and 

agglomeration of business activity under reform. These analyses will help to 

understand the effects of the new forces in duping the Chinese cities and to devebp a 

Chinese lrrban structure models based on these spatial processes. 

I t4 



6.1 The Reforms. Opendoor Policy and Urban Development 

6.1.1 The ~eforms': Purpose, Process and System 

The reforms were first initiated in December 1978 when the Third PIenary 

Session of the Eleventh Central Committee of the CCP declared its intention to 

implement economic reforms and to open China to the outside world It proposed to 

reduce the dominance of central planning, and to pennit, to a certain extent, a market- 

driven economy. While the state continues to control the key economic sectors, foreign 

investments have been allowed in designated areas. and China's invoIvement in the 

world market has also increased. Under the new system, the private economy that was 

considered as capitalistic during the socialist period is now allowed to coexist with 

those of the state and collective ownership. 

Economic reforms were first started in nnal areas in 1979. With the introduction 

of a production-contract household responsibility system that replaced the communes, 

each household is to bear sole responsibility for agricultural production on its leased 

land. This policy significantly stimulated the h e r s '  enthusiasm because it provided 

higher returns for their work. Productivity in the countryside increased tremendously 

and thus released a large amount of surplus labour force h r n  agriculture. The reforms 

were introduced into cities in 1984, with the hope of replicating the mccessfuI d 

reform in urban centres. This invoIved an expansion of the autonomy of enterprises, 

relaxation of price controls, replacement of state investment with credit finance for 

indusmal development, Ievying of taxes and fees for use of land, and the inttoduction 

of markets for a few selected consumer goods, senrices, tabour, and technoIogy. Since 



the urban reforms were primarily aimed at enterprises, they were much more 

complicated than reforms in the nnal areas. In terms of spatial evolution, most of the 

refom and open-door policies w m  6rst initiated at selected experimmtal sites in 

coastal open cities?. It was intended that the reforms would d i m  to the interior, the 

north, and other regions (Sun, 1997:39, Table 6-1). During the 1980s when the reforms 

were searching for direction by following the strategy of "crossing the river by groping 

for stones (mozhe shitou guohe)", Beijing was not among the pilot open cities as a 

cautious approach was practised in the nation's political centre. Since the early I990s, the 

significance of Beijing in national and world affairs has brought it to the fbrehnt in the 

reforms. For example, Beijing is now among the pilot cities opened to foreign banks, 

insurance, and retail companies. 

The interwoven reform policies impact one another in practice, which means all 

the reform processes can be defined as a system (Table 6-1). The d refonns have 

released a large amount of surplus labour, and many who seek work in cities become 

ternpotant urban residenrs. The proliferation of private and foreign enterprises makes 

it necessary for businesses and services to recruit employees h m  outside the state 

system. The emergence of labour markets in cities has rapidly eroded the household 

system that effectively controlled the growth of urban population before 

implementation of the refom. 



Table 6-1. Th 

Reform Types 

Rural Reform 

Population 
Policy 

Economic 
system 

Administrative 
system 

In the rable. "resents tht &nn in the initial stage and in the official atperimental stage. 
symboI-irrdicamtharthcrtformovaspadyartepdcdwhil~ * * +  indicatestbatitwas 
rmptanmtab. 

! Process of China's Reforms and Urban Development 

Same: Campiled from Fuyu Li (d), 1993. The New Guidebook of Chinu's Invesmxenr Environmeni. 
China Taday Prrss. Beijing. 

Policy Highlights 

Entmduction of production contract 
responsibility system (1978); Commodity 
production (1982); Township & village 
enterprises; Shift of surplus tinu labour 
to non-agridtural sectors (1984) 
Retum o f  the *rusticatorsn (1980); 
Relaxation of household registration 
system (1984); Introduction of labour 
market (1985) 
Introducing market pice (1984); Land 
and housing markets (1986); Pmmoting 
the tertiary industries, opening retailing, 

I banking and immmce to foreign 
investment ( 1992) 
County under the jurisdiction of city 
government ( 1984); Separadon of 
administration from business operation 
( i 985); Enhancement of  city's financial 

6.13 The Econodc Reforms and the Open-dwr Policy 

The Opendoor Policy: The opening of China to the world has signified the 
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nation's participation in the gIoba.1 economy. Its share of imports and exports in the 

GDP increased h m  9% in I978 to 40.5% in 1995. China also ranked second onIy to 
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open-door policy has extended gmdually h m  the coastai area to the interior and &om 

the south to the north. When the reforms were first introduced in the earIy 1980s, the 



government established four Special Economic Zones and opened 14 c o d  cities 

(see Nore 2). Since the late 1980s, cities along the Yangtze River, in the border 

regions, and most provincial capitals have bem permitted to establish Economic and 

Technological DeveIopment Zones (jingji jishu k a q i )  and to adopt flexi'ble policies. 

The scope of the economic sectors opened to foreign investors has also gradually 

broadened, from manufacturing to the service sector. In particular, since 1992 the 

opening of the senrice sector, inciudiig banking, insurance, retailing and consulting, 

have been bringing about extensive changes in the urban development of Beijing and 

other major cities in Chma. 

Source: Beijng Statisrical Yembbook 1997, p. 516. 



The k i t  joint venture in Beijing, the Jianguo Hotel, was established in 1979 by 

the municipal Tourist Bureau and a Hong Kong-based company (Liu, 199354). 

However, the amount of fodgn investment and numbers of such enterprises remained 

small during the early t980s. There were only I2 such small joint ventures established 

between 1979 and 1983, and therefore, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) did not appear 

in the city's statistics until 1984 (Beijing Statistical Yearbook 1997516). On the basis 

of the statistics, the accumdated amount of the contracted foreign investment between 

I986 and 1990 was only US$1.71 billion, but between I991 and 1995 it reached 

USSI 7.0 bilIion, The share of Beijing's contracted foreign investment in the total of 

the country also rose from 2.7% in the first period to 42% in the second period. By 

1996 there were 9,797 registered foreign-invested enterprises in Beijing, with a totaI 

investment of US$29,93 billion. The number of enterprises and the amount of 

investment in the nationd capital accounted for 4.1% and 46%, respectively, of the 

country. Foreign investment has been made in almost every economic sector in the 

city. It is particularly significant that the number of multinational corporations has 

grown rapidly in Beijing over the past decade. Owing to active foreign investment in 

real estate development, new commercial complexes prolifmted, leading to changes 

in the cityscape and the urban structure in Beijing. 

Land Market and Houring Commerciulizution: The introduction of land market4 

and housing wmmerciaiization is the most important economic reform in terms of its 

impact on urban development. According to KarI Man, wealth is created by labom. 

Land under socialism was not a commodity, and it therefore had no value or price. 



Guided by this theory. urban development was not concerned with effective use of 

land. Economic reforms introduced land as a production factor into the market. Thus, 

compensation would be paid for land acquisition or expropriation, fees would be 

charged for Ieasing of the land, and rent charged for use of land. 

The Beijing municipal government twice classified the land in the central part 

of its urban planning area. In 1985 all land was divided into five grades, with higher 

grade at the core and lower grade at the periphery. The 1st grade parcels of land 

covered several urban sections: the western and eastern Chang'an Boulevard, 

Wangfujing, Qianmen and Dashila, Xidan, and Di'anmenwai. The 2nd grade of land 

included the remainder of the old city and a few areas outside the Second Circle Road. 

Land of the 3rd and 4th grades occupied areas lying b e e n  the Second and Third and 

between the Third and Fourth Circle Roads, respectively. The area lying outside the 

Fourth Circle Road and land in all county towns were cIassified as 5th grade. In 1993, 

the municipal government firrther categorized the pIanned area into ten grades (Liu, 

1993: 102- 1 10). Land Iots in the urban districts as well as Haidian and Chaoyang were 

ranked fkom 1st to 6th, and Fengtai and Shijingshan from 3d to 8'. Outer suburban 

district and counties had only 6' to 1 0 ~  grades of land. Since land leasing f a s  are 

based on this Iand grading system, they have significant impacts upon the land-use 

patterns in the city. 

6.13 Reforms of the Administrntive System 

The reform of the administrative system, as a part of poMical reform, refers to 
- .  

the changes in adnunma 
. 

tive function and the redimIbution of potitid power within 



the CCP. With respect to urban development, only the issues of downward tran$er of 

political power and separation of administration h m  business operations will be 

given special attention in this study. 

Under a centrally planned system, the concentration of poIitical power natrrrally 

entailed a concentration of economic power. Equally, the economic control that the 

central government exerted over the lower levels of administration was one of its main 

tools in ensuing political control. The downward transfer of administrative power was 

first undertaken in 1984, which transferred decision making on economic af fa i r s  to the 

lower levels. This decentralization of power was not only intended to improve the 

central government's position as "scrambling repeatedy to put out W (Breslin, 

199651, but also to find new development approaches according to the Iocd 

conditions existing in different regions. In practice, local govenunents obtained the 

authority for securing investment and gained financial strength through sharing 

revenue incomes with the central government. The former has Ied to diversification of 

investment sources that has direct impact on urban development (Yeh and Wu, 1995). 

For example, the share of the central government in the fixed capital investment in 

Beijing was 80% during the First Five-year Plan and about 70% in 1960s and 1970s, 

but it declined to 54.5% in the first five years of the 1990s. Prior to this reform, most 

investment came h m  the state. However, the share of state investment decreased 

h m  39.1% in 1985, to 29.4% between I986 and 1990, and M e r  to 14.7% between 

199 1 and 1995 (Beijing Statistical Yearbook 1992497). MeanwhiIe, the share of iimds 

raised by locd governments and enterprises and the share of foreign investment grew 



quickly. Under this circumstance, many Iocd economic activities did not always 

coincide with the requirements in state planning. With the newly acquired financial 

resources, the local governments and enterprises endeavoured to pursue more 

economic gains in urban development, 

Separation of administration h m  business operations has reduced the 

interference of bureaucracy and increased enterprises' authority in decision-making. 

Under this reform, even operations of stateswned enterprises must conform to 

economic rules. These enterprises also have to compete with others and pursue 

increasing profits. Thus, the behaviour of enterprises tends to be more economic than 

political or social, which is more similar to those in the market system. However, 

incompiete competitions in the "quasi-market" economy (World Bank, 1993) have 

resulted in an increasingly diversified income distriiution. The average wages in the 

financial and real estate sectors were more than twice tbat of the lowest ones in 1996 

(Beijing Statistical Yearbook l997:87), compared to 1.39: 1, the ratio of the average 

wages between the highest and the lowest sectors in 1985 (Beijing Social and 

Economic Statistical Yearbook l986:478 & 488). Along with more power in decision- 

making being granted to enterprises, income disparities among individual enterprises 

become much larger- Given the existing social organisation, the increasingly widened 

income gaps have led to work-unit based urban social areas. 

6.1.4 Transformation of the Social System md Its Influences 

PopuIation controls through the household registration system have to be relaxed 

when other reform policies are carried out On the one hand, foreign and private 



enterprises, which offer higher wages, tend to mate competitive Iabour markets and to 

increase population mobility which lead to modification of the official population 

control measures. On the other hand, the emergence of a large number of surplus nrral 

labour due to Mal reform also challenges the household registration system. Pushed 

and pulled by forces brn both the demand and supply sides, the central government 

carried out a reform policy in 1984. The state would allow agricultural population to 

live in towns to obtain a Wue-chop" household registration5 if they could provide 

their own food. Meanwhile, the availability of foodstuff in the free market essentially 

eroded the system. With a practical philosophy toward reform, an overall dilution of 

politicd examination added positively to the relaxation of household registration 

controI, Since the earIy 1990s, the Beijing municipal government has allowed 

individuals and enterprises to purchase urban households. Even though the dual 

system has resulted in unfairness, it has begun to acknowledge the influence of market 

forces. 

A series of reform policies targeted at enterprises has exerted profound effects 

on the work-unit system. With the implementation of housing commercialisation, 

medical insurance, and contracted employment, work-units have been psychologically 

and economically less reliable. The past glorious status of being employed by a state 

work unit has faded. On the contrary, working in foreign and private enterprises has 

become more prevalent. AIthough the majority of the people in the city still work in 

state- or colIective-owned work-units, empIoyment-based organisations have been 

diversified. The increasing disparities of income among enterprises, partidarly 



between those of state-owned and those of foreignswned, are leading to distinct 

income stratification. While wealthy househotds could purchase lwury homes and rich 

enterprises could buy apartments for their employees, the social divisions are 

reshaping the equalitarian work-unit space, and resulting in the emergence of new 

social areas in the city. 

6.2 Urban Expansion in the Midst of Reform 

Urban development in the era of refonn differs in both process and pattern from 

those earIier. In order to meet the needs of the transformation associated with the 

reforms, urban planning has placed a stronger focus on commercial developments in 

the city. For example, the 1991 master plan of Beijing proposed a scheme for the 

CBD, which was mentioned for the first time since 1949. Implementation of urban 

planning and changes in the social and economic system have been transforming 

residential development. Meanwhile, with the improvement of transport networks and 

mad systems, various development zones have been established in the city to meet its 

commercial needs, altering the structure of Beijing. 

6.2.1 Development of Transport Networks and Urban Expansion 

The major roads in the formerly walled Beijing displayed a north-south or east- 

west Nnning grid pattern, with the exception of the Oblique Street which nm 

northwest from the Drum Tower. Socialist urban planning extended the original road 

pattern. Before 1980, the main and secondary roads still retained their original grid 

panem even though the Second Cirde R O ~ &  around the inner city had been 

constnrcted. Soon after implementation of the economic reforms, serious traffic 
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problems began to affect the city's economic activities and the residents' daily life. 

Thus, the city was urged to improve its transportation system. The l'hird Circle Road 

was completed in 198 1, which marked the beginning of the construction of a circle 

road system (Qian, 1981). According to the 1982 master pian, the main road network 

in Beijing would consist of a number of circular roads intersected by several major 

radial routes (Pan, etc, 1983). The Fourth and Fifth Circle Roads were partly completed 

during the late 1980~~ and the former, 65 km in length, was finally completed in 1996. 

The Second Circle Road was extended to 23.7 krn in 1993, and it completely 

surrounds the old city. Overpasses were constructed at the intersections between those 

circle roads and major radial routes. In total, about 80 overpasses have been erected at 

the second through fourth circle roads. 

Transport facilities in Beijing remain inadequate despite a rapid increase in the 

number of vehicles in the past two decades. In 1981 there were 103,826 passenger 

vehicles in the city, with an average of only 11.5 vehicles per thousand residents. 

These figures increased to 614,021 or 48.8 per thousand residents in 19%. The 

increase in the number of vehicles has been faster than the length of roads constructed. 

Consequently, as in many other Third World cities, an acute shortage of transport 

facilities has been one of the most crucial problems in Beijing. A study in I988 

revealed that public transport and bicycles were almost equally important in Beijing. 

Among aIl types of trips made in the city, 45.9% of trips were by bus, 4.7% by 

subway, 0.9% by taxi, and 3.8% by other vehicles. BicycIe use accounted fbr 44.9% of 

aII mps (Qw, 1990). 





Both the road network and the modes of transportation in Beijing have produced 

several consequences in the city. First, the insufEcient transport hcilities encourage 

people to stay within the centrid city. This helps to explain the failure in controlling 

population growth in the central city and in promoting suburban development (Sun, 

1994). Second, the circle roads provide an appmximately isotropic accessliility from 

the centre of the city, promoting urban expansion of the central city in all directions. 

Third, the radial routes, particuiar the expressways and the westward-extending 

subway, have caused belt-like or sector expansion of the built-up area Unlike the 

former decade, the 1990s have witnessed urban sprawl along the Beijing-Tianjin 

Expressway and the Airport Expressway, where development zones grew most rapidly 

md the construction of large residential projects was undertaken. This has created a 

new growth pattern, combining successive ringlike outward expansion with sector 

growth in the most recent perid of urban deveIopment, 

6.2.2 Integrated Residentid Development and the Red Estate Market 

Since 1979, residential development has been the major factor for urban expansion 

in Beijing. The increase of residential floor space has been over 5 millioa sq. meters 

per mum, an equivalent of between 506W of the total construction, This rapid 

growth of residentid space was :o compensate for the neglect of housing needs in the 

past decades and to meet the rapidly growing demand Many other changes in the 

development process also occurred. F i  since 1980, urban constntction and 

development companies at both municipal and district IeveIs have largely taken over 

the mponsi'bility of resideahid c~nstructian previously undertaken by individtral work 



units. Except for the powerful units including some ministries, military institutes, and 

subordinates of the central government, most work-units are encouraged to contribute 

funds rather than become directly involved in residential development. Second, since 

initiation of integrated deveiopment. the size of residential districts has been much 

larger than those built in the previous decades (Table 6-2). Total construction areas in 

the new residential districts of Fangzhuang, WuIuju, Huiyuan, Xiluoyuan, and Liulitun 

are all over 1 million sq.m at each location. Every one is actually a small city, 

accommodating 500,000 to 800,000 inhabitants. The Wangjing Residential District 

which is currently under construction is located at the northeast of the city. It contains 

192 ha of land and will be occupied by over 100,000 residents. Third, compared to the 

practice of "sticking in pins wherever there are rooms (jianfing chazhen)" in the 1960s 

and L970s, most of the new residential districts are located at designated areas outside 

the Third Circle Road, some even beyond the Fourth Circle Road. Fourth, urban land 

has been more intensively used, as reflected by the average number of stories of 

buildings or the Floor Area Ratio (FAR'). Construction of high-rise residential 

housing has become prevalent due to its efficiency in land-use and progress in 

construction technology. Typically, the number of floors for residential housing 

increased h m  three levels in the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  to four or five in the L960s, to six in the 

I970s, and to over ten or even twenty stories at present (Table 6-2). High rises k t  

emerged in the early 1970s and they began to flourish in the 1980s. The share of floor 

space of the residential buildings exceeding I0 stories was 1.02% of the total between 

1970 and 1975,8.82% between 1976 and 1980, 15.09% between 1981 and 1985, and 



4 1.78% between 1986 and 1990. In Fanzhuang Residential District, high-rises account 

for 89.2% (Beijing ECUCH, 1992260-38). 

Concurrent with peripheral expansion, urban redevelopment was undertaken in 

Table 6-2 Planning for Residentid Districts in Beijing: 1950s-1980s 

the oId city. This process is certainly propeIIed by the need to upgrade existing living 

Residential District 
/Small District 

Xizhaosi 
HufangIu 

Cuiymgliu 

Xinyuanli 
Tiantannan 

Qingnianhu 
Tuanjiehu (I) 
Tuanjiehu (11) 

Liujiayao 
Zuojiazhuang 

Fangthug 
Xiluoyuan 
LiuIitun 

Source: CompiIed h The 

conditions for the residents there. According to the 1981 planning data, about 95% of 

the dilapidated housing in the 29 investigated areas in the city were Iocated m the inner 

Since 1949 - Homing Consnucrion II pp. 257-344. 

Area 
(ha) 

15.3 

9.2 

20.9 

12.6 

10.5 
11.6 
24.7 

15.1 

23.7 
43.9 

150.1 

43 2 
92.5 

Beijing 

urban districts (Lu, 1991:I6). A survey in 1985 showed that the urban districts had 

higher percentages of households without sanitary amenities, kitchen, and gas supply- 

They also had a higher proportion of low-level housing than the suburban districts 

PopuIation 

5,087 
4,9 14 

7,320 
6,027 

7,m 
13,000 
21,250 
12,610 

19,360 
32.000 

82,549 
3 1,093 
54,598 

ECUCH, 1992. 

(Beijing Social and Economic Statistical Yearbook I986:564-7). While the Beijing 

Population 
Density 

1 
332 
536 

351 
479 

666 

1146 
862 
833 

8 19 
729 

Average 
Levels 

3.6 
3.9 

4.2 

5.0 
4.0 

6.6 
6.5 
6.9 

7.0 
82 

N/A 

N/ A 

N/A 
Hisrorical Material 

Year of 
Planning 

1957 

1958 

1962 
I966 

1973 

1975 
1976 
1977 

I978 
1979 

715 
805 

668 

1 984 
1985 

I987 
of Berjing Urbmr Consmtion 



Housing Management Bureau's investigation defined 6.1 million sq.m of dilapidated 

housing that were the fourth or fifth grade houses, over threequarters of it were found 

in the old city (Ly 1991:16). In view of this, upgrading of the inhstructure and 

improving the living conditions in the old city have become quite urgent (lu, 1993; 

He, 1993). Nevertheless, recognition of the significant economic value of old city has 

promoted its redevelopment. h~ fact, major changes in land-use in the old city have 

occurred in order to accommodate both new commercial and infktructure 

development (Beijing ECUCH, 1992450). Those measures and changes are essential 

for lowering the population density, improving living conditions, and stimulating 

investment in the old city. 

Increasing FAR or the number of building levels would be in conflict with the 

planning effort to preserve the low skyline of the old city. In order to avoid 

proliferation of high-rise structures in the city, the Capital Planning and Conmction 

Commission (Shoudu Guihua Jianshe Wewnhur') set building height limits for 

different zones in the city in 1985. On the one hand, it restricted building heights in the 

central part of the city, but allowed high-rises to sprout in the periphery, which 

produced a bowl-shaped profile for the cityscape (Gauba, 1995; Li, 1996). On the 

other hand, redevelopment under the influence of the market has resulted in some rich 

households and wealthy work-units remaining in the old city (Ly 1993). This spatial 

regrouping of urban residents by their incomes or the wealth of their work-units 

contrasts sharply with the socialist pursuit of equality and classlessness during the pre- 

reform era. 



6 2 3  Establishment of Development Zones and Urban Expansion 

As in coastal open cities in China, development zones have been established in 

Beijing where foreign companies or domestic industries may be set up. By I996 there 

were 3 1 development zones established by the municipal or district governments in the 

national capital. The Beijing Economic and TechnologicaI Development Area 

(BETDA) and the Beijing Experimental Zone for the Development of New 

TechnologicaI Industries (BEZDNTI), which were approved by the State Council, 

were the largest. The 3 1 development zones, with a total planned atea of 204 sq. km, 

have expropriated 37 sq. km of land for their 6rst phase of development. About half of 

the area involved reconstruction of the bdt-up area in the central city or towns in the 

municipality, and the other half was entirely new development. In addition, there were 

over 100 tracts of land approved by Iocd governments to be reserved for industrid 

uses (Fan, 1 997: 13). 

As shown in Table 6-3, most of those development zones in Beijing focuse on 

industry. Many of them emphasized the development of high-tech industries, and they 

offered simiIar preferential policies for investors. For example, they provided 

enterprisetax exemption for investors. Thus, competition among them has resulted in 

scattered investment. While the total contracted investment in the 31 zones reached 52 

billion Yuan, only twelve of them received capital over 1 billion Yuan each in 1996. 

M y  the Wangfbjing Development and Construction, which contained huge teal estate 

projects such as the Oriental Square (Dongfmtg Gumrgchang, feceived contracted 

invesfment of over 10 billion Yuan (Beijing Statistical Yearbook 1997520). 



Table 6- 3. Classification of Development Zones in Beijing 

Type of DZs 
1. Real Estate 

(1) 
2. High-tech (7) 

3. Industrial 
(18) 

4.Tourist- 
cottage (2) 

5.Comprehen- 
sive (2) 

6. Agricultural 
(1) 

'ok: Figures in the 

The CentraI City (9) 
Wangfujing Development 
and Constnrction 
Beijing Experimental Zone 
for the Development of New 
Tshnology 1ndu.mia 
(BEZDNTI) (I OW-); Shangdi 
Information Industry Base 
( t .8/1.8); Fengtai High-tech 
Branch (2.9/ 125); Badachu 
Hi&-tech Branch (11 I )  
Beijing Economic and 
~ & h o  l o g i d  Development 
Area ( I 5/3), Wangjing 
Inchrstn'aI Zone (3.31 1 ), 
Xisanqi New Construction 
M a t e d  Town (5.37/0.87), 

Outer Region (22) 

Changping High-tech Branch 
(3.610.7); Changping Sci-tech 
Enterprise Zone; Fengxiang Sci- 
tech Zone (0.810.55) 

Huangcun ( 1.5/0.75), Niantan 
(2/0.33), Shilong (2.5/0.4), Yanshan 
Dongliushui (0.39/0.39), 
Liangxiang (2.4 1/0.63), 
Zhangjiawan (1.84/0.64), Yongle 
(10/4.6), Tianzhu Airport Industrial 
(3/ 1-96), Linhe (5.13/0.66), Jixiang 
(4.61-), Yanxi (6.5/2), China 
Township Enterprise Town 
(2.310.59), Binghe (2.4710.6), 
Miyun ( 1.88/0.59), Nancaiyuan 
(3.04/0.64), 
Chaobai River Dragon World - 
Tourist (4.910.6) 
Huairou Enterprise (I .7/0.6), 
Badating (2 114.9) 
Huairou Agricultural Experiment 
( 1.4/O.4> 

racket indime rht total plarmed arm i mi fhar for h e  6rst phase of development., 

Some: 1. ~ e i j i n ~  ~t&tica! Yearbook f 997, pp. 518-21. 
2. Direcroe ofDeveIopment Zones in Beging ( 1997). 

The unchecked spread of various development zones has been the result of the 

. . decentralization of decision-making in the current admmmative hierarchy. Influenced 

by the national trend of "overheatedu real estate development, govef~nents at different 

levels tried to increase their Iocd revenue through Iand development within their 



administrative regions. Land development itself should be a marketdriven process, 

but the market is immature and authorities of different levels act as suppliers. 

Therefore, development zones become the products of both the quasi-market and the 

bureaucratic administration. In reality, local government-sponsored industrial tracts 

have been developed chaotically. With excessive land development, urban sprawl is 

inevitable. During the first half of the 1980s, 23.3 sq. km of land were designated for 

urban uses, which was wen 3 sq. km more than the total of the 1970s (World Bank, 

199353). However, the early 1990s recorded a more serious urban sprawl than had 

occurred in the IWOs. The amount of land used for construction in the city was 35.7 

sq. km in 1993,32.3 sq. km in 1994, and 25.8 sq. km in L995, of which industrial use 

on the average accounted for 39% of the total. Within the urban and inner suburban 

districts alone, the annual average amount of construction land between 1993 and 1996 

was 9.25 sq. km (Beijing Statistical Yearbook 1996520; I997:384). The totaI built-up 

space during the first half of the 1990s was more than that of the entire First Five-year 

Plan period (1953-57). It shouId be noted that the recent urban expansion took place 

under a decentralized power s t n r m  and adopted speciaI functional zones, while 

urban sprawl of the 1950s occurred through the central planning and r d t e d  from the 

spread of walled work-units. 

63 Changing Popdation Patterns 

63.1 Population Changes at the District Level 

As is common in many urban models, population is the most important indicator 

reff ecting changes in urban structure. China's popdation statistics based on househoId 
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registration infomation provides annual data on population and migration status. 

However, there may be inaccuracies as, in some cases, differences exist between the 

location of registration and that of residence. For example, some people work and live 

in satellite towns, but their household registrations still remain in the central city. 

China also has had four population censuses since the early 1950s. In particular, the 

thud and fourth censuses, surveyed in 1982 and 1990,respectiveIy, provide the most 

recent detailed population data and are comparabIe. While the population statistics 

provide a series of data8, the census data are comparatively more accurate in terms of 

population distn'bution. Hence the l a m  will be applied in the analysis and the former 

can be used for comparison, whenever necessary. 

Using both statistical and census data, measurement of population changes 

among urban districts, inner suburbs and outer subrrrbs show some significant 

differences (Table 6-4). Both data sources show that the inner suburban districts had 

the most rapid population increases, whereas the outer suburban districts and counties 

had greater population grawth rates than the urban districts. However, only the census 

data reveaIed a trend of depopulation in the urban districts during the 1980s. There are 

two major reasons for the inadequacy of the population statistics. First, unlike the 

censuses, it incIudes only a smaI1 part of the temporary residents. Second, many 

residents live and work in the inner suburban districts, but they stiIl hold their original 

household registration m the urban districts. Some peopIe who have moved abroad or 

to other cities still retained their household q@tmtions m the city. By contrast, the 

censuses recorded figures of population based on the actual location of residence- 



TabIe 6-4. Changes of Population in Beijing between 1980 and 1996 

Region 

The City 

Dongcheag 

Xicheng 

Chongwen 

xuanwu 

Urban 
Districts 

Chaoyang 

Fengtai 

Shijingshan 

Haidian 

inner 
Suburbs 

Outer 
Suburbs 

Note: [ 11 The ntcs bttwten 1964 and 1982 and those between t982 and 1990 arc calculated h m  ttu 
census data; [2] The rates of 1980 -1990 and 1990-1996 are based on the statistical data 

Source: t. Zle .Uamml& CornpiledDora of the Fourth Poplation C m  of Betjing CiI_v (199 1). 
2. Beijing Sfatkrical Yemboak 1997 (p59); 1996 (p.503); 1980 @. 12). 

Comparison of  the 1964 and 1982 census data shows that during the inter-census 

period the inner suburban districts had sigdicantly greater rates in population increase 

than those of the llrban districts, while the latter, by and Iarge, increased very slowly. 

However, between 1982 and 1990, all the urban districts had negative population 

growth. The tomI decrease was 81,637 or 338% of  the population in the urban 

districts. As a resuIr, the population density in the arban districts declined h m  27,763 



to 26,826 persons per sq. km. In contrast, the average annual growth rate in the inner 

suburban districts was over 4%. The population in Haidian District increased by 45%, 

or a total of 445,000, during those eight years. The outer suburban districts and 

counties had a population increase with an annual average rate of I S % ,  which was 

lower than that of the mrmicipdity. Given the h c t  that the normal rate of natural 

population increase was about 0.4%, the negative population growth in the urban 

districts was obviously caused by outmigration, and the suburban districts gained 

population through in-migration. 

Table 6-5. Increments of Population Change in Beijmg: 1982 -1 990 

Since both the third and fourth population ceasnses recorded separatdy those 

Region 

The City 

Dongcheng 

Xichmg 

Chongwen 

X U ~ ~ W U  

Urban Districts 

Chao yang 

Fengtai 

Shijingshan 

Haidian 

with or withom househoId registrations in the local district/county where they livedg, it 

Change 
(1,000) 

I588 

-46 

-8 

-23 

Average Annual 
Rate (Oh) 

2.00 

-0.90 

-0.14 

-0.66 

Increment 
( I ,Ow 
112 0 

-62 

-34 

-3 1 

h e r  Suburbs 

Outer Suburbs 

Source: me Mmlh Compiled Dma of the Fow7h Poprrlation Censur of Beging City (199 1). 

-5 

-82 

426 

204 

74 

445 

Average Annual 
Rate (%) 

-1.47 

-1.23 

-0.59 

-0.93 

1149 

521 

3.75 

1.18 

434 

135 

877 

387 

-0.39 

-0.77 

3 S O  

3.74 

2.82 

2.95 

-0.12 

-0.43 

4.45 

3.82 

3 -47 

-17 

-144 

342 

1 43 

60 

4.72 332 ---- 



is possiiie to distinguish the increment with household registrations within the total 

change (TabIe 6-5). It can be seen from the table that in the urban districts the amount 

of depopulation with household registration was greater than total population change. 

MeanwhiIe, in the inner and outer suburban districts as well as counties, increases in 

population with household registration were smaller than their changes in total 

population. This indicates that the actual out-migration fiom the urban W c t s  was 

much greater than that depicted by the total population, while the widespread increase 

in population without household registration in the local districts, to some extent, 

concealed depopulation in those districts. 

63.2 Population Changes at the Urban Neighbourhwd Level 

All the district units are too large in area to allow proper interpretation of spatial 

popdation changes, because there may be gross generalization and distortion. Tbe 

urban neighbourhood, the lowest level of administration with available population 

data, provides an appropriate unit for spatid adysis. An analysis of population 

change was made on 75 selected urban neighbomhoods by zones according to their 

distances to the city centre (Sun, 1994). Using Tiananmen Square again as the centre 

of the city, the new analysis includes 124 urban neighbourhoods and townships that 

make up the study area. All urban neigbhurfioods are divided into @-distance 

zones according to the distance Erom their centrai office to the city centre. Spatial 

population change, as well as population density in 1982 and 1990, can then be 

investigated (Figure 6-3). 



Source: Modiiicd h m  the author. See Sun, Y. 1994. City Planning Review 16 (1): 20. 

Since the Forbidden City and Tiananmen Square as well as other govermnent 

buildings occupy the most central part of the city, the 0-1 km zone is considered as an 

institutional area Bath in 1982 and 1990, the popdation density outward k m  

Tiananmen Square first climbed to peak at the 2-3 km and 3-4 km zones and then 

quickly declined with the increase in distance. In 1982, the average density at the peak 

zone reached over 30,000 persons per square Hornetre, while it dropped to below 

10,000 outside the 7 lan zone. Between I982 and 1990, the population in the area 

within the 5 km zone decreased, while the most densely populated neighbourhoods 

located in the I-2 lan and 2-3 km zones experienced remarkable population decline. 

However, during those ei&t years population in the area lying between 5 and 19 km 



zones increased, while the zone between 9 and 10 Irm was the fastest growing one. The 

urban neighburhoods with rapid population increase were all those Iying near the 

fiinge of the buiIt-up atea Population increase beyond L9 km h m  the city centre is 

more moderate, indicating an insignificant relationship with distance. The whde curve 

of population change is unbalanced, showing an asymmetrical bell-shaped pattern. The 

population change curve is not smooth as a result of irregular urban sprawl in different 

directions. When those previously promoted "dispersed become growth 

poles in current urban development, fluctuations of the population change rate may 

occur in the outer zones. 

The outward movement of population in Beijing was caused essentially by two 

factors. First, the population density in Beijing's old city was extremely high. For 

example, Chunshu urban neighbowhood had a density of 59,000 persons per square 

kilometre in 1982, Therefore, the redevekopment in the otd city aimed at reducing the 

crowded condition to improve the quality of the living environment. Second, driven by 

a profit-oriented motivation, there was a rapid transformation of urban functions and 

Iand-use. As much residential Iand was converted into commercial uses, a large 

number of people in the old city were fmed to resettle in the outer zones. 

633 Growth and Distribution of Temporary Residents 

The rapidy growing number of temporary wban residents is one of the most 

significant changes in Chinese cities in the recent two decades. It has draw much 

attention fkm sociologists, urban pIarmers and geographers, because it has become an 

important issue of the society and has greatly impacted on urban Me. However, since 



temporary urban residents, as a group, have not been properly defined, notable 

differences exist in previous surveys and statistics. For example, seven1 terms have 

been employed, inchding "temporary residentsw (Beijing Statistical Bureau), "floating 

populationn (Zos 1996; Sun & Zhang, I991), "transient population" (Ty 1991), 

"temporary migrants" (Goldstein and Guo, 1992). It should be pointed out that in some 

cases b s e  uses are interchangeable, except for a few misuses". The Beijing 

Statistical Bureau has used the term temporaw residents (zhanzhu renkou) in its yearly 

statistics and also the tenns floating population (liudong renRou) and the population 

coming f iom ourside (waihi renkou) in its surveys. Despite definitional differences, 

two terms, temporary residents and floating popuiation, have been widely used within 

the academic circles and by government statistical agencies. While both definitions 

refer to those people who do not have oEcial household registrations in the city, they 

differ in the statistical scope. Temporary residents stay in the city for a period and 

usually participate in its daily activities. The term floating population, however, 

usually is used to include both temporary residents and transit population. Staying for 

only a brief time in the city and not seeking empIoyment, those transients may be 

tourists or participants of meetings and conferences. 

Among the temporary residents, two subtypes may be recognized: those who have 

registered as temporary residents and those who have not (Ma and Xiang, 1998). The 

Beijing Public Security Bureau tequires that al l  temporary residents who stay in the 

city for three months or more shouId register. The number of registered temporary 

residents that have been recorded since 1949 is reIeased annually in the Beijing 



Statistical Yearbooks. Since 1982, the third and fourth national population censuses 

have categorized population according to their places of residence and their household 

registratioa The fourth population census in 1990 defined three subtypes of temporary 

residents: (a) those who have lived in the city for over one year but have no household 

registrations; (3) those who have lived in the city for less than one year but have left 

the places of their household registration for over one y m ,  and (c) those who live in 

the city but whose household registrations are undetermined1*. In both Beijing and 

other cities in China, the first two subtypes account for the overwhelming majority of 

the temporary residents. The Beijing mmkipal government carried out three surveys 

on floating population in 1985, 1994 and 1997. Even though floating population was 

used in the former two and the population coming h m  outside was used in the 1997 

survey, no significant difference in the statistical scope exists between the terms. 

Among the three data sources, those of the three surveys provide the most detailed 

information and reliable numbers of floating population. The number of temporary 

-dents, who, by definition, are those staying in the city for over one day, can be 

derived h m  the total floating population by subtracting the number of transients. The 

number of temporary residents recorded in the census data is not only reliable, but dso 

comparable among districts and urban neighbourhoods. The number of registered 

temporary residents in the statistics forms a continuous series for comparison between 

diffefent historic periods- However, it is not guaranteed that all those staying for more 

than three months registered in the local public security departments, which reduces 

the accuracy of the statistical data Given the definitional dillietence in the length of 



staying m the city, the number of temporary residents revealed by the statistical data is 

less than half of that revealed by survey data 

Table 6-6 Numbers of Temporary Residents in Beijing 

- -  - 
the n&bm of temporary midmts staying in Bcijing for ova one day. 

Source: 1. The Beijing Statistical Burray Beging Stat&n'cul Y e  1991, p. 572; 1997, p. 58. 
2. The State S t a r h i d  surcPy 1990. Tlie Bdfetin of he 1990 Popuiation CmPuP Dora by llhe 

State StrrriPfical Bwwu of PRC W)). Alsa x c  tht Beijii Statistical Burau (ad), 1991, 
The M d l l y  Compiled &tu of the Fowh PoptJolin Cmsus ofBeuing City. 

3. The survey date was April 20, 1985- T k  data in Befiing Stufistid Ywbook 
1986, p305. 

4. Sun, Hongnhg, 1990. The Popltation Size and ifs Dcvelapnent m Bcijing, Shrdies of 
Ur€mn Sciences, No. L, pp. 52-57. 

5. The survey wap mducted an No~abcr  10,1994, and t k  data in Ber~ing SImisticol 
Yearbooct 1995, p.626. 

6.Tk~urvcywarconductedaaN~ber 1 .1997,padt&sweydatawae~dbyrhe 
Bujhg S t a W d  h w u  m me 4ney of he Populonon Comingfrom Ourside (suiw 
rrparts; 1-12). Junt 1998. 

Year 

1950 

1960 

1994 
1997 

The numbers of temporary residents in Beijing, revealed hm the tbree types of 

Registered 
Temporary 
~esidend 'I 

(1 ,ow 
94 

75 

Temporary Residents 
Revealed by 

Population Census [*I 

( ww 

data sources, are tabulated in Table 6-6. Aside b m  the differences, aII three series of 

Floating Population 
~ ~ P W  

Residents*) by Surveys 
( 1 ,ow 

Note: + The figures m backas arc tk total h d n g  oopllations minus those aaasieacs, which define 

I 025 
1312 

data show that the number of temporary residents m Beijing has been expanding 

3295 (2877) IS1 

2859 (2299) 

significantly since the late 19709. According to the swnys, ?he number of temporary 



residents staying over one day in the city increased tiom 663,470 in 1985 to 2,D9,4 16 

in 1997. The rapid growth of this group of residents ilIustrates that the relaxation of 

population controls has increased population mobility. 

Table 6-7 Distniution and Change in Temporary Residents in Beijing 

In order to rev& the spatial pattern of temporary residents in Beijing, it is 

Region 

The City 

Dongcheng 

Xicheng 
Chongwen 
Xuanwu 

Urban Districts 

Chaoyang 

Fengtai 
Shijingshan 

Haidian 
~ I W  Suburbs 

outer Suburbs 

necessary to first examine their distribution among the districts. Both the 1990 census 

and the 1997 floating population survey provide spatial data for such an analysis. The 

Source: I. l%e MmnraIly Compiled Dam of the F o d  PopuIm*on Census of Beijig Civ ( 199 f ). 
2. T4e Beijing Slatistical Bureau, June 1998, The S m q v  of the Population Comingfhm 

Ourside (series reports: 1 - 12). 

census data revealed that temporary residents were rnainIy distn'buted in the inner 

Temporary Residents 
(1 990) ['I 

suburban districts. Their average percentage was 7.6% of the total population, much 

Number 
(1,000) 

602.13 

29.67 

39.63 

16.65 

21.43 

10738 

97.86 

70.83 

2 1.2 1 

1 t4.39 

30439 

190.46 

higher than the percentages in both the rnban districts and the outer suburban districts 

% in the 
Total 

Population 
557 

4.89 

5.24 

3.99 

3.85 

4-60 

6.76 

8.98 

7.13 

7.93 

7.65 

4 3 3  

ChWes 
(1 982-1990) ['I 

Temporary Residents 
(1 997) [" 

Number of' 
Increase 
( 1,000) 

432 

13 

20 

7 

10 

50 

78 

60 

14 

96 

248 

134 

Number 
(1,000) 

2299.4 

102.8 

133.9 

62.5 

69.1 

368.4 

537.2 

314.8 

99.7 

493.4 

1445.1 

485.9 

Average 
Annual 

Rate (%) 

17.17 

7.62 

9.17 

7.42 

7.86 

8.19 

22.12 

26.56 

13.96 

21.40 

21.93 

, 18.07 

Ratio to the 
Pmanent 

Residents (%) 

100.00 
I 

16.01 

16.55 

14.50 

12.14 

15.06 

37.65 

40.46 

3 1.35 

33.08 

3598 

11.06 



and counties. The inner suburban districts accounted for over a half of the total number 

of temporary residents in the whole city, compared their share of only 36.8% of the 

total population. From 1982 to 1990, the number of temporary residents revealed in 

the censuses increased most rapidly in the inner suburban districts, with an average 

annuaI rate o f  2 1.9%, but it increased reIativeIy slow in the urban district, at an annuaI 

rate of 8.2% or less than M o f  the city's average. The 1997 survey data revealed that 

the inner suburban districts had a share of 62.9% of the total temporary residents in the 

city, showing a more uneven distniution among the districts than the 1990 census 

data. There the average ratio of temporary residents to permanent residents was 36%, 

which far surpassed the ratios of ody 15% in the urban districts and 1 1% in the outer 

suburban districts and counties, respectiveiy (Table 6-7). 

The fourth population census (1990), which provides data at the urban 

neighbourhood level, makes it possiile to reveal a more detailed spatial pattern of 

temporary residents (Figure 6-4). Within the d a n  and inner suburban districts, most 

urban neighbourhoods in the otd city atea had very low percentages of temporary 

residents in their total population, typically below 8%. In contrast, all the urban 

neighbowhoods and townships with higher percentages of temporary residents were 

located outside the old city, especially outside the city's Third Circle Road. All such 

nei&bourhoods and townships were under massive cormuction and located in the 

fringe of the built-up area during the 1980s. The Fangzhuang urban neighbourhood, 

which had the highest percentage at 392%, was Beijing's largest newly-built 

residentid district at that time- Among the top ten spatial anits with the highest 



percentage of temporary residents, four were newly established urban neighbourhoods, 

while six still remained in township status. This distriiution demonstrates the 

emergence of a clearly fiinge-oriented pattern of temporary residents. 

Figure 6 4  Distribution of Temporary Residents in Beijing (1990) 

LEGEND 

ource: The Mmaliv CompiledData of the Fourth Popfation C e m  of Beijing City (199 1 ) .  

Different from the concentration of new immigrants in the downtown area in 

North American cities, this fiinge-otiented distriiution of temporary residents in 

Beijing can also be found in many Third World cities. Given the current socio- 

economic development level in China, this spatial pattern firrther demonstrates that 

Beijing is essentially a Third World city. Howwer, population control through the 

household registration system and administration in Beijing, to a certain extent, has 

prevented the spread of squatters and slum areas as seen in other Third World cities. 

I45 



There are five reasons for the distribution pattern in Beijing. First, the relatively low 

population density in the Eringe area makes it possible to accommodate new 

immigrants. Comparatively, the urban districts have been densely popdated and have 

little room to accommodate more immigrants. Second, privately-owued houses are 

available for rent in the fringe area. In contrast, within the urban area, most residential 

buildings that are owned by the state or work-units are not allowed to be rented. Third, 

most privately-owned houses in the fiinge area had poor facilities and their rents are 

much cheaper than those in the urban districts. Fourth, population control measures 

that usually restrict temporary residents in Beijing are much weaker in the fringe area 

than elsewhere. Fifth, many construction sites and industrial pIaces are located in the 

fringe area. It perhaps is the most important reason because they provide many 

employment opportunities for temporary residents. The I997 floating population 

survey showed that 78.8% of those temporary residents were employed in Beijing, 

among which 27.6% was engaged in construction and 13.8% in manufacturing 

(Beijing Statistical Bureau, 1998). 

Most of the temporary residents, with their agricultural population status, 

agglomerate in the urban fiinge and form peasant enclaves. Based on their field 

investigations and the 1994 floating population w e y  data, Ma and Xiang (1998) 

examined the peasant enclaves, including the Zhejiang Village, Xinjiang Village, and 

Henan Village in Beijing. By using the concept of the power of place in their analysis, 

they associated the geographicai agglomeration, the employment specialization, and 

the laoxiang (native-place feIlows) relationship of tempomy residents with their 



native places. Their study provides sociological explanations for the spatial pattern of 

temporary residents in Beijing, and hence enriches the literalure in urban social 

!PPP~Y- 

6.4 Spatid Transformation of hdustry 

6.4.1 Structural Shift 

Since implementation of the reforms, development of industry in Beijing has 

been different from that during the previous three decades. The differences are 

reflected in the changes in the size and spatial dismiution of enterprises, the level of 

technology and the industrial structure. According to the third national industrial 

census (1995), one of the most significant changes in Beijing's industry is the rapid 

growth of foreign-invested and township enterprises. The number of foreign-invested 

industrial enterprises, including joint venture, co-operative and wholIy foreign-owned, 

had reached 2,125 by 1995. White the share of employment in those enterprises had 

grown from 0 in 1980, to 03% in 1985, and further to 10.W in 1995, the share of the 

value of output had also increased h m  1.3% in 1985 to 23% in 1995. Township 

industry employed 745,000 workers or 30% of the city's industrial employment and 

produced 16% of the total output 

Electronics and commMication equipment and transport equipment 

manufacnuing were the two most rapidly growing sectors. Between 1985 and 1995, 

the output of microcomputers increased by 47 times, that of airanditioners 78 times, 

and that of motor vehicles 2.6 times. Productiw of new construction materials, 

biomedicine, digital machine tools and precision instruments also had increases. 
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Comparatively, the traditional sectors, including textiIes and machinery which 

empIoyed over L00,000 workers each, had declined significantly (Table 6-8). This 

structuraI shift strongIy influences the spatial transformation of industry in the market- 

driven economy in Beijing. 

Table 6-8. Changes in Output and Rank of the Industria1 Sectors in Beijing: 1985-1995 

Industrid Sector 1985 

% of Output ( Eta& 

Textiles 1 8 2  1 4 1  3.9 1 9  

1995 

% of Output I Rank 

Electronic & Communication 
Equipment 

Auto and Transport Equipment 

Machinery 

I 1 I I 

Yote: The percentages of industrial outputs in this table wm caldated on he 1990 fixed price. 
Source: ~ e t j i n ~  ~tc~tkticul Yearbook 19-97, p. 17. 

6.4.2 Industrial Relocation 

The availability of statistical data for factories during the 1980s makes it possible 

6.1 

6.7 

10.6 

to analyze the spatial change of industrial plants. In the statistics four concentric zones 

were identified. These zones include: (1) the Urban Districts; (2) the Inside 3CR Zone, 

a zone lying between the Third Circle Road and the tlrban districts; (3) the Outside 

3CR Zone, the four inner suburban districts located outside the third cirde road; and 

(4) the Outer Region, the outer suburban districts and counties. Spatial industrial 

change can be interpreted by the numbers of factories and employees and the value of 

output. Using these thtee criteria, it may be determined that industrial relocation 

occurred in Beijing throughout the 1980s, as shown in Figures 6-5 to 6-7. These 

figures cleariy reveal that the industries in the tlrbau districts underwent an absolute 

7 

6 

2 

17.1 

12.6 

7.2 

1 

2 

5 



decline over the years. The number of plants and employees in the Inside 3rdCR Zone 

experienced an overall dative deche despite of their absolute declines in some years, 

compared to the changes in the municipality, but the value of industrial output in this 

zone increased. The industrial sector grew in both the Outer 3rdCR Zone and the Outer 

Region. Evidently, Beijing's industry shifted spatially fiom the inner city to the outer 

regions. 



Figure &6 Chrnges in Industrial Employment by Zones: 1980-89 

Source: Being &cia/ and . k 0 n ~ i c  Stakrica~ Yemboob 198 1 to 1990. 

-- - -- 
O u t ~  Region - -- 

556504 498364 555288 690485 806353 1214571 1079451 

mamiQ3rdCRdhe  %3m 9ION 960828 i221620 1380350 1902755 2321108 -- - -- -- - 
BImide3nfCRdZoae 223951 223938 2[3%47 2439L9 275036 353747 541481 
L - -- - - - -- 
I U h  District~ 598821 53123 559336 658647 61iI74 712003 542074 

Source Being Social and Economic S e a l  YemboortF 198 1 to 1990. 



Continuation of this trend was confirmed by the 1995 national industrial census. 

According to the census, industry in the urban districts continued to deche  quickly. 

Industry in the four suburban districts, or the merger of the Inside 3rdCRd and Outside 

3rdCRd Zones, increased during the 1980s but d d  in the 1990s. The outer 

region had grown in importance in the city's industrial production. Its share of 

industrial employment reached the same level as that in the suburban districts, and its 

value of output was one third of the city's total. In addition to the relocation of 

industrial pIants h m  the inner urban districts, two factors contriiuted to the rapid 

industrial growth in the outer region. State investment in industry gradually increased 

in the outer region due to restrictions in such investment in the urban districts. Rapid 

p w t h  of rural industry in the outer suburban dismcts and counties aIso significantly 

increased their shares in the industrial activity of the municipdity. 

Table 6-9. Changes in Industrial Distribution by Three Zones 1980-1995 

SMm: 1. ~ e i j n g  Socialand Economic Stutimcal Yembookl990. pp. 259-76. 
2. Bezjing Srmisdcal Yembookf 997, p.17. 

Industrial Change 

Oh of the Number 
of Plants 

% of I n d d a l  
Employment 

% of the Value of 
Industrial Output 

Year 

t 980 
I989 
1995 
1980 
1989 
1995 
1980 
1989 
,995 

The Urban 
Districts 

30.1 
15.8 
N/ A 
28.9 
17.9 
12.9 

Trend of Change ' Decrease 1980-95 

Inner Suburban 
Districts 

33.1 
3 1.2 
N/A 
48.3 
51.6 
43.8 

Outer Region 

36.8 
53.0 
NIA 
22.8 
30.5 
43.3 

F i  Increase, 
then Deucrse 

23.8 25.6 

Increase 

50.7 
12.1 
11.2 

63.8 I 24.1 

55.9 . 32.9 



Table 6- 10. Industrial Land-use Change in Beijing's Urban Districts 1980- 1990 

 type^ No. of % [Jlongcheng Xicheng Chongwen ~uauwul 

The spatial transformation of industry in the urban districts occurred in several 

forms. First, seriously polluting industrial plants were removed h m  the urban districts 

to the outer region by administrative decrees. On average, more than ten factories or 

workshops were moved out per annm during the early 1980s. However, when the 

municipal government reduced the financial suppon for relocation and required the 

factories to bear 70% of the moving costs, some factories were reluctant to move (Wu, 

1989). Second, some factories that chose to remain at their original sites moved their 

component production, through production co-operation, to the fhctories located in the 

outer regions, especially to those of township enterprises. The Bailan Washing 

Machine Factory in Beijiug, for exampIe, contracted about 90% of its components 

production out to township and village enterprises m the earIy 1980% which resulted in 

an increase of output of washing machines by 30 times and an increase of profits by 50 

times within five years (Sun, 1986). In order to obtain more production space and 

expand their output, some fsEtories contracted out their entire production, or 

established joint ventures with marmfacturing plants Iocated in the outer region. Third, 
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I. Office 36 54.5 
2. OtherCommercialUse 10 I52 
3. Residence 1 1  16.7 
4. Technical School 4 6.1 
5. HistoricaI Site 3 4.5 
6. Road 2 3.0 

6 17 8 5 
1 3 4 2 
4 1 I 5 
1 1 I 1 

I 1 1 
2 

Total 66 100 1 L 2 23 I5 16 
Source: Cornpled fiom Bevng Ciy Planning and Commtion Review, 199 1. No. 3. p. 64. 



industrial land-use was changed to other uses to adapt to the market economy. For 

example, the Beijing Match Factory that was located outside Yongding Gate south of 

the city leased its land for commercial development. The site was jointly developed 

into an office, retail and residential complex, and the rent received enabled the &ory 

to move to the Ciqu Industrial Tract in Tong County. Located in Dongsi, in proximity 

to Wangfujing, the Beijing WoolIen Sweater MiIl converted 1,000 sq. m of its land, as 

an experiment to be used for the Sanyou Emporium in 1994. The profit from the 

emporium equaIled that of the factory occupying 10,000 sq. m of land in 1995. Thus 

the profit p a  unit of land for commerce was ten times that of industrial land. Driven 

by this enonnous profit, the fbctocy ultimately decided to move out (Fan, 1996: 10). At 

present. many plants. particutar those in the Eastern Suburban Industrial District are 

converting their factory sites into commercial use. Fourth, a number of industrial 

plants were transformed to services or other enterprises after they merged or were 

purchased. Located inside the Third Circle Road north, the former Beijing Second 

Watch Factory incurred losses in the early 1980s. Mer it merged with Dong'an 

Commercial Group, one of the giant retailers m Beijing, and wnverted its site into the 

Shuang'an (Double Peace) Department Store, it became one of the largest department 

stores in lhe city (Sun, 1997:27). 

Land use change has been commonpIace in the urban districts. Specifically, 

industrial lands were converted into o k  uses. This process is mainly driven by three 

factors. First, urban redevelopment re@es improving the living conditions in the old 

city. As a result of the pre-refm policy "Sticking in pins wherever there are moms 



(jianfing chahen)", industrial plants were built wherever there was space 

intermingling with the already overcrowded residential areas during the 1960s and 

1970s. By 1977 there were more than 800 plants, one fourth of the city's total, in the 

old city. The Xuanwu District is perhaps the best example, where 96 plants and 

workshops owned by the district were scattered in 363 different locations, Those 

having 2 to 4 sites each accounted for 50% and those with 5 to 8 sites each accounted 

for 28%. A few plants were located in as many as 12 to 13 different sites (The Sbte 

Science and Technology Commission, 1985: 90; 139). Ln 1983 there were still 1,022 

pIants in the four urban districts, an average of 12 plants per square kilometre. TotaI 

industrial land-use made up 19% of the urban districts (Wu, 1987). Second, most of 

the factories in the urban districts caused serious environmental problems, such as 

noise, toxic waste and air pollution. According to a survey of 66 factories that had 

been moved out of the urban districts, 91% of them had the above problems (Table 6- 

10). Third, profit-driven urban redevelopment is an increasingly important &or. As 

shown in Table 6-10, about 70% of the industrial land was converted to business 

offices and other commercial uses, including retail use. An investigation in I993 

showed that the 91 surveyed industrial plants located within the Second Circle Road, 

occupying a total of 190 ha of urban land, produced an average annul profit of 30 

Yuan per square metre, which was only about 1/50 of the average of the profit derived 

from commercial uses (The Industxy Section of Beijing Planning Coamission, 1993). 

Another survey of 95 industrial entetprises in the oId city indicated that the profit per 

unit of land for industrial use was 1/10 of that for commerc5al use on the same meekt3 





6.43 New Industrial Spare: Industrial Development Zones 

New industrial space generdly refers to sites occupied by high technological 

industry in North America and Western Europe (Scott, 1988). The term used here 

denotes a new form of industrid landscape in China, represented by high-tech 

industries in various development zones or industrial parks that are distinguished from 

the traditional industrial districts. The Beijing Ewnomic and Technological 

Development Area (Beijing jingii jkhu kaifagu, abbreviated as BETDA) and the 

Beijing Experimental Zone for the Development of New Technologicai Industries 

(Beuing xi~jishu chatye Rat@ shiyoqu, abbreviated as BEZDNTI) will be examined 

in the context of their impact on Beijing's urban development. The newIy developed 

industrial tracts around the urban fiinge will also be discussed. 

The Beijing Economic and Technological Dewhpment Area (BETDA) 

Founded in August of 199 1, the BETDA was one of the national development 

zones approved by the central government. Like others of its kind in China, BETDA is 

designated to attract foreign investments. The enterprises in BETDA are permitted in 

forms of wholly foreign-invested, equity joint-venture or China-foreign cooperation. 

The 6eIds for investment include msulufilctlrring, urban infirastnrcture and red estate 

development. Hi-tech enterprises, export-oriented enterprises and those producing 

high quality and world brand products are particularly weIcome. Besides the huge 

potential market and the availability of cheap labour in China, other major lures for 

foreign investors include low Iand cost and tax holidays. Foreign-invested enterprises 



need not pay the low enterpnerpnse income tax (EIT) of 15% for the b t  two years, and 

then may get a three-year Mf-reduction. 

The BETDA is well designed in terms of its idiastmcture and services. It is a 

newly built satellite town surrounded by a green belt. It not only consists of an 

industrial zone, but also contains residential areas, a march centre, an administration 

centre, a shopping mall, hotels and recreation facilities. In addition, administration 

within the development area is more simplified than elsewhere in Beijing. 

The BETDA lies at the southeast of Beijing's built-up area, and is located along 

the Beijing-Tianjin-Tanggu Expressway, connecting to the port city of Tianjin (Figure 

6-8). Tianjin is only 140 kilometres southeast of the national capital. It is China's third 

largest city, with over 5 million inhabitants, and the largest container seaport in north 

China On the north side of the BETDA, the International Container Transit Station 

and the Beijing International Goods Circulation Centre, as well as a customs house 

and a commodity inspection bureau have been newly constructed beside the 

expressway. The development area is strategically located at the communication hub 

linking Beijing, Tianjin, and Tanggu seaport, served by a transportation network of air, 

land, and sea. 

With IS sq. km of development area in its first phase, the BETDA had attracted 

83 enterprises with US$ 289 million of foreign investment by 1994, and 108 

enterprises with US% 560 million by 1996 (Beijing Statistical YearbookI995: 614; 

1997520). Among these, about one-third wete mdtinational corporations, such as 

GeneraI EIectric and Coca-Cola (USA), Bayer (Germany), Panasonic and SMC 



(Japan) and ABB (Switzerland). It was reported that by October I998 there were 272 

enterprises, of which 22 contained investments by the world's top 500 companies". 

According to the 199 1 master plan for Beijing, BETDA was to be a small city with a 

population of 150,0(10 and its economy based on hi-tech industries and export by the 

beginning of the 2 1' century. It would grow into a medium-sized city, accommodating 

a population of 400,000 to 500,000. It is significant that the expansion of the BETDA 

will accelerate the transformation of industrial structure and location in the national 

capitai. It has aiso been recognised that the urban structure of Beijing will ultimately 

be changed by this rapidly growing satellite town. 

Beijing Experimental Zone for the Development of New T2chnological Industries 

(BEWNTI) : 

As China's fust and Iargest hi-tech industrial zone, the BEZDNTI was officially 

established in the national capital, after its approval by the State Council in May 1988. 

The sole purpose of its establishment was to catch up with the rest of the world in new 

technology development. As the nation's largest scientific and cultural centre, Beijing 

provides the most ideal conditions for the development of hi-tech industry in the 

country. 

Centred at Zhongguancun of Haidian District, the BEZDNTI has been designated 

within an area of 100 square kilometres (Figure 6-8). Within the zone there are 138 

scientific research institutes and 40 universities and colleges, forming the most 

comprehensive research centre in China. Zhongguancua, known as a "scientific city 

(kexue cheng)", is the home of many of the nation's renowned scientists. It contains 



many institutes of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Peking University. Adjacent 

is located the prestigious and well-known Tsinghua University. 

Since the first hi-tech enterprise emerged in Zhongguancufl in 1980, others have 

grown rapidly. The number reached 11 by 1983,90 by 1985,148 by 1987, and 974 by 

1990 (Sun, 1993: 141). In 1996 there were 4,438 such enterprises, including 1,035 

foreign-invested enterprises. Since its establishment, the BEZDNTI has turned over 

2215 billion Yuan of taxes and accumulated a total income of 59.66 billion Yuan 

derived fbrn technology exchange, industrial products and export, among which the 

grass output value of industrial products accounted for 22.63 billion Yuan The annuaI 

growth rates of the above criteria remaitled higher than 40%. The Ieading industries in 

the zone, including electronic infonnatiou, optics-machinery-elatronics integrated 

industry, new materials and new energy resources, and new medicines and biomedical 

engineering, earned 47.9%, 20.1°h, 13.1% and 6.1%, respectively, of the total income 

(The Administrative Cotnmission of BEZDNTI, 1997). Although many enterprises 

remain srnall in size, the leading m s e s  in the BEZDNTI, including Stone 

(Sitong), Founder (Fangzheng), and Legend (Lianxiang), have been among the top 

enterprises in the country. The Iaser photo-printing system of the Founder holds the 

monopoly in China, with over 95% of market share, and has begun to expand its 

market in Hong Kong, Macao, Singapore, and Japan. Many of the worid's Ieading 

enterprises in the information technological industry, including IBM and Microsoft, 

have established their networks in Zhongguancun. 



Like many other hi-tech parks, the BEZDNTI in Zhongguancun is the centre for 

high-tech research and development (R&D). Limited space has restricted rapid growth 

of the industry. Therefore, since the early 1990s three branch parks have been 

constructed to accommodate this fast-growing sector. The Shangdi Infoxmation 

Industry Base is located north of Yuanrning Yuan (the Old Summer Palace), adjacent 

to Zhongguancun, and occupies an area of 180 hectares. Its hct ion includes R&D, 

production, business training and the provision of services to the electronic 

information industry. By 1995 it became the home for 85 enterprises including 

Legend. Founder, Stone, Rainbow (Caihong), as well as Novo Nordisk (Denmark), 

IBM (USA) and FANUC (Japan). The Fengtai Branch, located southwest of the city 

and with a developed area of 124 sq. km, concentrates on the development of 

technologies in applied aeronautics, biological engineering and new materiais me 

Administrative Commission of BEZDNTI, 1997). 

Industrial Tractsfor the Relocated and Township and Village Enterprises 

The outer region and urban h g e  provide ideal sites for the relocation of 

industrial plants h m  the urban distrkts and for the development of township and 

village enterprises. In order to avoid spreading industrial pollution and to meet the 

technicd requirements of enterprises, special industrial districtsltracts were built to 

accommodate the relocated plants. Establishment of the textile industrid tract (fangzhi 

gonDe xiaoqu) is such an example. Located in DingfUzhuang, east of the p i a ~ e d  

urban area, the tract was built in the early 1980s. It accommodated I I textile, dyeing, 

printing, and knitting mills which were removed fiom the old city, and employed a 



total of 7.600 workers (Wu, 1987). After their relocation, the enterprises were able to 

cut waste and increase production efficiency, as they could share idrastmcture and 

utilities. Similar industrial areas are also found in Lishuiqiao of the Chaoyang District 

(biaozhunjian gongye .riaoqu, or the staudardised components industrial tract), 

Lugouqiao of the Fengtai District (juie gongye xiaoqu or the machinery industrial 

tract), and Ciqu of the Tong County (huxue gongye xiaoqu, or the chemical industrial 

tract). 

During the 1980s and early 1990s, the township and village industry in suburban 

Beijing was scattered over a large area, resulting in a significant waste of land as well 

as being the source of environmental pollution. In order to ameliorate the situation 

establishment of township industrial tracts was proposed by the Beijing planning 

authorities. By 1993,74 such tracts had been constructed (Cao, I994:27-28). However, 

only those located at the urban fiinge have iduenced the industrial land-use pattern of 

the central city. 

6.5 New Commercial Complexes and the Emergence of the CBD 

The centraI business district (CBD) is the spatid focus in which the form and 

finction of the city are most closely interrelated (Hamhorn, 1992:322). Typically 

occupied by a large number of skyscrapers, the CBD also symbolises the socio- 

economic vitality and strength of the city. The dominance of the imperial city in 

central Beijing had curtailed the estabIishment of a prominent CBD. Nevertheless, the 

commercial district, which originated outside Qianmen before the middle of the 20th 

century, could be regarded as an embryonic form of the modem CBD in the city. The 
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existence of a market economy that is necessary for tbe formation and functioning of 

the CBD was non-existent in the socialist system. Further, the socialist planning 

principles advocated urban-rural balanced development and averted over- 

concentration of commercial and service functions in the city, resulting in a relatively 

uniform cityscape. For these reasons, the CBD did not exist in Beijing before the 

reform. 

The recent two decades have witnessed the proiiferation of prestigious hotets 

and large office complexes in Beijing. Those high-profile structures have become the 

most dominant landmarks and created a new skyline in the city. They are also 

important as they accommodate many domestic and foreign corporations that control 

the commerciaI activities of the city. With the increase of foreign investment in 

Beijing, a growing number of office complexes have been built to serve the foreign 

business community. Meanwhile, the market-driven economy has created an 

increasing demand for oflice space and commercial comp1exes. Those complexes first 

emerged in Beijing in the early 1980s and they mushroomed to form several business 

districts in the city in the 1990s. 

6.5.1 Growth of Fodgn-oriented Office Complexes 

Beijing was among the open cities in China which first received foreigu 

investment Since the early 1980s foreign capital has been used to buiId tourist hotels 

in the national capital. Along with the gradual opening of more economic sectors to 

foreign investment, the amount of oflkhore capital flowing into China grew 

significantIy in the recent two decades. To penetrate into China's markets, many 



foreign manufacturers established their local head offices (zhujing daiiriuo jigou) in 

Beijing during the 1980s. The increase in investment led to the upgrading of some of 

hose local head offices to regional offices, which manage and conduct their business 

in China, and for some even the entire Pacific-Asia area. These companies include 

U.S.-based Motorola and McDomell-Douglas, and Germambased Siemens. Motorola 

invested heavily in Tianjin, Shanghai and other cities, but its management and training 

centre was established in ~eij in~."  German-based Siemens AG began its business in 

China as early as 1982 when it opened its first office in Beijing. A decade later, it 

operated 12 holding companies, 44 joint ventures, and 22 offices across the country. 

Siemens Ltd China, the company's headquarters was then located in ~ e i j i n ~ . ' ~  

McDonnell-Douglas Corp. began to subcontract some parts production of its MD-type 

aircraft to manufacturers in Xi'an and Shenyang and to an assembly plant in Shanghai 

after 1990. However, one of its four worldwide maintenance and repair centres was 

established in Beijing in 1995, serving the Pacific-AsiSa region." In fact, due to market 

competition, both Boeing and Airbus aiso established their service centres in Beijing at 

the same time." 

As China's politicaI centre and economic management centre, Beijing offers 

special attractions to multinational oorporations, international organizations and 

worldwide media companies. By 1996 there were over 140 fimign-baed news 

agencies in the city. AII the subordinate organisations of the UN, the World Bank and 

the IntemationaI Monetary Fund (IMF) established their China offices in the national 

capitaI. As China's largest transportation centre, the city attracts many intematonai 



airline companies. Air France has recently moved its Pacific-Asia head office h m  

Hong Kong to ~ e i j i n g ' ~  The Capital Airport in Beijing sma many international 

airlines. Moreover, being China's scientific and cultural centre, Beijing is the most 

important base for hi-tech industry. Since setting up its first technical service and 

training program in Beijing in 1981, the Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) has been 

vigorously pursuing co-operation in technological development with China. At present 

HP China has established a joint research & development centre and manages a dozen 

enterprises and sales offices in the county? In 1995 LBM moved its regional 

headquarters from Hong Kong to ~ei j in~."  IBM China is also managing a research 

laboratory, an information centre and a saIes deparfment in the city, as well as nine 

offices in other Chinese cities. Other hi-tech industry giants, including Compaq, DEC 

(Digital Equipment Company), Microsoft and Cisco, have opened regiond offices in 

Beijing. 

Much of the significant increase in the number of foreign-based companies in 

Beijing should be attributed to the opening of the tertiary sector to foreign investors in 

1992. Since then the number of foreign companies in the Gnancial sector, 

transportation, retailing, real estate, business consulting and accounting have increased 

rapidly in the city (Table 6-1 1). Arthur Anderson, one of the world's leading consulting 

companies, has chosen Beijiug as its base to conduct business in China. There were 

214 foreipowned, joint venture or ~09perative real estate agencies in 19%, 

accounting for nearly 40% of the same type of enterprises in Beijing. During 1995 and 

1996, 1 1 foreign banks, including Tokyo-Mitsubishi, CITI Bank, the Industrid Bank 



of Chicago, and the Bank of Montreal, were permitted to open their branches in 

Beijing. By 1996, 116 foreign banks, 68 insurance companies and 3 1 other financial 

institutions had opened their offices or branches in the city." Lured by China's huge 

market, an increasing number of multinational corporations set up their offices in 

Beijing, or moved their offices fiom other locations to the capital. The Banque 

National de Paris that invested in china through its Hong Kong branch in the past has 

decided to relocate its China office to ~ e i j i n ~ . ~  Recent statistics show that there were 

over 6,700 registered foreign offices in Beijing in 1998, which ranked first among all 

Chinese cities." With the exception of those h m  Hong Kong and Macao, most of 

these companies or enterprises that have offices in Beijing are based in industrialized 

Table 6-1 1 Numbers of Foreign Representative Offices in Beijing 

Sweden NIA 17 27 36 
Austria N/A I1 24 36 
Belgium NIA N/A 21 34 
Total 219 1700 3894 5532 

%umz Beding Sloaztiarl YLmboot 1997, p. 307; Lkijing SaciaC amf Economic Staristicol Ymrbook 1986, p. 63. 

Country Region 
Hong Kong & Macao 
USA 
Japan 

1985 1 1992 1994 

1291 
656 
573 

N/A 
NIA 
N/A 

1996 

1752 
986 
676 

360 
221 
374 



countries (Table 6-1 1). Their presence in China manifests the influence of 

globalization through multinational corporations, leading to changes in the urban 

~ c t i o n s  and spatial pattern of commercial land use in Beijing. 

Table 6-12 Spatial Distribution of the Five- and Four-Star Hotels in Beijing (1 996) 

RanJc Period 
( 1 996) 

Before f 
Five- After 
Star 1980 

Before L 
Four- 
Star After 

"The Trapezoidshaped ~rea"~" I Other Locations ITOW 
No. - 
2 
- 

13 

Beijing Hotel ( 19 1 7) 

The Great Wall Sheraton (1984), 
Kunlun (1987), Grand Beijing 
(1989), The Palace (1989), China 
International (1990), Jingguang 
New World (I990), New Otani 
Changfu Gong (1 99 I), Swissotel 
(199 I), Beijing Hilton (1 992), 
Holiday Inn Crown Plaza (1992), 

Diaoyutai Stare Guest 
House ( 1959) 
Shangi-La (l987), 
ANA Beijing New 
Century (1991) 

Jianguo ( 1 982), Beijing-Toronto 
(1 984), Beijing international 
( l985), Zhaolong (1985), Gloria 

Kempinski-Lufthansa ( 1992) 
Wangfujing Grand ( 1962) 

Plaza (1987), China International 
Trade Centre (1990), Grace 
( lggO), Landmark (1990), T idun  
Dynasty ( 1 WO), China Resource 
(1991), Scitech (199 I), Yuyang 
(I 992) 

shaned Area ": Holiday 
Lidu (1987), Capital 

Friendship VIP (1954) 2 

Note: "The Trapezoid-shaped Anan Qlrcs the southan and nonhan entrances of Wan&jiq Street, 
Sanyuan OMprrss, and the China lnmnational Trade Cmm as its four varcxcs. It is 
approximatclybo~byChang'811BoaIeMnImthtsomharrlthtEastan~CircIcRoadin 
the east The area is outlined on Figun 6.9 and 6-10. Some hotels that arc located at tht scdt  
side of Chang'an Boulevard or the east side of the Eastan Third Circle Road arc also inchded in 
thisarm. 

Source: CompIcd fmm Being Smfstiml Yearbook 1997, pp. 31 1-15; and the &ijing ECUCH, 1992, 
HiFfOrical M&d of Beijing b-+ban Conmuctian Since 1949 - Karsing Co--on m), 
Appmdix 2. pp. 421426, 

(1989). Jitai (199 1) 
Other Locations: Fragrant 
Hi11 (1982), Xiyuan 
(1984), Continental Grand 
(1 990), Grand View 
Garden (1 WO), Mandarin 
(1990), Debao (I99 I), 
Central Garden (1 992) 

14 3 9 



Tabte 6-13. Distribution of Foreign Bank Branches and Representative Offices 

Jianwai 

(53) 

lhtemational Club I 1 (~ustria central Co-omtive Bank 

New Otani Chang 
Fu Gong Centre 

C ~ C  ~ d d i n g  

Scitech Centre 

The China 
International Trade 
Centre 

13 

I2 

7 

Chaowai 
Area (6) 

20 

Tokyo Marine and Fire Insurance Co.; 
Fiji Bank 
The ladustrid Bank of Chicago; J.P. 
Morgan; Deutsch Commercial Bank; 
Australia National Bank; Sweden 
Commercial Bank 
Australia West Pacific Bank; Switzerland 
Zurich Insurance 

Jing-Guang Centre 1 5 IThe Netherlands Bank 
H.K.- Macao 1 1 I~tandard Chartered Bank 

Jiannei (4) 

The spatial patterns of foreign investment for business and commercial 

Banque National de Paris; Deutsch Bank; 
The Development Bank of Singapore; 
Korea Exchange Bank; Korea Housing 
Bank; Royal Bank of Canada; Bank of 
MontreaI 

CGOC Square 2 The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking I I Corporation; Lincoln National Group 

Eastern 
Third Circle 
Rd N' (15) 

Others (2) 

construction in Beijing were heavily hfhmced by the location of the foreign embassy 

quarters in the east of the city. During the edy 1980s, many of the joint-venture 

Source: Compiled h m  the business section ofBeijing Telephone Directory 1997. 

Beijiag-Grand 
Hotel 
Fommate Building 

ILufthansa cam 
Capitd City ~ d g .  

hotels, including Jianguo, the Great Wall Sheraton, Beijing Internationd, Holiday Inn 

2 

7 
6 
2 
2 

Manufacnrre Life of ~ a n a d k  Bank of 
Paris 

1 

The Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi Ltd., 
4 

Dresden Bank; Brussels Bank 
RoyaI & sun Mhance h s m n c e  Gmup 
Belgium General Bank 



Lidu and Beijing-Toronto Hotel, were erected near the embassy quarters to m e  the 

international community. Facilities of this kind proliferated in the Iatter L98Os. While a 

number of them, such as the Shangri-La, ANA Beijing New Century and the 

Continental Grand, are scattered in the west or n o d  of the city, two-thirds of the 27 

four- and five-star hotels built between 1986 and 1995 are situated at the eastem part 

of the city. Specifically, 1 I of the 13 five-star hotels built after 1980 agglomerated 

within a trapezoid-shaped area that is formed by Wanajing Street and the Eastern 

Third Circle Road North as its laterals (Table 6- 12). 

As soon as the hoteIs were opened during the early 1980s, foreign businesses 

rented rooms for offices and for employee accommodations. Investments made after 

the late 1980s were designated for the construction of buildings containing offices and 

apartments. When China permitted foreign capitd to be invested in real estate 

development in the late 1980s, buildings containing offices, hoteIs, retail centres and 

health clubs began to be constructed for international businesses. Three major types of 

such deve1opments have merged, mcIuding office towers, mdti-use complexes and 

luxury apartments (Gaubatz, 1995). A prominent example of the multi-use complexes 

is the 38-storied China International Trade Centre (zhongguo p j i  maoyi zhongxin) 

which comprises a convention centre, two hotels, two office towers, two qartment 

buildings, a shopping mall and a recreation club. It occupies 12 ha of land and 

provides 420,000 square metres of floor space (Beijing ECUCH, 1992:179). In 

addition to proximity to the embassy quarters, the rapid growth of office complexes 

and associated facilities in the city's east has also Qawn other companies to locate 



there. This change has transformed the eastern area into a zone of high-rise s!ructms 

and vigorous commercial activities. Statistics derived h m  the business section of the 

Beijhg Telephone Directory 1997 showed that 78 foreign bank branches and 

representative offices among a total of 80 were located in the trapezoid-shaped zone, 

within which the Jianwai area anchored by the China International Trade Centre is the 

largest (Table 6- 13). The 8 1 investment companies (touzi xing gongsi) founded by 

multinational corporations also &'bit the same pattern of distribution (Table 6-14). 

Table 6-14 Distniution of Foreign Investment Companies in Beijing 

Chaowai 
Area 

 he NE 
3d Cile 
Rd. Area 

Major CompIexes 
- - 

The China htemat&al Trade 
Centre ( I 0), CITIC Bldg.(8), Intl 
Club (3), Civik Centre (3), Don* 
Centre (21, Kelun BIdg (2) 
Jig-Guang Centre (2), Hong Kong - 
Macao Centre (I), Fuhua Mansion 
( 1  1 

CGOC Square (1) 
Fommatt Bldg(6), Lamhark Tower 
(2), Lufthansa Centre (2), Oriental 
inti Bldg (2), CapitaI City Bldg (I), 
Lidu Commercial Bldg, etc. 

Major Companies I 
Ford, Union Carbide, 
HP, Westinghouse, 
Shell, Toshiba, Sanyo 
Electric, Itochu, 
Bayer 

-- 

Canon, Samson, 
Nomk 

Fuji% Sony, Xerox, 
LG, Ericsson 

OUM 
Source: Coml 

63.2 The Market-driven Economy and "The Fiiiianciil Streetfv 

I8 

In 1952, three years after the estabtishment of the sociaIist system in China, all 

commercial banks that existed before the cmmrmist rwoIution w a e  forced to form 

piled fbm "Beijing lllyesvnent Emmmerrr" (www.mbic.nov.cnlChincpt/biinvestl) 

Scattered in many places Motorola, Panasonic, 
Uniw 



jointIy owned state-private co-operatives or shut down Mer 1958, a l l  private banks, 

insurance companies and other types of financial institutions were eliminated 

completely. Only one state bank, the PeopIels Bank of Chma, continued to operate. 

During the following two decades, it functioned both as the central badc isming 

currencies and served as a commercial bank with a monopoly in handling savings and 

business loans. Among the various types of markets introduced by the economic 

refom, the financial market is the most important. Hence, restructuring of the 

financial system, an immediate task at the beginning of the reforms, included 

resumption of the People's Insurance Campany of China. In 1984 firrther restructuring 

occurred. Four state-owned commercial banks were established by splitting the 

PeopIe's Bank, and the latter was reorganized to form the central bank Successive 

reforms of the financial system resulted in the opening of more commercial banks in 

the country. With the exception of a few located in Shanghai, S h e e n  and Xiamen, 

most of these newly established commercial banks, including the C~TIC,~ the 

Everbright (Cuangda), Huaxia, Mingsheng, and the Beijing City Commercial are 

based in Beijing. Three national deveIopment banks, the Investment Bank, State 

Development Bank, and AgricuIturslr DeveIopment Bank, all set up their headqumers 

in the capital. Besides the People's Insurance Company of China, three new insurance 

companies, Taikang, Xinhua, and ~uatai:~ as wen as many other domestic firmcia1 

organizations such as trust companies have emerged in Beijing. In terms of their assets 

and revenues, the Industrial and Commercial Bank, the Bank of China, the 

Construction Bank, and the AgricuItd Bank were China's top four, and andranked the 



second, ninth, twelfth, and fourteenth, reqedvely, among the top 500 financial firms 

in Asia, if Japan was excludeh" Given their dominance in the country, these banks 

have made Beijing China's financial management centre and a leading financial market 

in the country. 

Unlike the distribution pattern of foreign banks, most Chinese banks in Beijing 

are located in the west of the city, lying between the Second and Third Circle Roads 

West The choice of the locations of these banks was largely influenced by the 

presence of many government offices in Sanlihe. Developed in the 19SOs, the Sanlihe 

area is known as the management centre of China's economy, because it is the home of 

the most important central ministries for economic affairs, including the State 

Planning Commission, the State Economic Co-ssion, the Ministry of Finance, the 

General Administration for Industry and Commerce, as well as several other industrial 

ministries. In the mid-1980s when the state banks were resumed, they were located 

near Sanlihe. While the headquarters of the Bank of China and the PeopIe's Insurance 

Company were located on the Western Second Circle Road at Fuchengmen in 1986, 

the other three commercid banks were placed dong Fuxing Road to the west. The 

completion of the headquarters of the People's Bank of China inside Fuxingmen in 

1990 raised a planning issue concerning the location of major banks in Beijing. The 

discussion led to a proposal for developing a banking district or "The Financial Streetn 

(Jinrong jie) between Fuxingmen and Fuchengmen beside the Westem Second Circle 

Road. The headquarters of the People's Bank, the Bank of china, and the People's 

insurance Company have already been located within "The Financial Streetn, and in 



dose proximity are the headquarters of the Construction Bank and several Beijing 

branches of other banks. Since the early 19Ws, about ten large office buildings 

specifically for financial organizations have been erected under the guidance of city 

planning- With its convenient location and weI1developed facilities such as 

information networks, the financial street has accommodated a large number of 

domestic financial institutions. Other new organizations, including the State Stock 

Market Administrative Commission, constructed their office buildings within the area. 

The Beijing branches of the Industrial and Commercial Bank and the Bank of 

Communication, and the State Exchange Administrative Bureau have also relocated 

their offices there. According to the plan, the financial street will finalIy occupy 103 ha 

of land where there will be buildings with over 3 million sq. m of floor space (Wang, 

1995). It will be the Chinese financial management centre, also performing various 

other financial related timctions, including international financial information, foreign 

exchange, stock, financial accounting and time marketing. 

It should be noted that the emergence of the financial street, together with the 

urban pfanning authority's recommendation, has dram some state-owned corporations 

to locate in nearby areas. The Sinochem (Bong b), the Everbright Group (Guangdrr 

jimun), and China Ocean Transportation Corporation (Zhongguo yrraqvang y u d u  

gongsi) have founded their headquarters in Fwringmen. Also the US-invested Vantone 

(Wantong) New World Square, with 1 10,000 sqm of floor space, has been erected at 

Fuchengmen at the north end of the financial steed Meanwhile, several shopping 

facilities such as the Parkson (Baisheng) Shopping centre? F h g  Shopping Town, 



Changan Department Store, Hualian Emporium, Spring Paris M ~ I I ; ~  and Vantone 

New World Shopping Centre have been opened inside or around the financial street 

area (Wang, I995a). All these construction projects have undoubtedly converted the 

financial street into a major business centre in Beijing. 

653 The Emergence of DuaI-CBD and Other Business Nodes 

The new Beijing master plan approved in 1993 proposed to develop a CBD on 

the city's east side and a financial management centre on the west side (Beijing 

Institute for Urban Planning and Design, 1993:17). This bifurcation of business centres 

in the city was, therefore, the result of urban planning and commercial development. 

To acknowledge Beijing's cultural value, the low-height architectural style and 

distinctive traditional city layout, as well as many historic sites wouId be preserved. As 

early as 1982, the ciry's master pIan set height testrictiom for new construction within 

the three concentric zones. The height of buildings within a distance of 250 m around 

the Forbidden City was limited to 9 meats and that around the Imperial City to 18 

metres. It was suggested that buildings in other parts of the old city should be five or 

six story-structures, with a maximum height of 45 m (Beijing City Planning Bureau, 

1984). These zones of height restrictions created a bowl-shaped urban landscape for 

Beijing (Gaubatz, 1995; Li, 1996). W~thout restrictions for building heights, the areas 

just outside the old city or the Second Circle Road have become the most ideal sites 

for high-rise wmmerciaf development. 
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The distriiution pattern of comm~~al-office complexes is the results of 

interaction of planning efforts and economic forces prevailing in the city. Except for 

those hoteIs that were used for offices, the first commercial complex designed 

specifidly for offices was the 59,000 sqm CITIC (China International Trust 

Investment Corporation) Tower built in 1985. Since then the umber of large office 

buildings i n c r d  rapidly near the CITIC building and along the northeastern Third 

Circle Road (Figure 6-9). The most spectacular examples are the 53-story Jig-Guang 

Centre and the 52-story Capital City Building. Rising to heights of 208m and 207m, 

respecdvely, both buildings have become the landmarks of the eastern centre. Since 

the late I980s, such high-profile complexes have also appeared at several other 

locations. An example is the Olympic Centre, which was built Lr the I I" h ian 

Games held in Beijing in I990 and for the competition to host the year 2000 Summer 

Olympic Games. The area around the centre that extends northward dong the original 

central axis of the city at the Forrrth Circle Road, with its convenient traasport and 

hcifities for multipurpose activities, provides space for corporate ofices. Commercial 

development also emerged near the newly-built Beijing Western Railway Station 

dong the Western Third CiIe  Road and Chang'an Boulevard. Moreover, attracted by 

the rapid growth of high-tech industry in the BEZDHTI, many high-tech companies 

have been founded in the Zhangguanm Area (Figure 6-9, I0 & 11). In comparison, 

all the scattered business nudes are much smakr in size than the planned CBD or the 

Financial Street 



Scattered commercial developments occur in Beijing also due to the present 

administrative structure. Refonns of the administrative system have redistriiuted 

power among the governments at different levels. Attempts to separate administration 

from business operations have also provided opportunities for enterprise authorities to 

make decisions. Decisions on economic affairs and on urban construction are made 

separately by different levels of administration. The municipal government &ly 

handles issues at the city level and tries to provide a baIanced development among 

districts. The local governments, on the other hand, focus construction in their own 

administrative dismcts. For example, Beijing's municipal government has established 

the BETDA and BEZDHTI to absorb foreign investment, but each district still 

endeavours to launch its own projects. The Dongcheng District actively sponsors its 

Wangfbjing Reconstruction Plan, and at the same time the Xicheng District strongly 

supports its Xidan Commercial Centre project. Wielding certain power to allocate 

economic resources, each district strives to form its own centre in its "urban realmn 

independent of the city centre (Hartshorn and Muller, 1989). Similarly, with 

permission of their higher authorities, many enterprises also make their own decisions 

to convert part of their industrid land to commercial uses or lease it to developers. 

This has caused chaotic urban development in some areas. DecentraIisation of 

decision-making at different administrative levels has led directiy to the commercial 

development in a few locations. On the whole, the spatial process of functional 

differentiation m Beijing is, without doubt, driven by prevailing economic h. The 

planned CBD on the city's east and the Ficial Street on the west have increasingiy 



become apparent, forming a dual-CBD pattern in Beijing. The emergence of this 

pattern, together with other small business nodes, is a result of the quasi-macket 

economy and the execution of Beijing's urban plaa 

6.6 Summary: A D y n d c  Model of Urban Structure 

Since the late 1970s, the reform and opmdoor policies that generated new 

economic and social forces have transformed many Chinese cities. As a result, changes 

among urban functions have resuIted in the activation of a series of spatial processes in 

Beijing. Population increased rapidly in the outer zone of the city, but the inner city 

experienced depopulation. Distinguished h m  those attempts to suppress urban 

development in the socialist period, urban expansion in the era of reform, as reflected 

by the trend of residential housing construction, has led to suburbanization (Figure 6- 

12). As in other Third World cities, temporary residenWimmigrants increased 

significantly in Beijing and formed peasant enclaves in the urban h g e  areas. While 

development zones or industrial pa* have been established, industrial plants wece 

also relocated from the inner urban districts to the outer regions, forming a number of 

industrial tracts. Moreover, spatial differentiation of urban fimctions has created 

several business centres in the city. Mainly driven by foreign investment, a pIanned 

CBD on the city's eastern side has emerged as the most spectacular business centre. 

MeanwhiIe, liberalisation of the domestic mnomy, together with implementation of 

urban planning, has resulted in the Financial Street becoming another major business 

centre in the city's west. Integration of these processes produces one model showing 

the dynamic structure of the city (Figure 6-13}. The pattern of this dynamic urban 
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structure displays the complex of  concentric zones, sectors, and agglomerations of 

business and commercial centres. 

figwe 6- 12 Spatial T d  of ilrpidmhl Holning Commrtion in Beijing: 1949-96 

Note: The Inner Suburbs h m  rtfm a the four irma suMm districts and the area of the urban 
disuicts outside the Old City {the former walIcd arcas). The Outer Suburbs include rhe outer 
suburbau districts and counties. 

Source: 1. Beijing Urban Construction Hirtory Since 1949 -Housing Construction ff, pp.25960. 
3. Beijing Statistical Yearbook 1996, p. 521; 1997,396. 

Urban growth requires space for development at an increasing distance h m  the 

city centre, as Burgess elaborated in his concentric zone model. In Beijing, while h e  

walled city of Ming and Qing was planued and developed into mnes centred on the 

Forbidden City, the socialist and the post-socialist urban growth also involved 

expansion from the interior zone toward the fhge areas. Subject to transportation 

facilities, the land in proximity to the built-up area is always deveioped first. In 

particular, Beijing's circle road network provides equal accessibility h m  the city 



centre. In the long run, the spatial expansion of the city is close to isotropic and 

represented by a number of growing zones developed in different periods. 

Figure 6-13 A blodei of  Dynamic Urban Structure of Beijing 

- - - --- 

The growing zones are spatially different in terms of pIanning ideas that were 

based on different political, economic and social combinations during the different 

periods of development, Both the old city area and the socialist urban space reflect 

their unique planning phiIosophies that are entirely different b m  the current one. 

Driven by prevailing economic and social forces, the urban fimcti0n.s of these zones 



are experiencing finther spatial differentiation. This leads to mfonnation of urban 

fimctions within zones and spatial movement between zones- Consequently, 

population migrated fiom the interior zones to the outer zones. Industrial plants are 

also relocated from the urban district to the outer regions, including the surrounding 

counties. As a result of increasing commercialization in Beijing, urban land use 

changes are occurring and continuing to transform the current urban structure. 

However, in spite of urban redevelopment, the zone pattern emphasized in this study 

would in no way be diluted in a short time. 

The functional zones developed in the early 1950s formed a sectoral pattern of 

land use in Beijing. The industrial districts in the east, west and south expanded 

outward fiom the old city along railways, and occupied different sections of a donut- 

shaped socialist urban space. Similarly, government departments and various 

institutions were located in the western part, and the northwestern area was designated 

as a higher-education sector where over 40 universities and institutes are Iocated. The 

radial routes and expressways of the road network led to greater accessiiility along 

them and promoted radial urban expansion. The recently sprawIing residential areas, 

and the new industrial districts of the BETDA and BHTlDZ, as well as the peasant 

enclaves of the temporary residents formed new sectors within the urban space. 

Spatial diffefentiation has created centres of corporate offices and &an 

commercial activities, among which the most spectacular are the eastern business 

ceme and the Financial Street. According to the new city plan, the eastem centre is 

expected to become a dominant CBD in the city. The existence of the Forbidden City 



in the city centre and the preservation of the old city have hindered the development of 

a dominant CBD in the central part of the city. The Financial Street, located at the 

city's west, hct ioas  to balance the eastern location of the new CBD. Several other 

emerging business nuclei will become outlying business centres. As well, as Beijing 

has expanded horizontally, some previously existing "dispersed dusters" have become 

focal points for a significant part of the built-up area. The city is becoming muhi- 

centred. 

The dynamics of the urban structure of Beijing is reflected by its active 

expansion, differentiation, nonsfonntrtion, and movement. It spatidy presents a 

combination of patterns of concentric zones, sectors, and business-commercial nodes. 

These processes take place in all types of urban space in the city and lead to a 

changing urban structure. This current structure manifests the influences of both 

market forces and urban planning, and it also contains relics of historic development 

as well as culturaI and political-social attniutes of the past. While Beijing will 

continue to evolve, it remains to be seen whether these spatial processes will endure. 
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Chapter 7 Market Change and Evolution of Retail Patterns in Beijing 

Urban deveiopment has impact on intra-metropolitan retail structure, reflecting 

in its provision of an physical environment for the retail activity and in the spatial 

interactions of other urban functions with retail location. Retailing is aIso an economic 

sector. Retail change should reflect transformation in the economy and the market, 

Therefore, this chapter will first review the changes in economic saucn,xre and 

consumer demand and change in retail organizations and institutions. After examining 

spatial distribution of retaiI activity among the districts, analysis will focus on the 

market influencing hctors. The final section of this chapter investigates the pattern of 

major department stores in Beijing and associates it with certain pmcesses and models. 

7.1 Changes in Economic Structure and Consumer Demand 

7.1.1 Economic Restructuring and Commerciriizltion 

According to the economic growth theory, the service sector will grow &a than 

other sectors after indus~ialisation, which will dtimatety lead to a senicedominant 

economy (Kuznets, i972:I-26; Fik, 1997235; Berry, et 01,199730943). With regard to 

economic r e ~ t r u h g  Beijmgs post-reform economy has ken transfbrmed limn 

industrid to savice dominance. The growth of the indumkd sector in the city reached its 

peak in 1980, with a 428% share of total employment Over the past sixteen years, 



Beijing's tertiary sector increased at average annual rates of 4.6% in employment and 

13.8% in added values, both of which were much higher than the averages for the total 

economy (Table 7-1). Since the early 1990s, the service sector has surpassed the 

industrial sector in terms of both employment and GDP - a milestone in economic 

restructuring in Beijing. 

Commerce in Beijing in the era of economic reforms has undergone change in 

ownership, distriiution channels, pricing system and employment, The share of 

commerce in GDP increased h m  7-96? in 1980 to 11.6% in 1996. Particularly. 

employment in retailing grew h m  159,763 to 609,700 during the same period, with an 

average annual growth rate of 8.73%. This rate is much higher than both the average of 

0.96% in the entire economy and the average of 4.63% in the tertiary sector. This change 

indicates that commerce has been rapidly expanding within the tertiary sector and that it 

has begun to function as a major agent in economic reStructllring. 

Table 7- 1 Sectoral Changes in Beijing's Economy 1980- 1996 

Source: Bef ig  S t a t i d d  Yemboak 1997. pp. 494-95 

Sector 

Employment (1996) (I ,000) 

Share (%) 

Avg. AM. Rate 1980-96 (%) 

Added Value (1 996, billion Yuan) 

Share in GDP (%) 

Avg. .Am. Rate 1980-96 (./a) 

Yott: The Added V a h  arc baxd on cmmt price, whik Avg. Arm arc calnlt.tnl at companbk prices 

Primary 

725 

10.98 

-3.00 

8.35 

5.17 

8.96 

Secondary 

260 1 

39.40 

1 -43 

68.3 1 

42.28 

8.44 

Tertiary 

3276 

49.62 
dL 

4.63 

84.91 

52.55 

W.8l 

Tot& 

6602 

100 

1-96 

161.60 

100 

9.69 



7.1.2 Changes in Cwsmptia Structure 

The level of consumption and market size are basically determined by personal or 

household income. Between 1980 and 19%, the total income per capita of urban 

households in Beijing increased fbm 599.4 to 7,945.8 Yuan, while annual net income1 

grew h m  50 1.4 to 6885.5 Yuan. Living expemes per capita conespondingly grew from 

490.4 to 5,729.5 Yuan. h 1980 the income and expenditure levels of urban households in 

Beijing were about 14% and 12%, mpxtively, higher than those in rhe country. 

However, these gaps increased to 57% and 46% respectively, by 19%. The higher 

income and increased coosumption have led to quick expansion of the retail market in 

Beijing. 

As in many Third World cities, fwd is a major household expenditure for Beijing's 

residents, representing 46.6% of the total in 1996. The cost of clothing, cuItural and 

household articles accounted for about one third of the total expenditure, while those of 

housing, transpo~ation, and medicine and medical equipment were relatively low (Table 

7-2). Unlike in the developed countries, most Chinese urban households enjoyed the 

benefits of low rental housing supplied by the government or work-units. Rent, including 

utilities, accounted for only 5.094 of average househoId expenditure. 

The expenditure patterns of Beijhg's households have changed over time, In I980 

expenses for food acoouuted for 552% of totai expenditure. With an increase of i n m e  

level and decline of the share for food expenses, the expenditure of households has 

shifted to other consumer goods- Expeadinne pattans also vasy among income groups. 



From the low income group to the high income group each representing 20% of the 

sample, while the auuual per capita expenses in 1996 changed from 3,978 Yuan to 7,948 

Yuan, food expenditures have declined ftom nearly 58% to 38% of the total. Expenses 

on household articles (e.g. firrnishings and appliances) and clothing also varied among 

the income groups (Table 7-2). 

Table 7-2 Expenditure Pattern of Urban Households by Income Groups (1996) 

Share (%) 

1. Food 

2. Clothing 

3. Household Articles 

4. Medical 

Incomes1 Expenditure 
(Yuan) 

Gross income per capita 

Net income per capita 

Living expenditure 

5. Transportation 

6. Recreation & Cultural 

Source: Bemg Srcrristical Yecvbook 1997, p.40 1. 

Avg. 

b m e  

7,945.8 

6,8855 

5,7293 

7. Housing 

8. Other Goods 

7.13 Changes in Consumer Demand 

h w  
hcome 

4,682.1 

4,0 12.6 

3,978.6 

46.63 

14.78 

7.62 

3.80 

4.49 

12.20 

It is clear that demands for consumer goods in China have increased profoundly 

Medium 
Income 

7 J9 1.8 

6,5%.3 

5,651.8 

Low- 
medium 

6,169.9 

5,4642 

4,756.9 

43.87 

16.12 

8.21 

324 

5.01 

5.47 

over the last three decades. In the 19709, taban residents generally p d w e d  the so- 

38.19 

17.37 

10.9 

4.86 

3.13 

9.09 

called "three major pieces of consumer goods (sun h jh)": a watch, a bicycle and a 

High- 
Medium 

9,1253 

7,835.7 

6,595.5 

47.66 

14-75 

5.55 

2.84 

57.76 

10.44 

6.03 

3.95 

5.65 

3.95 

sewing machine. In the 1980s, the "new tbree pieces" - the most-sought items - were a 

High 
Income 

12,914.8 

10,979.1 

7,948.4 

52.37 

12.87 

5.59 

3.89 

4.14 

11.37 

528 

4.49 

5.45 

12.81 

5.00 

5.94 

5.18 

13.61 

4.15 

12.84 

4.43 

5.34 

4.96 

6.74 



television, refigerator and washing machine. In the 1990s, people wanted W o n  gads 

and greater mmodity choice (Table 7-3). And for goods in the same category, the 

demands evolve. For example, particular demands for television sets changed from black 

and white to coIour, and fi.om a 14-inch screen size to 21-inches or larger. The ownership 

of black and white TVs per 100 urban households declined tiom a peak of 86.8 in 1983 

to 33.8 in 1995, while the ownership of colour TVs rose h m  4.3 to 11 13 pa 100 

households during the same time. Today many urban families have two or more TV sets. 

In 1995. there were 147.4 TV sets per 100 househoIds in Beijing. Currently, the best 

selling televisions have large screens and sophisticated accessories such as Karaoke (Sun, 

I997:9). 

Changes in &an lifestyle have brought about hhd changes in the 

consumer market. Food consumption indicators are changing ftom quantity to quality. As 

the percentage of raw food purchase deches rapidly, fast food and nutritious and healthy 

foods are eagerly sought by a large number of urban fadies. Clothes, mostly home- 

sewn in the pa* have been substituted by ready-to-wear garments. En 1996 each lrrban 

resident in Beijing, on average, spent 847 Yuan on clothing - an increase of 48%, with 

comparable price, over spending in 1985. At the same time, the percentage of 

expenditures on fabrics declined b m  16.8% in 1985 to 7.8% in 1996. It is now very rare 

for urban households to sew as home. Some urban youth a d  higbincome earners even 

prefer clothes of international or Chinese national brands such as Piare Cardin and 

GoIdlion 



Table 7-3 Consumption Trends of Urban Famibes: 1970s - 1990s 

I 1970's 1 1 Bicycles, Watches, Sewing Machines, Radios, Simple Furniture I 
1 1980's 1 ~ a r l ~  1 B&W N Sets, Electric Faas, Washing Machines I 

Late 

) I I screen Colour TV Sets (with Karaoke), Cars, Brand Name I 

Colour TV Sets, Refrigerators, Stereo Type Recorders, Furnitwe 

Sets 

1990's 

I ( ( Clothing, and Gems I 
-- 

Source: Slm, Y. 1997, Rerail Oppmnities in the People's Republic ofChiRO, ~able 25, p.9. 

Early 

Late 

With respect to household artictes, people have been purchasing ready-made 

varieties in order to save time for leisure and recreation. Numerous kinds of beauty 

products are now readily available and are no longer regarded as luxury goods. 

Increase of private housing ownership has created a significant demand for various 

building materials for renovation and home decorating articles for dwelling 

adornment. Acquisition of some luxury goods, such as antiques, paintings and gems 

has become a hobby for those with high incomes. The diversity of co~lsulmption 

among over two million urban households in Beijing has become both wide and 

complex. A consumption gap remains between the rich and the poor, and may wen 

widen. The diverse purchasing power of various income groups will create a more 

VCRs, Stereo Sets, Microwave Ovens, Quality Furniture Sets 

Air Conditioners, Camcorders, Telephones, Computers, Large- 



complicated consumer market. Every group will have its own consumer base, which 

will support a complex retail structure. 

7.2. Reorganization of the Retail System 

72 -1 Changes in the Adminimathre Oqpization of Retailiug 

Retailing in China was administenxi by the Minisay of Commerce and after 1992, 

by the Ministry of Domestic Trade. Through the va t id  attmrrustratr 'on of their offices in 

provinces, cities, and counties, the ministry was responsible for f0rmuIati.g nation-wide 

retailing policies as well as supenrising and nrfmrmstenn . 
g state-owned retail enterprises. 

As a result of the refbnns, a h h h d v e  organizations were recentIy separated hm 



commercial options? Under the ctnrent policies, all mail enterprises under diffkrent 

ownership operate in a relatively competitive environment 

Ownership of retail enterprises is basically classified into four types: state, 

coUective, private and multiple. State-omed retail enterprises, as a heritage of the 

planned economy, were controIled by the former Ministry of Commerce and its 

subordinate organizations. They were M y  supported by the government and operated 

without competition under the past planned economy. This type is still dominant in 

Beijing's retail sector in terms of the volume of saIes and employment, Such 

establishments include department stores, textiles, hardware, grocery, and grains and 

cooking-oil outlets. Other state-owned retail enterprises were further divided into three 

types: (a) those managed directly by state-owned production companies that usually nm 

national whoIesale and retail operations. They distribute and sell specific goods such as 

salt, tobacco, petroleum, aquatic products, medicine and medical instruments. Most of 

them were and still are the largest of their type in the country; (b) those attached to 

government departments and opesate in the speciality retail sector. They provide goods 

and services that are cIoseIy related to the activities of tfie government agencies to which 

they are attached. Examples of such shops include Xinhua bookstores (attached to the 

Ministry of Cube), newspaper and magazine shops (attached to the M h h q  of Post), 

scientific apparatus (attached to the State Education Commission), broadcast and TV 

equipment services (attached to the Ministry of Broadcast, Film and TelaPision); aud (c) 

those sponsored by other state-owned organizations and enterplises (Xu, 1993). 



CoUective-ownd enterprises mn be divided into two categories. The &-st group, 

established in the late 1 N O S ,  Mls into the Generat Supply and Marketing Co-operatives. 

It was created to serve the rural population. Stores of this type operate in the d - u r b a n  

f?inge area of the four inner suburban districts as well as in the outer regions in Beijing. 

The second category contains retail estabiishments sponsored by h a n  communities and 

collective organizations serving local residents. In addition, some small state-owned 

shops changed their ownership and became coUective-owned in the rnid- 1980s. 

Multiple-ownership enterprises comprise either Chinese partnership or Sino- 

foreign partnerships. The latter has been officially permitted since 1992. Private-owned 

enterprises refer to those owned by individuals or families. They were not permitted to 

open until 1978. Presently. the volume of their sales represents about a quarter of the 

total retail sales in Beijing. Both private and multiple ownership retail enterprises have 

experienced vigorous growth since implementation of the economic reforms. 

7.22 Changes of Retail Enterprises 

Since the tertiary sector reforms at the beginning of the 1990s, the organizational 

and operational charactaistics of retail enterprises have changed profoundly. These 

changes, as a resuIt of both the introduction of experience h m  developed countries and 

adaptation to the transformation in c o m e r  demand, reflect four major trends: 

enterprise consolidation, emergence of chins, penetration of "new" format stores, and 

commodity specialization and diversification. 



(1) Entmp&e conrolidrrtion Under the ownership reform of 1991, the largest 

state-owned enterprises were permitted to form joint-stock companies. In Beijing, the top 

four retail enterprises, including the 8ei.jing Department Store, Doag'an Pkw, Xidan 

Emporium, and the Friendship Store became part of this experimental estmdmkg (Sun, 

1997:27). These retail enterprises, by merging with other t'lrms, strengthened their 

position in the retail market and increased their ability to absorb capital and to invest in 

other sectors. As a d t ,  all of them became large commercial pups,  operating 

businesses in mailing, whoIesaling, transportation catering, and other services. Another 

r d t  of this reform was the establishment of several retail outlets within a city or wen in 

several cities? The creation of multiple locations greatly increased the ability of those 

companies to control the retail market. For example, by merging with several restaurants 

and factories, the Dong'an Commercial Group, based in downtown Beijing, opened 

Chang'an, Shuang'an, Xin'an, and Wanhui Shuang'an w e n t  Stores in different 

parts of the city and Ning'an and Chun'an Department Stores in other citied Chang'an, 

Shuang'an, and Xin'an Department Stores, iocated in the west of the city where few 

large stores existed, greatly inuwsed the pup's regional influence there. 

(2) The Einergence of Chins. Chain refailing is a new concept to most Chinese 

even though it existed Mi socialism in China Since the first chain store opened m 

Beijing in 1992, others have been expanding vigorously because of incteasing suppart 

from both the government and consumers. Given their obvious advsf~~tages of mass 

advertising and integrated goods supply at low cost, the spread of chain stores has gained 



official approval by the Beijing municipal govment.  By the end of 1996, there were 

82 chains totalling 980 outlets. Their total sales accounted for 4.1% of those of the city? 

As a new form of retail outIet, chains are still in their iafancy in Beijing. The types of 

operation range ha  regular, voIuntary to hchising chains, but many have not 

established well-accepted tegulations. Chains are now operated in four retail categories 

(Qiu and Yang, 1995; Jiang and ti, 1995). (a) Convenience store chains. Based on the 

previous state-nm vegetable stores and grains and oil stores, there were 33 convenience 

store chains with 613 outlets established in Beijing by 1996 (Beijing Statistical Yearbook 

1997:4). Providing most daily necessities and operadng in long hours (usually I2 hours 

daily), this type of store is particularly welcomed by urban residents; @) Supermarket 

chains. The potential market in Beijing has led to new domestic and foreign entries. The 

French retailer Camfour opened supermarket chains m Beijing and Shanghai in 1995: 

[to Yakado of Japan and Makro of the Netherlmds, approved by the State Co~c i I  to 

open supermarket chains in China in L9%, have established their bases in Beijing; (c) 

Specialized goads store chains. Most of the stores in this type operated in the fishion 

sector as they appeared in Cbina, but now they have extended to madceting a few other 

speciaIized goods. Chains such as GoIdIion, Bossini, Apple, ~ r o c o d i ~ ~ ~  and ~iordano' 

(all based in Hong Kong), Piem Cardin (based in Paris) and some domestic fashion 

stores like Lining Sportswear, have opened many shops in Beijing since the mid-1980s. 

S e v d  years ago, chains selling electronic products entered the retail market. Great-Wall 

IntanationaI and Golden Great-Wall, two major computer companies based in Beijing, 



established their networks of 28 and 43 stores, respectively, with amuaI sales exceeding 

100 and t50 million Yuan in 1995;~ (d) Department store chains. The Beijing 

(Wangfbjing) Department Store opened chain stores in other cities!O Spring Paris also 

established its international chain store in Beijmg in 1996." The establishment of 

Chang'an, Shuang'an, Xin'an, and Wanhui Shuang'an Department Stores as well as the 

recently reconstructed New Dong'an Plaza under the Dong'an Commercial Group fell 

into the category of primary form of department store chain. 

(3) The Penetration of "New" F o m  Stores, Self-service stores (zljnuur 

shangchang) or supermarket was introduced into Beijing and a few other cities in the 

early 1980s. Unfortunately, not long after, most of them were closed due to low profits.'2 

Over the past ten years, significant changes haw ocamd in consumer purchasing 

behaviour and the shopping environment- At present, in addition to modem shopping 

malls. warehouse stores have also entered the retail market. As an example of the former, 

Yansha Friendship Shopping City in Beijing is g e n d y  regarded as a new generation of 

retail format. The latter are exemplified by the Hongdou Common People Store and the 

Wankm (Wanicelong) Parity Store in Beijing, which are successful by their ability to 

attract low-income cust~mers.'~ 

(4) Commodity Specidization and DivemJkation. These are two main trends 

in the development of retail enterprises in recent years. On the one hand, specidity 

stores are becoming more and more popdar in Chinese cities. In order to distinguish 

themselves fiom g e n d  stores that lack a product focus, speciality stores concentrate 



on select types of goods or brand-name merchandise. They have been widely accepted 

by high-income earners and some younger consumers who pursue well-known brands, 

modem style and high-fashion merchandi~e.'~ la addition, these outlets protect 

consumers from imitations and poorquaIity goods. 

On the other hand, diversification of retail services in some department stores 

represents an attempt to meet the growing needs of consumers for a broader seIection 

of goods and services. hitially, books, magazines, newspapers and some 

entertainment items were introduced into the product mix to create an environment 

combining shopping with cuItural and entertainment activities. This dtural 

infiltration of retail activity responds to the changes in the needs of urban consumers 

and their preference~.'~ Shopping is becoming a l e i m  activity in cities, resuIting 

fiom the introduction of the official five-day work week in 1993. In fact, besides 

fimctiond diversification in those existing retail establishments, most newly-built 

retail facilities have included other businesses, services, and entertainment functions 

as part of modem shopping centres. 

7.23 Changes in the Informal Sector: The Case of Vegetable Markets 

The infoma1 sector plays an important role in trade in Third World cities, 

Distinguished h m  modem capitaI-intensive businesses, it represents the most traditional 

labour-intensive and small-de commercial activities. The typical forms of inform81 

retailing involve the vending and peddling of goods and senrices in the street In Chinese 

cities, individuaI hawkers usually gather in or are assigned to certain public spaces to 



form urban markets. While most of the markets operate in open space, many are housed 

indoors. In urban markets, agricultural produce dominates, but now petty goods, 

handidis, and second-hand goods are aIso sold, 

7.2.3.1 Urban Markets in Beijing 

Prior to the economic reforms, urban markets, as well as other infonnaf retail 

outlets, were regarded as a manifestaton of capitalism and thus not allowed to operate. 

They were oficiaUy to resume in Bkjing in 1979. However, at the beginntng, 

urban markets were very few and small, selling onIy vegetables and other agricdtural 

products. There were only seven d l  markets operating in the eight districts of the 

central city in 1979. This number increased to 41 in I98 t ,  wfde the share of their sales in 

the city's total retail sales increased h m  0.15% to 0.8 1% (Jim 1983; Beijing Commercial 

Information Centre, 1994:3). The relaxation of control over marketing of vegetabIes and 

a few c o m e r  goods by the centtal government in late 1984 greatly accelerated the 

expansion of urban markets. The total mount of sales for all districts in Beijing in I985 

sharply increased by 337 times that in 1984, accounting for 2.4% of their retail saIa 

(Beijing Social and Economic Statistical Yearbook 1986:422). Since 1985, urban 

markets have been conthously growing and extending to s e b g  many other consumer 

goods. In 1996 the number of these markets increased to 757 in the ten &an and 

suburban districts. and sales reached 38% of the city's total sales (Beijing Statistical 

Yearbook 1997523). In particular, the urban mafkets have dominated in the sales of 

vegetab1es. fits, and aquatic products, and their amotmt of sales in the tlrbaa markets 



made up about 90% of the totals sold in Beijing (Beijing Commercial Information 

Centre, 1994:3; Market Idonnation Department, MA, 19%:33). 

72.32 Changes of VegetabIe Distriiution Channels 

The vegetable market is chosen as an exampIe of the informal sector in this study 

because it has experienced the change fiom a centraI-planning system to a marketdriven 

economy. Four types of refonns in vegetable production and marketing have been 

implemented since the arty 1980s (Market Information Department, MA, 19%: 1 ). First, 

vegetable production is no longer controIled by government quotas. instead, decisions are 

made solely by the fmers. Sewnd, the state monapoly in the purchasing and marketing 

of vegetables has been replaced by the iree market system. Third, prices of vegetables are 

determined by demmd and suppIy in the market rather than by government directives as 

in the past Fourth, a non-state multiple supply and marketing system has also substituted 

the soIe state-owned retailer. As a result of these changes, vegetable markets, an informal 

retail sector, have gradually surpassed the stateswned vegetable companies. This 

infoma1 sector is vital and efficient, characterized by fewff distn'bution channels, lower 

costs, vigorous competition, and better services. 

Urban vegetable supply and the marketing nwork generally indudes purchasing 

stations, whoksale, and retail markets. During the socialist period, the Municipal 

Vegetable Company was the sole operator and performed aII three fimctiom. Vegetables 

had to be bought by the purchasing stations and dispatched to the dis!riiution centres and 

then to retail stores before thqr reached the consumers. However, organization of the 



vegetable supply system in the post-socialist period is driven by market fbrces. The core 

of the system is the urban w h o l d e  rnaket, which effectively links the prrrchasing 

agents and the retailers (Figure 7-2). There is no government administrative unit to 

controI these operators and, in hct, 90% of the purchasing agents, wholesalers, and 

retailers are individual businessmen (Market Information Department, MA, 19965). 

Driven by economic rewards and based on market information, the retailers and 

wholesalers now form the vegetable matketing network 

Figure 7-2 Changes in Vegtable Supply Systemin Beijing 

1 PToducen 

Pwchming Stations 

Cenrrol Disnibution Stores 

Stateowned Vegetable Stores 



7.233 Spatial Distribution of VegetabIe Markets 

Under the new supply system, the influence of vegetable markets on the urban 

commercial landscape depends on the locations of both the wholesale and retail 

outlets. When the markets were first established in Beijing, the municipal govenunent 

proposed that all vegetable markets shodd be located farther away h m  the urban 

districts in order to prevent their pomible disruption of other urban activities, 

However, this proposal was controversial as c o m e r s  expected a convenient service. 

As a result of compromise, urban markets were allowed in the inner districts and they 

could be set q at convenient locations permitted by the municipal and district urban 

pIanning departments. At present, Beijing's vegetable markets, by and large, are 

evenly distributed within the urban area. 

The wholesale vegetable markets were in operation much later, after the retail 

markets had grown to a considerable size. Wholesalers not only need more capital and 

better nansportation hcilities, but also require efficient organization to obtain suppiies 

and retad market information. This is particularly important for vegetable wholesalers 

because vegetables are easily perishable. A wholesale market serves as a distniution 

centre. It collects vegetables from producers outside the city and distributes the 

produce to retailers within the &an area. Huge amounts of produce and heavy 

transportation flows require considerable space. For example, the Dazhongsi (the Big 

Bell Temple) Wholesale Market, the largest in Beijing, had an annual volume of sales 

of 672 million kg in 1994, and about 5,000 trucks transported the vegetables into the 



market everyday (Market Wormation Department, MA, 19%:8). In addition, 

transactions &ly occur at night, so that retailers can sell fresh vegetables early in 

the morning. Wholesale activities, therefore, cannot take place close to major 

residential areas. Thus, the desirable locations for the wholesale markets are close to 

major road intersections in the suburbs or the urban fringe, which will provide 

sufficient space for trading and prevent unnecessary disturbance to urban life. 

There are eight large wholesale markets handling agridturaI products in 

Beijing, accounting for over 80% of vegetables sold in the city. The Dazhongsi and 

Yuegezhuang Wholesale Markets, which are Iacated in the city's northwest and 

southwest, respectively, are much larger than the other six. Established in the 1980s, 

most of the markets are located dong or outside the Third Circle Road that 

approximately encircled the city's buiIt-up area at that time. According to the Beijing 

Administration for Industry and Commerce, there were 532 agricultural produce retail 

markets in 1994. which sold over 90% of vegetables oozlsumed in Beijing. A total of 

148,000 stalls operated in those markets and about half of which sold vegetables. On 

average, each market had about I40 vegetabIe hawkers. These vegetable markets were 

f&ly evenly distributed. However, the city's inner areas contained more major 

(relatively I-) retail markets than the outer areas, reflecting the pattern of 

population distribution, The genetalized spatial patrera of urban vegetable markets is 

shown in Figure 7-3, 





72.4 Changes in Retail Lnstitatims 

Retail institutions range from individual firms or groups of 6m.s to different forms 

of organization. The term used here refers to an operatively and technically distinctive 

retail fon, such as convenience stores, deparrment stores aud shopping centres. Retail 

institutions in Beijing have undergone significant transformation and diversified during 

the post-socialist period. The socialist retail forms of the past, which reflected the state 

and collective dominance of ownaship in the planned economy, have been largely 

diversified. Multiple ownership has resuIted in the emergence of a variety of sizes and 

types of retail firms, particularly those of small and specialized ones. Ever since foreign 

investors were permined to establish joint ventures in Beijing, retail facilities in the city 

have become more Iwmious and larger, with more retail functions and senrices. 

Concomitant with an i n m g  number of modem shopping malls, the size of these 

retail complexes have become even larger due to competitioo. Some new retail formats, 

such as chains and discount stones, were also introduced into the national capital. 

Meanwhile. traditional informa1 retailing has also gtom vigorously. Individual vegetable 

hawkers share a common urban space with hxurious modem shopping malls. In short, a 

dual or plural strtlcture has substinned the uniform and uninteresting retail landscape in 

the city. 

With respect to these changes, it is hard to find sadsfactory explanarions fhm well- 

known theories on retail institutions, including the wheeI of retailing and tetait life circle. 

The former emphasisa entrepreneuriaI behaviours and management innovations, and the 



latter places a major focus on ptoduct life cycle. The conflict theory has been applied to 

interpret the emergence of discount store because it represents the opposite of the 

increasingly large malls (Hu and Wu, 1994). However, these interptetations ignore the 

fact that the nature of the theory ties in a crisis-response model (Brown, 1987). Neither of 

the "contrary" forms faced a challenge fiom each other or risked fkilure. Instead, both 

have shown increases in number at the same time, even though not at the same rate. The 

enviromental theory may be appropriate, since it regards retail institutional 

transformation as responses to changes of circumstances. According to this theory, the 

environmental factors support the origin and development of the retail forms and 

techniques. However, some specific elements of the environmental factors may have 

greater contributions to retail changes b n  others. Based on the view of an open system, 

Roth and Klein (1993) further proposed a theory that modifies the environmental 

approach. According to this, the retail environment embraces five major elements: the 

size of the aggregate population and its spatial distniution, consumers' commodity 

preferences, total income of the population and its allocation, technology, and 

government policies. S L E V M  of retail stores and how they change over time may be 

interpreted h m  the interrelationships of the participants in the retail systan aad the 

environment 

Influences of all the above five elements on retail institutional changes can be 

found in Beijing. Changes in the size of popuIation and its spatid distriiution have been 

discussed in Chapter six, and consumers' commodity preferences have aIso beu~ 



documented in the first section of this chapter. Significant technological progress is 

evident in inm-city transportation arid household refrigeration storage. Redecoration of 

retail space and facilitation of shopping have increased the attractiveness of stores. 

Nevertheless, government policies and personal income increases are definitely more 

important than others. Implementation of the reforms over the past two decades has 

brought about relaxation of politid, economic and social controls. Rapid growth of 

privately owned stores and the infond retail sector vividIy demonstrate the impact of 

the reform policies. The decision to allow foreign retailers to operate in China was also 

made by the government. However, d l  the participants in the retail system, including the 

large retail groups and street hawkers, are very different in their marketing ability in 

terms of their capital and the technology avdable for their operation. Thus, their 

marketing strategies inevitably lead to diversification in retail institutions. Both increases 

in the total income of the taban residents and changes in the allocation of those incomes 

among the population are direct d t s  of the reforms. Prior to the reforms, income gaps 

among urban househaids were small. Since the reforms, income disparities among 

diffefent occupations have been increasingly widened, The average annual wage in 

Beijing was 9,579 Yuan in 1996. However, the average wages of financial managers 

in foreign-owned enterprises and in foreign companies' Beijing offices were 156,250 

and 164,8 14 YUUI," respectiveIy. Since the socio-econornic &ormation, many 

millionaires have emerged in Beijing. Social stratification in terms of uneven income 

distriiution promotes retad diversiticatioa 



Retail activities and their environmentaI components are distniuted over 

. 
've hierarchy. The adrrrrmstratr 

. *  . 
geographic space, which is structured by the ve 

structure, which was omitted in the composition of those enviromental factors, may be a 

banier affecting retail changes, This element has been given little attention in research, 

but its impacts on retail institutional change exist The development of grocery c b  in 

Beijing provides an example. Grocery chains began to develop in Beijing in the early 

1990s. Some of the state-owned stores, including those selling grains and oil, foods and 

vegetables, reorganized into chain stores. As the chains were administrated by the 

grocery company of the district government,'7 each of those chains belongs to and has 

outlets in a specific administrative district For example, Xifu, Liukai, Mingzhy and 

Wufb belong to and operate in the districts of Xicheng, Dongcheng, Chaoyang, and 

Haidian, respectiveiy (Qiu and Yang, 1995). While it is transforming toward an 

administrative department, the grocery company of the district encourages its subordinate 

stores to join the districtswned chains but prevent them h m  joining others. 

. . 
Consequently, the admunstrative power exerted a great iduence on the fomtion of 

chains and regulated the organizations of their outlets. Most chains developed their 

outlets and operated in a specific district, but found difficulties to expanded their outlets 

in other districts. Xifir, the largest grocery chain in Beijing, has been expecting to expand 

its outlets in other districts for years. However, the grocery companies of other districts 

did not allow their subsidiary stores to join Xifb even if their stores were willing to, 

because Xifi~ was not under their ahhidration. On the other hand, in order to protect 



their own grocery chains, the Adnhkmions for Industry and Comezce of the districts 

made the procedures and requirements complicated for chains of other districts to open 

outlets in their tenitories (Qiu and Yang, L995). As a result, the administrative structure 

has retarded the spatial expansion of chains beyond district barriers and thus led to the 

formation of "urban realms" of retailing. 

73. Spatial Distribution and Changes of Retailing 

Spatial patterns of retail activities can be examined at a variety of geographical 

scales. For the analysis of intra metropolitan retail landscape, individual retail outlets are 

the basic geographical elements. The administrative units, which provide the basis for 

gathering statistical data, show aggregate pa- of retail change. The following section 

will examine the changing distriiution of retail activity among Beijing's districts. 

73.1 Spatial Distribution of Retail Activity 

While all residents are potential consumers, it is possible to interpret spatid 
0 

distn'bution of retail activity by comparing an area's share of retail activity to its share of 

population. On the basis of this premise, an index of relative concentration RCi can be 

constructed in this study to compare the i district's shares of retail empIoyment or sales to 

its share of population in the municipality. Mathematically, RCi is caIcuIated using the 



Where: A; is the number of retail employment or retail sales of a district/comty, 

and CA is the total amber of retail employment or retaiI sales of the municipality. Pi is 

the population of a districtlcounty, and EP is the total population of the municipality. 

Table 7-4. Relative Concentration of Retail Sales and Employment (1996) 

/County 
Sales ment 

Dongcheng 1.512 1.198 
Xicheng 1.791 1.193 

Chongwen I -00 1 1.377 
0.948 1.1 13 1 r ,381 1.208 

Chao yang 0.89 1 0.858 
I 

Fengtai 0.584 1.317 
I 

Shijingshan 1.042 1.152 

I 
Haidian 1.642 0.875 

Inner Suburban 1.105 0.982 

1 Mentougou 0.597 1.62 
Fangshan 0.750 0.869 

1 Changping 0.536 0.824 
Shunyi 0.867 0.810 

Tongxian 0.829 0.767 
Daxing 0.61 1 0.980 

I ' Outer Suburban 0.719 0.913 

I 
Pinggu 0.47 1 0.594 

I Huairou 0.717 0.838 

Mi yun 0.434 0.645 
yanqing 0.778 1.665 

1 Outer Counties 0.569 0.872 
Data SOME Beijing 5Wsdcnl Yecubook 199; 

Sales 
per Outlet 

( 1000Y/Outlet) 
733.26 
1287.96 
455.73 
523.43 
762.34 

J 

232.62 
154.42 
25 1.78 
566.48 
314.15 

I 

203.68 
287.5 1 
268.94 
255.83 
289.66 
194.22 
254.27 

I 

150.07 
2 15-84 
177.18 

258.44 
194.03 

As can be seen, RC is the ratio of a district's percentage of retail activity measure to 

its percentage of population. T h d r e ,  it can be interpreted by using the following 



conventions. ( I )  If ROI, it indicates a relative concentration of retail activity; (2) If 

RC=1, it indicates that the district has an equal share of retail activity and population; and 

(3) If RC<I, it indicates that the districtlcounty has less of a share of retail activity than 

its share of population. 

Table 7-4 tabulates the RC values for retail sales, empioyrnent and outlets of aII 

districts and counties in Beijing municipality. Generally speaking, the urban districts 

have larger RC values in retail empioyment and sales than the inner and outer mburbs, 

while the outer counties have the lowest values. Even though RC varies among districts, 

the aggregate RCs reveal that the concentradon of retail activities decreases h m  the 

inner urban district zone to the outer county zone. The RCs for the number of retail 

outiets show a quite different pattern. The inner urban district zone has a very low share 

in the number of retail outlets, even lower than that in the outer county zone. This is 

because the huge differences exist in the sizes of retaiI establishments. Stores in the inner 

urban zone are more formal and Iarger in size, whereas many in the outer counties are 

informal and small. The average retail safe per store in the urban district zone is about 

four times that in the outer county zone. Thdore ,  in this case, high RCs only indicate 

greater nmbers of outlets, but do not imply high concentration of retail activities. The 

density of retail outlets deareases &om the inam to the outer zones. 

733 Factors Governing Market Di i iut ion:  A Multhwiate Analysis 

The retail market is usually de&ed as a set of consumers (Jones and Simmons, 

1990:4I6). Distn'bution of consumer characteristics or socio-economic attniutes in 



general will Muence retaiI patterns. Thus a c a d  dationship between retail indices 

and socio-economic variables may be established by using regression. Due to the 

unavailability of disaggregate data for urban neighbourhoods, the regression model 

will be simdated using district and county sampIes. 

While retail sales and retail employment are dependent variables, market 

influencing fixtors may be assumed to involve four categories. The first category of 

factors contains the attributes of popdation and empIoyment. Generally speaking, the 

larger the population sizes, the higher will be the employment rate, and the greater the 

share of employment in the tertiary sectors, the larger the market size. Income level is 

the second category of factors influencing the market. Since household income data 

are not available in China, average wages are used instead. The third category involves 

investments of both domestic and foreign capital, which are assumed to be an 

incentive for market expansion. The last category can be regarded as urbanization 

factors, which mainly comprise the deveIopment of service facilities, entertainment 

places, and other commercial activities. Specifically, the following variables for each 

district or county are chosen to simulate the modeIs of multivariate analysis (Table 7- 

5). 

Except for two variables, the data fix all other variables are obtained from the 

Beijing Statistical Yearbook 1997 using 1996 data The data of variable $Entert were 

enumerated in 1995. A finther expIanation should be given to the variables of wages. 

Data of Avg-Wagel are given as a statistical average income of a wage earner, which 



Table 7-5 Variables chosen for Multivariate Analysis 

Variables ( Definition 

I 

3. NA-Popu, NA-Popu-Log, and I Size of noa-agricultural population, its logarithm 

1, Popu and Popu-Log 

2. TmpPop, Tmp-Pop-Log, and 
Tmp-Pop% 

Population size of a district/county and its 
logarithm, 

Number of temporary residents, its logarithm 
and percentage in total population; 

-- -- 

5. Indu-Empl, I ~ ~ U - E ~ ~ I - G ~ T  Number of employment in the secondary sector, 

NA-Popu% 

4. Tourist, TouriststLug, and 

and tndu-Empl% I its logarithm and parentage in total employment 

and percentage in total population; 

Number of toutists, its logarithm and the ratio to 

6 Ten-Empl, Ten-EmpI-Log, I Number of employment in the tertiary sector, its 
and Tert-Empi% 1 logarithm and percentage in total employment 

7. Avg-Wagel and TT-Wagel ( Statistid average wage of all occupations and 

8. Cal-AvgWG & TT-Wage2 

the total wages in a district 

Calculated average wage of a l l  occupations and 

9. Invest and Invest-Log 

LO. Fgn-Invest and Fgn- 

Dist-Unit ( municipal, ami district lev& 

the total wages in a district 

Total investmeat m a district and its logarithm 

Amount of investment hrn foreign counties and 
Invest-LG 

11. #Unit 

12. CTR-Unit, City-Unit, and 

13. Indu-Unit and Tm-Unit I Numbers of ail lmia in the secondary and 

its logarithm 

Total number of al l  units in a district/couuty 

Numbers of all units administrated by the 

I service (aon-retailing) sector 

14. #Sport-Entert 

15. $Entert 

16. Com-Outit and 0th-0utlt 

, 
17. Com-Empl and 0th-Emp1 I Number of erap10yment in commerce and other 

tertiary sectors 

Total number of sports and entertainment places 

Total incme of all entertainment places 

Nuuhers of retail outlets in commerce and other 



is based on workiug place. Variable Cal-AvgWG is devised as a combination of 

average wages in industries and employment structure based on residential place. The 

1% population sample census in 1995 provides the data on employment structure. 

Thus, the data of Cal-AvgWG and TT-Wage2 can reflect the income levels by districts 

and counties, and to a certain extent, they are comparable to the criterion of household 

income- 

Table 7-6 (A. B, C &D) Results of the Stepwise Regressions 

A. Coefficients of Mode1 1: V ~ n r l ~ ~ . k  = BO + ZBi*Vi 
Variables Entered Unstandardized , coefficients 1 Standardized 1 t I g .  I 

Std. Error Coefficients -Beta 

I Dim-Unit 
I I I , I 

I 166.860 1 56.719 1 0.160 / 2.942 1 0.01 1 / 
Constant -96224.2 1 55474.439 1 1 -1.735 1 0.105 I 

R4.992, R Sq.=0.983, Adjusted R Sq.= 0.980, S t d h  EX= 57638.6, F=276.086, Sig.4.000 

1 Variables Entered 1 Unstandardized Coefficients I Standardized I t I Sig. I 
I I B I SKI.  nor 1 coefficients -B- I I I 

r I I I 

k l . 9 5 5 ,  R Sq.=091 I, Adjusted R Sq.= 0.900. S t d h  Est.= 0. I 132, F=276.086 Sig.4.W 
I 

Ktr-Unit 
Constant 

- - I I I I I 

Constant 1 11564.87 1 2305.82 1 1 5 . 0 1 6  1 0 1 

C. Coefficients of Modd 3: Vh- = BO + W*Vi 
Variables Entered 

0.343 2.748 
-0.491 

I .076E-4 
-0.539 

0.015 
0.630 

0.000 
1.097 

Unstandardized Coeficients 
B 1 S t d  Error 

Sig. Standardized 
Coefficients -Beta 

t 



] Variables Entered I Unnandardized Coefficients 1 Standardized I t I Sig. I 
I B I stci.  nor I ~oefficients -Beta ( I I 

With its ability to discem the contriiutions of variables in a model, the stepwise 

regression method was chosen to simulate a linear and a conduct model separately, While 

I 

the criterion to select variables is the probabiIity of F test less than or equal to 0.05, and 

R4.955, R Sq.4.911, Adjusted R Sq.= 0.900, Std.ErrEst.= 0.1 132. F=276.086, Sig.=0.000 

0.047 

0.624 

0th-Empl-Log 

Constant 

those being removed have F tests equal or greater than 0.1, the results of rq$essions are 

0.129 

-1.799 

tabulated in Table 7-6 (A, B, C, & D). Model 1 reveals a strong positive relation between 

the number of the units administrated by the centrd government and retail sales. It may 

0.017 

0.013 

1 

be explained that the central government and its subsidiaries have more power in 

020 I 

controlling and managing finance and exen influences on retail sales through 

2.724 

-2.880 

organizational consumption. In fact, the organizational consumption was about 223% of 

the consumption of individual households in I996 (Beijing Strtistical Y m k  

1992262). This variable reflects the influence of the city as the national capital on 

consumption pattexns. h addition, employment in the tertiary sector and the number of 

. - 
units adrmnrstrated by district levels aIso show positive reIations to retail sales. While 

explanation for the latter variable is similar to that above, the former variable illustrates 

that retailing in general is dependmt on the development of the tertiary sectorsecbr 



Particularly, economic restrucruring has led to the emergence of a number of highly 

profitable tertiary sectors such as banking, insurance, real estate, and communication. 

The product model for retail sales reveals two highly significant variables: the 

calculated total wages and the numbers of merally-administrated units. It is worthwhile 

noting that retail sales are closely related to the calculated total wages that is based on 

residential place rather than the variable that is defined statistically on work place. Given 

the fact that most c o m e r s  go shopping near where they live, the former variable 

reveals the potential purchase power of a district. In contrast, the latter indicates only the 

wage earned within a district. 

From an economic paspective, retad employment can be understood as the 

demand for retaiI senrice. Modeis 3 and 4 are two types of simulations for retail 

employment. Model 3 meals three variables: non-agricultural population, statistical total 

wages, and temporary residents. The numbers of non-agricultural population and 

temporary residents that are positive to retail employment manifest their needs for retail 

services, even though the idwnce of the fbxxner is much stronger than that of the latter. 

It is of interest that the amount of statistical total wages shows a negative relationship 

with retail employment This indicates that the total earned wages within a district is 

irreiwant to ik demand for retail services, which is perhaps due to the spatial separation 

of residential neighbourhoods and work ptaces. In some cases, if a district offas a larger 

number of industrial employment but is short of commercial fkilities, it might mean the 

rapid growth of retail sewices m another district In model 4, the positive relationships 



between retail employment and the calculated total wages as well as the number of 

employment in other commercial sectors are easily understood. The percentage of 

employment in the secondary sector and the number of totai employment are reverse to 

the number of retail employment, which may be the result of competition among 

eco~~omic sectors, as inferred above. In addition, a large number of workers employed in 

agriculture and in township industries in the o w  regions earn low incomes. They 

contribute to the size of total employment but have much srnder demands for retail 

services than residents in the h e r  urban districts. 

733 Spatial Changes of Retail EmpIoymeut 

Basically, spatial changes in retail activity can be interpreted in tenns of retail 

sales, employment, and floor space of retail facilities. Subject to data wailability, this 

mdy will limit itself to spatial change in retaiI employment only, and an extended 

shift-share model is used for the analysis. 

Before introducing the model, definitions of the variables are needed. Let i (i = 

1 ,. . .n) be the index referring to the n industrial sectors in the economy; j P I , .  . .m) be 

the index referring to the m districts in the city; Eq represent the employment in sector 

i in district j; Eio = 5 EQ be the totd employment m sector i at city level; ~~2~- 
4 

be the total employment in district& Em = j; Co = zEoj be the total employment in 
k t  i-1 

the city. After a period of time, there is an incrementaI AEG in the employment of 



sector i in district j. Meanwhile, the change of total employment in sector i and that in 

d i s ~ c t  j are AEa = f& and AE6= iMG, respectively. e~ is used to represent 

the percentage change in employment in sector i of district j, eg =AE,#E& 

Accordingly, eio is referring to the percentage change in the employment Ievek in 

sector i, eoj to that in district j, and em to that in the city. 

The incremental change in employment in sector i in district j, AE,- can be 

broken into three principle components, namely: (1) the average growth efect, N6 

that part of Mii attniutable to the growth rate of the city; (2) the indusnial mix efect, 

lW., that part of hEii attniutable to differences between the industrid composition of 

district j and that of the city; and (3) the competitive Mect, Cf, that part of AE,- 

attriiutable to differences in the growth rate of sector i at both district and city levels. 

Combining the above three factors, M,- may be written as follows: 

Mii=Nu+MI7 + C ,  (Quation I) 

where: Nj= Eij coo (Equation 2) 

I v l ~  = Ei (eu - c ~ )  (Equation 3) 

Gj = Ev (eg - e i ~ )  ( . a t i o n  4) 

In this study, the shift-share analysis metbod adopted is an extended version 

proposed by Arcelus (1984), which breaks down the competitive effect (Cg) into two 

components: the regional (disrn'ct) growth gecct (RG) and the regional(district) 

indusmal mix gect (a). Rg and Rig are the district counterparts of Nv and Me 



representing that part of &5@ attn'butable to the growth in district j and to the district 

industrial mix, respectively. In order to decompose the above components, the concept 

of homothetic employment is incorporated. The concept of homothetic employment 

(&$ is defined as the employment that sector i in district j would have if the structure 

of employment in a district were equal to the city structure, that is, B F ~ O @ l d ~ M .  

Thus, component Cii is replaced by Rq and &, which are expressed as: 

RG = $ (ew -e& + IEq - ~ d ( e ~ - e n )  (Equation 6) 

RIG = EG [&- cob - (e;~ - e d ]  + (Eu - ~ ; ) [ l e ~ -  e0J - /err- e l /  (Equation 7) 

The results of applying the shift-share model to the analysis of retail 

employment change in Beijing are found in Table 7-7. After examining the 

components of retail employment changes, five observations can be made: (1) All the 

districts and counties experienced increases in retaiI employment. Generally speaking, 

the urban districts had the smallest increase, and the inner suburban districts the 

greatest increase. Dongcheng District, which contains the city's largest retail centre 

Wanajing and other commercid nodes, had the Lowest growth rate. In contrast, 

Fengtai District, where rapid urban sprawl occurred over the past two decades, had the 

highest growth rate. (2) The average growh efect exerts a much greater infiuence in 

the urban districts than in other districts. On average, it made the smallest contniution 

to the change in the inner suburban districts. (3) The indusrrial mix fleet contniutes 

most of the growth in ai l  districts as well as h e  municipdity as a whole. Similar to the 

w a g e  growth fleet, it made the greatest impact to the urban districts but the 



Table 7-7 The Shift-Share Analysis of Retail EmpIoyment in Beijing: 1985- 1996 

smallest to the inner suburban districts. (4) The compm~tive gect  had influences 

District 

Dongcheng 
Xicheng 
Chongwen 
X U ~ ~ W U  
Urban Districts 

chao~ang 
Fengtai 
Shijingshan 
Haidian 
Inner Suburbs 

Mentougou 
Fangshan 
Changping 
Shunyi 
Tongxian 
Daxing 
Outer Suburbs 

spatially in ke rse  to the above two effm. The values of this mmponent in the four 

d a n  districts shows exclusively negative, which reptesents the least potential fw 

a ~ c r e ~  

3258 

21133 

11587 

9737 

45715 

47180 
48589 

15641 

40086 

151496 

15724 

20688 

12199 

I4364 

13818 

17973 

94766 

further growth there. The influences of this effect m y  among other districts and 

~ I d E ~ f i  
(%) 
7.87 

66.04 

52.67 

37.45 

37.66 

181.46 

303.68 

254.82 

121.47 

18671 

262.07 

147.77 

203.32 

159.6 

125.62 

16339 

16626 

Ping& 
Huair~u 

M i y ~ n  

73.59 

66.21 

1 13823 

5251 

4635 

8294 

% o f ~ ~ r a p n  

8.17 

9.07 

4.35 

Y anqing 
Outer Cornties 

Municipality 

2. Beijing Sociaf %Economic Starisn'cd Yearbook 1986, pp.603-686. 

2.07 

4.40 

5.24 
1997, 

RU 
-47.51 

25.96 

-6638 

-68.24 

-19.28 

3.95 

-2.65 

17.70 

Cq 
-1357.51 

-73.68 

-117.78 

-206.28 

-204.6 

36.79 

62.23 

54.99 

4.95 

3.22 

2.29 

4.07 

2.96 

3.76 

4.78 

3.68 

3.61 

Nij 

7634 

9.10 

11.41 

16.04 

15.95 

3.31 

1.98 

2.36 

c8 

41 . 
-1310 

-99.64 

-51.40 

-138.03 

-185.31 

32.84 

64.88 

37.29 

Data Sourw: 1. Beijing Starktical Yearbook 

I7455 

35535 

327512 

Mq 
1381.17 

164.58 

206.37 

290.23 

28664 

59.9 

35.79 

42.65 

-52.13 

-72.65 

19.52 

147.71 

164.15 

78.63 

290.92 

13667 

114.7 

66.47 

20.02 
J 

0 

3736 

79.53 

94.76 

-10.67 

32.23 

64.91 

21.64 

48.52 

31.28 

15.35 

32.03 

35.00 

89.48 

58.21 

41.47 

73.55 

53.46 

68.10 

-55.87 

-73.23 

17.02 

pp.439-90. 

-3.74 

-0.58 

-2.50 

60.57 

I608 

0 

5.58 

38.57 

56.23 

22.38 
43.59 

28.13 

-5.90 

-3.94 

0 

16.24 

634 

-8.68 

0.74 

-4.93 

-3.15 

-6.66 86.53 8.69 

66.52 

65.38 

29.8 

31.01 

-223 

-3.99 



counties. However. the inner suburban districts, by and large, are m m  competitive- 

(5) The decomposition of the competitive effect leads to the difference between the 

inner suburbs and the outer zones. Except for Fangshan with a slight growth, alI  other 

districts and counties in the outer zones had negative regional (dimct) growth effects. 

Most inner suburban districts show strong regional (dzkmct) growth trends in retail 

employment. 

7.4 The Chmgiog Retail Patterns 

7.4.1 Distribution of Retail Outlets: The Nearest Neighbour Statistic R 

In a non-socialist society, locations of retail facilities usually are decided by both 

the developers and urban planning- In order to Iet their clients obtain greater profits, 

developers have different spatial strategies in retail outIet Iocation selection. Typically, 

department stores tend to be located near each other as the result of their adoption of 

an active competition strategy (Jones and Simmons, 1987:336). Contrarily, 

convenience stores have their specific trade areas and hence tend to avoid each o k .  

To examine the spatid patterns of retail outIets in Beijing, the measurement of 

the Nearest Neighbour Statistic R wil l  be used. The R stahistic is computed by dividing 

the actuaI mean distance to the nearest neighbour point (- ) by the expected mean Ddu 

distance fbr a random point pmern (DE). Mathematically, the R statistic can be 

L t a  
calculated through the formula: R = i=~ , where: n is the nrmrber of the points and - 



a is the area of the region. The results of applying the nearest neighbour statistic to the 

distribution of the major department stores and food stores (with 50 employees or 

more) in Beijing are tabulated in Table 7-8. 

Table 7-8 Statistic R by Stare Types in Bkjing 

Type of Stores 
1 

R ["I 

Major Department Stores 1987 
I I 

1 Major Food Store 1996 I 05180 I 215 I 

# of Sample (n) 

Major Department Stores 1996 
I I 

Note: a The area (a) for all statistic R calculations is 9 18.736307.01 m', or 9 18.7 sq. km. 

0.6053 

Major Department Stores 1996 Ibl 

b. The fmr 232 stores were chosen in ordtr to have the same sample sizt as in 1987. 

232 

03761 

Data sources: I. The Million-enrerpriss Database. the Meilandt Consulting Company of China, 1998. 

296 

0381 1 

2. The Conunerciul C e m  Data of Beijing Cie (xhe wlume of enterprises), 1989. 

232 

The resub show that the distrii~tion of major department stores in Beijing 

basically is clustering. Compared to 1987, the distriiution in 1996 was increased 

clustering. Lu order to avoid the tnfluences on the values of R due to changes in the 

number of the sample and the area selected, all the measufements were taken in the 

same area, and an alternative sample, which selected the same number of the largest 

stores in 1996 as that in 1987, was adopted. The R stadstic of the alternative 

measurement also supports the above conclusion and verifies the original hypothesis. 

Obsewations by field survey found that the major department stores had formed 

clusters of retail centres or commercial strips in the urban districts, but were generally 

free standing at different lodons in the inner suburbs before and even in the early 



1980s. In recent years. newlybuilt depiutment stores began to appear nearby or close 

to the original ftee standing outlet., which have largely reduced the distances to their 

nearest neighbows and the R value. 

The test for the distribution of food stores shows a very low R statistic, even 

lower than that of department stores, which is contrary to the original hypothesis. 

However, this does not mean the hypothesis is false. Rather, the problem occurs 

because of the size structure of food stores and the sampling. As a product of the 

socialist planned economy, food stores usually are divided into specific types: grains 

and cooking oil, vegetable, grocery, food, and h i t  stores. Most food stores are small 

in size, in terms of both employment and sales. A few with a large number of 

employees are general food stores and typically located in the urban districts where 

consumers are more numerous and concentrated. Therefore, even a dispersed 

distniution of the large food stores in the urban districts may be somewhat 

concentrated in the selected area. In this case, the boundary effect becomes crucial. 

However, given the huge number of food stores, it is imposslile to include all of them 

in this analysis. 

Another limitation of the nearest neighbur statistic is that it ignores the size 

differences of stores. Some large stores with several thousand employees were mated 

the same as small stores. In reality, their hctions and trade areas are quite different. 

Therefore, it is necessary to examine the size of stores, particularly the spatial 

distniution of the largest ones. 



7.4.2 Changes in the Size and Hierarchy of Department Stores 

The size of stores may be defined in terms of their retail sales, number of 

emptoyees or floor space. As retail sales vary greatly among different types of stores due 

to differences in profit rate and the volume of sales may vary over the years due to 

inflation, the number of employees is, therefore, an appropriate criterion to measure store 

size. According to the Beijing Statistical Yearbook, there were I98,93 1 retail outlets and 

609,700 employees in the municipality in 1996, with an average of 3 workers per outlet. 

Among the major types of aai l  outlets, drugstores, hardware, and d e e m  and 

general stores on average had greater numbers of employees. The same data source 

shows tfiat the average of all types was 14.6 employees per store in 1980 and 5.5 in 1987 

(Table 7-9). This decline of average store size was caused by the rapid increase in the 

Table 7-9 Changes in Average Store Sizes by Retail Types 1980- L 996 

I I Avg. # of I Avg. # of 1 Avg. # of 1 Increased I Increased Times 

I 1 (1980) 
(1987) of Outlets Employees 

C I 

Dept & General 43.94 8.86 526 1 43.40 1 43 L 
Daily-use Articles 23.32 627 421 1 14-59 1 1.81 

Sources: 1. B e p g  Stmisn'caf Yembook 1997, p.290. 

2. Beijing Economic and .%xiat DeveIopmrent 1981-85, p. 194. 

3. Beijing kid & Economic StaMcal Yearbook 1988, p. 464. 



number of stores, particularly the small ones. In fact, during that period, the totid 

numbers of retail outlets and employees in Beijing increased 10 and 2.8 times, 

respectively. Department and general stores had higher increases in both the number 

of outiets and employees, leading to a sharp decrease in their average size. 

However, the sizes of individual department stores were growing rapidly. The 

Beijing commercial census data show that there were 10 stores with over 500 

empIoyees in 1987. According to the Beijing Statistical Yearbook, this number 

increased to 40 in 1996 (Table 7-10). Figure 7-4 also indicates that there were 

significant changes in the number of employees among the top 100 department stores, 

atthough the largest w o  remained at the same rank. The change of store size was also 

reflected in the volume of retail sales. In 1990, Beijing had only fTve department stores 

whose annual sales exceeded 100 million Yuan. If inflation is not taken into 



consideration, the number of such department stores rose to 13 in 1992, 38 in 1994, 

and 43 in 1996 (Beijing Statistical Yearbook 1997.272)- If measured by floor space, 

there were 6 stores each with over i 0 , O  square metres in 1987. and 40 by I994 

(Beijing Almanac 1995:370). This number increased to 64 in 1996. On average, each 

had 21,000 s q m  of floor space (Bemg Almanac 1992366).18 Lured by high potential 

profits, real estate developers vigorously invested in large retail facilities. When 

supply exceeded demand, some of these large stores began to lose money.'9 

Table 7- 10 Size Comparison of Major department stores in Beijing: 1987 and 1996 

No. of Employees I No. of Stom in 1987 1 No. of Stores in 1996 I % of Innease 

I I 1 I I 
Sources: The Beijing Store Database (1996) was created by the author of this study. Data of stores 
were obtained mainly h m  the foUowing k c  sources: (a) The Beijing Commercial Census Dala 

(the volume of enrerprism); (b) The Beijing SlzzfisticaI rearbooks 1997; and (c) The Million- 
enterprise Dambase ( i998), created by thc Mcilandc Consulting Company of China 

7.43 The Distribution Pattern of Retail Centres 

Retail stores operating with an active competition strategy tend to agglomerate in 

retail centres. However, retail centre is often descn'bed as an equivocal term in the 

literature (Ning, 1984; Gao, 1987; Yang 1990; Long, 1992). Unlike shopping centres 

or malls in North America, the so-called retail centres in Chinese cities usually take 

the shape of shopping strips. The concept of retail centre that is generally accepted by 



the residents in Beijing and other Chinese cities actually implies a group of retail 

establishments distniuted along streets and anchored by one or more large or 

medium-sized department stores. Since stores usually are distri'buted in a spatial 

continuum along a strip, the geographic extent of the retail strip and its size have never 

been properly defined. For example, the Wanghjing retail centre refers to the retail 

establishments located dong Wangfbjing Street, where they are anchored by the 

Beijing Department Store, Dongan Plaza, and a number of large speciality stores. 

However, the definition for the Wangfujing Retail Centre varies. It could include the 

section of the Wangfujiug Street born Chang'an Boulevard in the south to 

Donghuamen Street in the north. It is 780 m long and contained about 90 major stores 

in the early 1990s. It may also indicate the section of the street measuring 1,130 m 

tong further north to Dengshikou, with about 140 stores. This section contained most 

of the retail facilities in the Wangfujing street. The greatest extent of the retail centre 

could extend north to the Chinese Art Gallery, having a length of 1,760 m and 

containing about 170 storesbm As a result, the exact size of the retail centre has not 

been determined. Even though there are problems in defining the area of retail centres 

in Chinese cities, this term will still be used in this analysis. However, comparison of 

the size of retail centres will be done in an alternative way. 

Retail centres are organized into a hierarchy characterized by both their sizes and 

levels of hctio11~. Department stores typically perform the highest-order retail 

fimctions and form the most s i ~ c a n t  retail landscape within a retail centre. They 



provide usefd indicators to the analysis of hierarchy of retail centres. Generally 

speaking, the size of a deparement store can reflect its fimctiond leveI due to their 

direct reIationship. Of course, a fie standing large department store can hardly be 

regarded as a retail centre in the conventional sense. On the other hand, even when a 

large department store is absent, the presence of a variety of high-order speciality 

stores may constitute a retail centre. However, except in a few such cases with a 

variety of backgrounds that will be examined individually, most widely-recognized 

retail centres in Beijing have an anchor department store. 

On the basis of the above discussion, the andysis first investigates the largest 

department stores, those with 500 or more empIoyees. The number of stores in this 

category is small, but their hc t ion  levels and influences are high. In 1987 there were 

five department stores with over 1,000 employees. While the Beijing Department 

Store and Dong'an Plaza were the top anchors of the Waaghjing retail centre, the 

Xidan Emporium and Longfb Emporium were the leading stores at the Xidan centre 

and the Dongsi carre, respectively. These four were all located at the traditiond retail 

centres within the old city area. The Friendship Store, built in the early 1970s to serve 

the international commtmity in the embassy quarter, was the only one located outside 

the original walled-city area There were four department stores with employees 

between 500 and 1,000, among which two were located at the retail centres within the 

old city area, Qianmen and Xinjiekoq and another two in the area developed drning 

the 1950s and 1960s. In addition, among the eight stores with 300 to 500 employees, 



only two were located within the district administration-service centres outside the old 

city area Those department stores with fewer than 300 employees displayed a 

relatively scattered pattern. On the whole, the large department stores were still highly 

concentrated inside the old city area by 1987 (Figure 7-5 and 7-6). 

By 1996 the distribution pattem of major department stores had changed 

significantly. First, of the 21 stores with more than 1,000 employees, 12 were located 

outside the Second Circle Road or the old city area. For stores with between 500 and 

1,000 and between 300 and 500 employees, the old city area and the outside region 

shared almost an equaI number, while the latter had a sIightIy higher number (Figure 

7-7 and 7-8). Thus, the old city area was no longer dominated by the largest stores, 

even though retail activities still highly concentrated there. 

Led by the rapid growth of large department stores, retail centrednodes outside 

the old city area also expanded in size and gradually became more conspicuous. The 

most significant retail nodes along the Second Circle Road include Jianwai (outside 

Jianguomen), Chaowai (outside Chaoyangmen), and Fuwai (outside Fuxingmen). The 

Jianwai node was anchored by three very large department stores, the Friendship 

Store. the Guiyou Emporium, and the Scitech Shopping Md, as well as many stores 

affiliated with office complexes, including the China International Trade Centre. 

Those retail outlets serve mainly international consumers. The Chaowai node, situated 

at the north end of the emerging CBD, contains the Blue Island ( L a d o )  Emporium, 

the Donghua Department Store, and the Beijing Commercial Friendship Building, as 





Flgure 7-6 Distribution of Major Department Stores by Size (1987) 
(By Number of Employees) 
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well as several newlybuilt large retail facilities. In the Fuwai area, the Fwing 

Commercial City, the Parkson (Baisheng) Shopping Centre, and the Changan 

Emporium form a mangle. Being separated by the Second Circle Road and Changan 

BouIevard, they are still close to one another. Along the Third Circle Road, major 

department stores agglomerate at three locations. Proximal to the northeastern Third 

Circle Road is the Yansha Friendship Shopping City ( Y m h a  Youyi Shangcheng), the 

most luxurious European styIe shopping mall in Beijing. Around it there are some 

other stores as well as many attached to the newly-built office towers and high-class 

hotels. The northwestern Third Circle is the site for three large department stores, the 

Modem Plaza (Dangdai shangcheng), the Shuang'an Department Store, and the 

Friendship Emporium, and two medium-sized ones. Since the early 1990s, the Urban- 

Rural Trade Centre, one of the largest retail facilities in Beijing, has become a 

landmark on the Third Circle at Changan Boulevard. The completion of the 

Gongzhufen CommerciaI Building and the Cuiwei Mansion, each with over L00,000 

square metres of retail space, plus the originally existing Cuiwei Department Store, 

have enhanced the significance of the Gongzhufen retail node. The buiIding of the 

Beijing Western Railway Station at south-eastern Gongzhufen in 1996 has brought 

about extensive retail development here. The Gongzhufen retail node and the Railway 

Station area are proKimate to each other and expected to grow into one very large 

commercial complex. In addition, some major department stores located on the Forrrth 

Circle or farther have become the focuses of those regions. The old city core has been 



extensively renovated, exemplified by the New Dongvan Plaza in Wangfbjing and the 

"Xidan Renovation Project". In general, the distniution of major department stores 

and new retail centres outside the old city area have demonstrated an evolving process 

of retai1 decmtraLization in the national capitaI. 

7.5 Summary: Are Models Able to Explain the Emerging Retail Pattern in 

Beijing? 

Because of its capability in dealing with "self-nrfficient" ~ c t i o n s ,  the central 

place theory is useful for explaining intra-urban retail distributions. Its assumptions on 

the orders of central pIaces and their trade areas not only agree with the economic 

principle of the least effort. but also depict the nature of retail activity. Theoretical 

advances on the model since the 1960s have resulted in an increase in its applicability. 

However, its applicability in literature is based largely on the view that "the 

application of central place theory need not be rigid, mechanistic, so simplifying as to 

be steriIen (Wames and Daniels, 1979). Since distance is s e a  as the only iduence 

upon a consumer's choice between identical centres, the model does not incorporate 

factors such as goods quality, choice, price, competitiveness and suitability for multi- 

purpose trips. As a mIt, the use of a 'concrete' mode1 to explain complex retail 

fatures has negIected some underlying detaiIs. 

Applications of the centtal place model to the intra-urban retail distriiution 

patterns in Beijing before and during the period of socialism are essentially 



explanatory, While various levels of retail nodes were placed into the ftamework of 

the central place hierarchy, a few drawbacks certainly exist in the appiication. First, 

abstractions of retail strips to central pIaces do not always conform to reality. The 

widespread occurrence of retail activities dong streets has not been satisfactorily 

incorporated Second, the application ignores several specialized retail functions such 

as Liulichang that formed in association with specific historic events. Third, its 

appIication to the Ming and Qing Beijing disregards the special supply to the palaces 

and h e  government c o m .  Fourth, the sizes of those central places were never 

measured, and their functional orders were estimated according to descriptions in the 

literature. This increases the possibiIity of personal bias in grading the retail nodes, 

resulting in over-estimation of some or under-estimation of others. 

The appticabiIity of the centml place model in Beijing also depends on its socio- 

economic conditions at the time. First, the old city area was small. There were only 

62.5 square kilomares within the city wads. Duxing the socialist period, despite rapid 

urban sprawl in the 1950s, large retail facilities remained mostly within and around the 

old city and residents in the inner suburbs did their shopping primarily in downtown 

stores. Second, spatial variations of population density were d. The old city area 

was occupied by one- to two-storied houses, and the newly-expanded area during the 

period of socialism by four- to six-storied bddings. Third, there was hardly any 

public mass transportation facilities in the city before the 1950s. After that time, 

bicycles and buses became prevalent. Fourth, a grid road network dominated in 



Beijing before the 1980s- The g i d  pattern, together with the public mode of 

transportation, provided roughly equal accessiiility within the built-up area In 

addition, there was little income disparity during the socialist period. Also, socialist 

urban planning promoted good accessibility of retail facilities to all urban residents, 

which r d t e d  in a reIativeIy even distriiution pattern of low to middle-order retail 

functions. 

Since the reforms, both the spatial expansion and popuIation growth of the bdt-  

up area have been significant. High-rise residential buildings proliferated after the late 

1970s, bringing about spatial differentiation of population density in Beijing. Along 

with rapid economic growth, household incomes rose but disparity emaged and 

widened. Intra-urban transportation has been improved by the extension of subways 

and the increasing number of taxies and private cars. To cope with the rapid expansion 

of the urban area. the basic road network has been transformed into circle routes and 

radial roads. Most importantIy, the reforms have introduced competition into retail 

enterprises to enhance pmfitabiIity. Therefore, well-selected locations ate necessary 

for retail enterprises to survive and to be profitable. Particularly, residential 

construction in the inner suburban districts was very active dwhg the past two 

decades (Figure 6-12), leading to increases of population in those areas. As the 

demand for consumer goods i n m a d ,  higher-order retail services were introduced 

into the recently developed areas. In fact, the emergence of a number of isolated 

groupings of major department stores in the outer areas other thm m the inner city 



since the refoms reflects the increase in both population density and residents' 

purchasing power in the inner suburban districts (Figure 7-9). 

The spatial distriiution of retail stores is influenced by accessliility and road 

patterns. In Beijing, the second, third, fourth, and fifth circle roads and several radial 

routes were built i~ the 1980s and 1990s, which changed the grid road pattern 

developed in the past. Residential development in the inner suburbs, together with the 

change in transportation modes, have promoted more commuting and more fiequent 

shopping trips. The merger of .aaffic flows from the suburbs onto the radial routes and 

circle roads has led to concentration of retail fd i t i e s  at major road intersections. The 

major depament stores built W e e n  1988 and 1996 in Beijing are largely located 

along the circles and several radial arterial routes (Figure 7-9). Their proximity to the 

major road network helps to attract customers and enhance their business. Taking the 

intervening opportunities of shopping trips to the central city, those new store 

locations principally demonstfated the interceptor rings model. 

Retail structure is also controUed by many socio-economic and institutional 

. * 
factors, among which admxmtntion is an exampie. During the socialist era, the state 

and collective ownership dominated retailing until the 1980s. Since the economic 

refom, the downward tfansfer of administrative power h m  the centmi or municipal 

levels to district Ievel added an * .  
've boundary for those state and 

collectivety owned enterprises. As discussed earlier in this chapter, admmmm * .  

'on has 





become a bamer to the expansion o f  chain stares. The effort by the district 

governments to become self-sufficient and independent of those large mmm&af 

centres outside their territories reflects an llrban realm model in some retail sectors. 

Beijing has developed under differe~lt politid, economic and social systems. 

Much of the histmica1 heritage st i l l  remains visible in the city and its retail pattern, 

thus making exploring the retail structure challenging. This also makes it difficult to 

use only one model to adequately expIain such complex features. A modei, incIuding 

the interceptor ring model and the urban reah model, can only partially explain the 

retail partem or specific aspects of the contempmy retail structure. However, 

applications of several different models may help to understand the retail structure in 

the city. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and Discussion 

The evolution of the urban structure and retaiI patterns in Beijing provides an 

interesting and diverse subject for scholarly inquiry. This geographical essay focuses 

on studying and interpreting the changing spatid pattern of the urban and retail 

developments in China's national capital. A diligent attempt has been made in the 

study to address the issues critically despite inconsistency and incompleteness of some 

urban data used in the analysis. It is hoped that the findings and conclusions of the 

study will stimulate further research into this important yet neglected topic in urban 

liW)graphy 

8.1 Major Findings and Conclusions 

8.1.1 The Stages of Urban Dwe~opment in Beijing 

Beijing was established as the nationd capital during the late feudal dynasties in 

China. Yuan Dadu, which first laid out the physical h e w o r k  for the present city, 

was built entirely according to traditional Chinese capital city design. As a reflection 

of the political-social hierarchical structure of traditional Chinese society, this ideal 

urban design adhered to Cofician ethical rites and social order. This basic urban 

structure of Beijing was further enriched dlrring the Ming and Qing dynasties. The city 

walls of imperial Beijing physically created a structure of concentric zones, which 

spatially manifested a social hierarchy. The Forbidden Pdace formed the core, 

surrounded by the lmperial City that contained the residential quarters of government 

officials and imperial lineage. The Inner City embodied the residences of elite fsanilies 



and the genay class, and the Outer City which was built later was occupied by the poor 

and the lower class. 

Urban development in socialist Beijing was heavily influenced by political 

ideology, planned economy and social organization, With an aim to build an 

egalitarian and classless urban space, general principles for urban planning in China 

were guided by socialist ideology. The communist government also favoured the 

development of "dispersed clusters" and satellite towns in order to decentralize urban 

functions h m  the central city of Beijing, While all construction projects and 

investment had to be approved through state economic planning, urban planning 

controlled their locations. It is particdarly true when Beijing was transformed into a 

"production city". Social controls were exercised through walled work-units, enclosing 

people's workplaces, neighbodoods, and socid networks in self-sufficient 

communities. Therefore, the urban mcture of socialist Beijing was a manifestation of 

the state political ideology, economic planning and social controls. 

Since the reform, liberalization of the economy has become a major driving force 

to urban development. Resulting h m  both domestic economic restructuring and the 

participation of foreign capital, Beijing's urban structure dispIays a greater degree of 

differentiation. Even though, to some extent, the former walled-city and the socialist 

city of Beijing still retain their original t h a n  landscape and functions, contemporary 

Beijing has made remarkable progress in raban deveIopment, bringing the city closer 

in form to other major Third World cities. 

Urban development in Beijing shows tIxee distinctive stages. There is no one 

individual factor that governed the whole process. Each stage had its prevailing 



factors, resulting in different forms of urban development. However, the evolution of 

the city's spatial structure can be interpreted in the dynamic process of its politicd, 

economic and social fabric, 

8.12 The Spatial Processes of Urban Development in the Midst of Reform 

Since the late 1970s, the reform and opendoor policies have been generating 

new economic and social forces that have reshaped Beijing's urban development. As a 

result, competitions and transformations among urban bctions caused by the new 

forces have led to a series of spatial processes in the city. Along with urban expansion, 

population increased rapidIy in the outer zone of the city, with concomitant 

depopulation in the h e r  city. As in other Third World cities, temporary 

residetWimmigrants increased significantly in Beijing, forming 'peasant' enclaves in 

the urban tiinge areas. Industrial plants were also relocated h m  the inner urban 

districts to the industry tracts in the outer regions. The establishment of development 

zones and industrial parks in the suburbs also chauged the industrial landscape in the 

city. Meanwhile, several major business centres have been developed, among which 

the most spectacuiar tr the emerging CBD in the city's east and the Financia1 Street 

in the city's west. MainIy driven by market forces, these spatial processes in urban 

development onIy prevail in the midst of reform, creating a new urban structure in the 

city. 

8.13 Changes io the Retail Market 

With economic growth and an increase in iname disparity, the retail market, as 

reflected by changes m househdd expendim stnrcture and retail goods co~lsumption 

patterns, has evoIved into a new pbase over the last two decades. While retail 



employment experienced a substantial growth in all districts and municipal counties, the 

i ~ e r  suburban districts, which were principally influenced by urban expansion, were 

highly competitive in the growth of retail employment. Multivariate regression models 

reveal that a number of sociwconomic factors are dosely related to the spatial change in 

the retaii market in Beijing. A strong positive relationship which exists between the 

number of centrally-administrated units and retail saIes reflects the dominance of the 

administrative firnction of the city as the national capital. It may also indicate that the 

central government and its subsidiaries have immense purchasing power and exert 

significant influence on retail sales through organizational consumption. The growth of 

the tertiary sector also indicates that it has a positive relationship with retail sales. 

Further, its close relationship to the total wages based on residential places rather than 

work place reveals the influences of the potential purchasing power of district residents 

on retail sales. Moreover, retail employment is found to have positive relationships with 

both the non-agricultural population and temporary residents. In a sense, they manifest 

the influences of both formal and informal sectors on urban retailing, However, all these 

socio-economic variables, as revealed by statistical models, aggregately impact the retail 

distribution pattem in the city at the district level. 

8.1.4 The Retail Patterns in Beijing 

The spatial patterns of the market place in Beijing over tbe dynasties were 

basically dictated by the city layout and its social structure. In Yuan Dadu there was 

only one dominant commercid centre, the Towers Market SeIection of its Iocation 

was determined by the city plan and facilitated by its proximity to both the city's 

geometric centre and transportation hub. Reconstruction of the city and a change in the 



mode of transportation, particularly the building of the outer d s ,  led to the 

dominance of the commercial centre at Qianmen in Ming and Qlng Beijing. Owing to 

reconstruction of road networks and investment from western powers, Wangfujing 

became another major commercial centre during the early 20' century. As a dt, a 

bipolar commercial structure emerged, reflecting changes in the social structure in 

Beijing during that period. 

Under the centrally planned economy after 1949, retailing was confined to state 

and collective ownership. The number of retail establishments and retail employment 

in Beijing feII substantially. While urban retailing was essentially adminimated under 

the central ministries which exercised vertical control through municipality down to 

enterprise units, retail facilities were organized into a hierarchical network of retail 

centres. However, due to their common ownership, retail establishments under 

different administrations in socialist Beijing neither competed against nor co-operated 

with one another. With the development of Xidan commercial centre in the city's west 

side as a consequence of significant urban expansion, a tripartite-centre pattern 

emerged While the largest retail centres remained within the former walled area, a few 

secondary retail centres were established in the newly built-up area, particdarly in the 

administrative-commercial centres of the four inner suburban districts- 

Since the economic reforms, retail changes in Beijing have been charact- by a 

diversity of types of retail formats, ownership and modes of operations. While all types 

of d i n g  grew rapidly, Iarge department stores had a significant increase, in terms of 

the number of employees, amount of floor space and voIume of sales. Most of those 

large shopping facilities were located outside the old city. Even though there was still a 



dominance of retail agglomerations within the former walled area, the rapid growth of 

major department stores brought about the emergence of several retail nodes at the 

circle roads and radial routes, incIuding Chaowai, Jianwai, and Fuwai along the Second 

Circle, and the North-western Third Circle and the Beijing Western Railway Station. 

The pattern of the major department stores as well as these new retail centres was the 

direct result of an evolving process of retail decentralisation or diffusion. The nearest 

neighbur statistics relating to major department stores also supports the hypothesis of 

clustering of retail outlets in Beijing. 

8.2 Discussion 

8.2.1 The Actors of Urban Evolution in a Changing Sociosconomic Context 

The premise of three actors in urban development, the government or state, the 

entrepreneur, and the user or the masses, implies their interactive relationships in a 

socio-economic context (den Berg, 1982: 1-1 0; Lowder, 1986:206-49). However, the 

type of society governs the actor's behaviour. Throughout the three distinctive periods 

of urban development in Beijing, the government pIayed a dominant role. During the 

dynasty period, the emperors, as well as their governments, dictated the relationships 

among the actors. The masses and the businessmen obeyed the orders of the emperors 

and the governments. However, the business people, with the influence of thkr wealth, 

couId make decisions on their business types and choose the sites for their business 

within commercial areas allocated by the government. During the socialist period, the 

Communist government flaunted itself qresenting the interests of the masses. It 

planned for both the state development and individual consumption, by means of its 



centralized power on political, economic, and social controls. Since initiation of the 

reform, some political power has been transfmed downward h m  the central 

government to local authorities, and individuals have begun to make their own choices 

on certain issues. However, given the current quasi-market system, it is wmng to 

assume that an individual's behaviour is goal-oriented, or is based on the objective of 

maximizing profits, as known in newclassical economics. For example, most people 

still are not free to choose the location of their residence, to meet their requirements 

for a quality environment, proximity to work and shopping, or having good 

accessibility to schools, health care and recreational activities. 

Influences of ideology upon urban planning aim at creating an ideal social 

environment. or a city based on certain aesthetic principles, or both (Hamhorn, 1992: 

449-55). On the other hand, the physical setting of urban space should not onIy sat is fL  

the needs for people's activities. but it should also be planned (and designed) to serve 

symbolic functions. Beijing, as elsewhere, is a case in point, especially for serving the 

latter function. Urban planning, either in the dynasty period or in the socidist era, 

intended to inspire political ideology, to enforce legitimacy, and to demonstrate socid 

morality. However, the evolution of the urban structure in Beijing reflects a varying 

emphasis of the dynamic fabric of political, economic and social structures, depending 

on their relationships during the three urban development stages. 

Entreprwm, as an actor in urban development and retail change, exert their 

influence on industrial location that will ultimately impact upon the spatial distribution 

of employment and other facilities within a city. However, under socialism during 

which the state and collective ownership dominated, there was no arena for 



entrepreneurs to play their roles in making business or locational decisions. Selected 

and led by the personnel deparmnent of the CCP organizations, managers or directors 

of stateawned industrial establishments could not exercise their power over business 

affairs. Therefore, in most cases, they must give priority to political needs of  the state 

rather than economic interests or benefits of the enterprises. Led by private and 

foreign-invested businesses, enterprises in Chinese tities since the reform have 

increasingly become profit-oriented. Commercial-administrative complexes and 

corporate offices have favoured a spatial concentration due to agglomeration 

economies, and the newly established large retail enterprises have also preferred hlly 

market-oriented locations. Both of these demonstrate the active role of entrepreneurs 

on locational and business decision making, 

8.2.2 A Chinese City, a Socialist City, or a Third WorU City? 

Beijing is regarded as a typical Chinese city in tenns of  its roots in traditional 

Chinese culture. It bears no simila"ty either to Hong Kong, that was a former British 

colony, or to Shanghai that was divided into concessions by Western powers. Beijing 

was originally built according to the traditional Chinese urban design. Other capital 

cities at the provincial and prefecture levels also adopted similar designs at lower 

orders. As the national capital, Beijing leads politid, economic and social changes 

that are the basic forces reshaping &an development in China 

Under the economic reforms, influences of the social'i planning system and 

ideological-politicd pursuit upon urban planning in Beijing are fidhg. Although the 

state is stilI under the communist govermnent and controls the key economic sectors of 

the country, the marketdriven economy has b a n e  the major force in &an 



developent Socialist urban space, a model for social equity and justice, has been 

restructured according to profitdented pIanning principles. it appears that Beijing is 

shifting away in form and function from the classic socialist city, as desm'bed by Ian 

Hamilton ( 1979). 

There are important similarities as well as differences between Beijing and Third 

World cities. According to a number of criteria, Beijing is a Third World city, 

characterized by low per capita income, poor idhistructure, economic dualism and 

rapid population growth. The rapid influx of temporary residents and the peripheral 

enclaves bear a similarity to those of its Third World counterparts. However, 

differences also exist between them. In Beijing, the state has successfblly restricted 

over-urbanization through its economic and social controls. Even though a housing 

shortage dso exists, no slums or squatter settlements have appeared in the Chinese 

capital. Temporary residents are allowed to live only in existing housing. They may be 

forced to leave the city if the municipal government deems that there are too many 

such residents. Moreover, socialism laid a sound foundation for a state-omed 

industrid economy. Both are different fiom those of other cities of the deveioping 

world. On the whoie, the three-stage urban development in Beijing over time is 

irrelevant to the model of pre-colonial, colonial, and post-colonial as experienced by 

Third World cities in A h a ,  South and Southeast Asia, and Latin America (Hartshom, 

I992:N). 

8.23 Economic Value vs. Cultural Heritage in Urban Plrnniag 

Urban planning principIes reflect potitid, economic and social concerns as well 

as their relationships in a society. The principIe that should be applied to Beijing's 



urban planning has been an issue for debate since 1949 when the communist 

government began to reconstruct the city. During the early 1950s, while a few Chinese 

planners favoured preservation of the walled city as it represented a masterpiece of 

Chinese traditional urban development, the experts h m  the former Soviet Union 

insisted that its reconstruction should be based on socialist political and economic 

objectives. Since the reform, planning and development of Chinese cities have been 

increasingly influenced by profit-maximidng principles, rekindling the debate once 

again. On the one hand, since the old city occupies the central part of the built-up area, 

it commands very high economic values for commercial development. On the other 

hand, the old city has inherited an invaluable cultural heritage, a unique symbol which 

enables Beijing to distinguish itself from Shanghai and Hong Kong. Since economic 

values and cultural heritage values are incomparable, any debate over them may lead 

to compromise in urban planning practice. Development of the Oriental Square in 

downtown Beijing provides a good example. This commercial-residential-office 

complex, located east of the Forbidden City and built with Hong Kong money, 

occupies 1 I ha of land and has a total floor space of 9OO,OOO sq.m. It was proposed to 

be a 20-storey structure, reaching a height of 70 meters', which exceeded more than 

two times the height allowed by the city's building code for the old-city area. This 

development implies that entrepreneurs play an increasing role in urban construction, 

s i g n i w g  a greater influence of market forces in Beijmg's development. Meauwhile, it 

also indicates that, with the lure of profits, flexibility has been replacing traditional 

ideology and socialist doctrine in urban planning. In addition, the contradiction 

between the economic and cultural values has made it difficult for Beijmg to develop 



into a mono-centre saucture, having to design a bowl-shaped skyline in the city. 

8.2.4 The Urban Development Models 

Beijing was originaIly built according to the ideal urban design for the imperiaI 

capital. While its enclosed urban area was physically separated by walls, its structure 

exhiiited a pattern of concentric zones, each of which was occupied by residents of 

different political hierarchies and s o d  status. Unlike the concentric zone model 

propounded by Burgess, which reflects the differential economic competitive power of 

broad social groups (Knox, 1987:60), those concentric zones within walls spatially 

represented the political-social hierarchy of the traditional Chinese society. In this 

sense, the urban structure of Ming and Qing Beijing actually manifested a model of its 

social structure. 

Urban planning in socialist Beijing was predominantly under the influence of 

poIitical ideology, and Soviet urban planning concepts and standards were adopted in 

the early to middle 1950s. In essence, both the central economic plans and social 

controls that governed Beijing's urban development were responsible for the different 

phases of urban expansion and the continuous sprawl of wall-enclosed work units in 

the city. With the demolition of the city walls, redevelopment of the old city and urban 

space outside the origmally walled area were largely characterized by spatial 

uniformity and social equity. Socialist Beijmg, to some degree, fitted the model 

described by Hamilton (1979), in terms of its presence of socialist neighbodoods and 

residential districts, industrial zones and open belts. On the whole, socialist Beijing 

was represented by an urban structure that reflected the political interest and economic 

and social controls of the CCP. 



Urban development in the era of refoms essentially was a process of spatial and 

functional specialization. Beijing in the late 1990s diffets fimdamentally from the city 

in the latter part of the 1970s. Changes d e c t  both the shifts in planning philosophy 

and policy and the prevalence of capitalization and Western influences (Gaubatz, 

1995). Even though some reIics of socio-economic systems remain, market-driven 

development has been flourishing, leading to spatial changes in urban functions. 

Differentiation among districts through an east and west division, concentric zones, 

and a multi-nuclei pattern is emerging. It has rendered Beijing visually similar to other 

cities in the Third World. 

Urban space is a complex product of many different forces - historical, physicd, 

cultural, political, economic, behavioural and spatid. The real world d o g  not always 

correspond to the results predicted by spatial models (Johnston, 1990:99). 

Contemporary Beijing continues to bear the stamp of the past. Its urban space shows 

concentric zones, which correspond to different stages of urban expansion and reflect 

different planning principles and building styles. Reconstruction of the old built-up 

area further adds cornpIexity to the urban structure. WhiIe the grid road system within 

the old city provides h o s t  equal access~LbiIity for retail development, the combination 

of circle roads and radial routes in the outer zones favours sectoral expansion and 

promotes the formation of business/wmmercial nuclei at major road intersections. 

Modern Beijing, being China's political and cuIt~,traI centre (the Beijing Master Plan, 

1993), still needs to preserve its historical heritage and dturaI roots, and will 

inevitabIy serve, to a certain extent, political and symbolic fimctions. However, the 

influence of market forces has become increasingly dominant on urban deveIopment. 



Thus, its urban structure is inexplicable with models built on any single factor. 

8.2.5 The Retail Structure Models 

Urban development heavily influences the evolution of retail patterns. 

Throughout the evolutionary process of retail patterns in Beijing, the city layout 

provides an initial pattern for market places, and economic and social systems govern 

the size, location and hierarchy of the retail centres. Application of the central place 

theory to the retail structure of the imperiai period assumes that the highest-level 

commercial centre would grow at the centre of the city, and that the actual distn'bution 

of comercial activities would be influenced by local temporal and spatial factors. 

The Bell-and-Drum Towers Market in Yuan Dadu was located very close to the 

geometric centre of the city. During the early Mng dynasty, the location of the 

Forbidden City at the city centre led to the growth of commercial nodes around the 

imperial city. The building of the outer walls brought about Qianmen approximately at 

the centre of the imperial capital, and thus promoted it to become the largest 

comercia1 centre. The emergence of the bipolar retail Structure during the late Qing 

dynasty and the Republican era was influenced by the increasing dominance of socio- 

economic factors. 

The existence of socialist retailing was a result of the centraiIy-planned system, 

Besides the historical relics, its pattern bore the influences of economic planning and 

administrative decisions. Since the reforms, the influence of market forces on retail 

distriiution has been increasing. Rapid &an sprawl, together with an increase in 

popdation and the expansion of the transportation network, Ied a the emergence of a 

multi-centre retail pattern. In particular, the model of interceptor rings, to some extent, 



could be applied to the emerging retail pattem in Beijing. Meanwhile, the 

administrative structure responsible for the management of urban functions also 

contributed to the present distniution pattern of retail activities in the city. Downward 

transfer of political power led to "tkagmented centralization" (Hartshom, 199256) in 

the quasi-market economy. The relics of the former administrative structure, typically 

at the district level, attempted to form urban realm of retail activities in the city. In 

essence, Beijing's retail structure represents a mixture of models based on both the 

planned system of the past and the prevailing market forces, even though the influence 

by the latter is growing. 

8 3  implications and Prospects 

Findings of this research have impIications in both Beijing's urban planning and 

retail policy-making. With respect to the primary concern of this study, the 

understanding of urban space in the capital developed according to different planning 

principles wiIl help in our appreciation of culnnal Beijing and the city's future 

redeveiopment. Since the reforms, urban planning in Beijing has been adopting 

Western models, besides emulating planning methods of the fonner Soviet Union in 

the 1950s. Given its unique socio-economic settings and background, Beijing should 

not indiscriminately accept planning concepts applicable to other cities, partidarly 

those of the developed world, Some urban problem that commonly exist in Third 

World cities couId be avoided in Beijing, through its social control. The reveIation of 

the spatial processes of popuIation, industry and business centres, in fact, points out 

the development trends of those urban functions. For example, urban planning should 



caremy address industrial relocation fhm the urban districts, and it also should 

promote a compatible spatial relationship between the emerging CBD and other 

functional areas. The findings on the evolution of the retail patterns indicate that a 

city's retail structure varies with its urban development, particular with its changes in 

urban layout, &ransportation network and population distribution. It also reveals that 

Beijing's commercial structure has evolved gradually fkom a mono-centre through a 

bipolar to a ai-polar, and eventually will evolve to a multi-centre pattern in the future. 

Meanwhile. the past socio-economic systems still have some impact on contemporary 

urban development and retail change. For example, the vertical administration and 

work-unit system have caused some local chaotic development in retail outlets. 

Nevertheless. impternentation of new procedures, codes and standards in urban 

pIanning, such as zoning, may reduce negative impacts of the outmoded systems. 

The present study has accomplished its objectives. It also provides a basis for 

future research. First, further investigations can be made on urban structure or retail 

patterns under the same Eramework as the p e n t  research. While the research focus is 

narrowed, the internal relationships and evolving mechanism of either of the two 

issues could be examined in greater depth. Comparative studies can also be undertaken 

between Beijing and other Chinese cities, as well as with post-socialist cities in 

Eastern Europe and other Third WorId cities. Second, because of the city's complex 

sociwconomic context and its long history, Beijing's t h a n  development and retail 

s t~~c tu re  may be examined by combining the present approach with other methods of 

investigation in geography. For example, the interpretation of Beijing as "the pow@ of 

place in modem Chinan (Smuels and Sernules, 1989) may augment the current 



enquiries. Investigations on shopping behaviour also could enrich the findings of retail 

structure in this research. Third, Chinese urban data are extremely scarce- With future 

release of detailed socio-economic data, for example, data enumerated at the street 

community level, will make possibte the use of GIs tools and other types of modelling 

in the research. 

In addition to its hc t ion  as China's poIiticaI and cultural centres, Beijing will 

continue to be an important economic focus in the nation. While the largest financial 

and economic centres of Hong Kong and Shanghai dominate over South China and the 

Yangtze Valley. respectively. Beijing will remain the largest in North China because 

of the strength of its existing economic base. When the market economy is firlly 

. . developed in the country, Beijing's psition, as the adrmnrstrative centre of the 

Chinese economy, will be strengthened. AIong with the restructuring of the Chinese 

economy and. to a greater degree, its participation in the world market, Beijing will 

continue on its way to modernization, and become a world metropolis. This study on 

Beijmgs urban development and retail structure provides some suggestions as to how 

its urban planners might improve the efficiency of the city while preserving its cultural 

heritage. In a country where both political and social policies have dramatically shaped 

and reshaped urban development and where economic changes are taking place at an 

unprecedented rate. the exact nature of the new urban structure and a retail pattern will 

continue to evolve in China's national capital. 

Note: 
t . "The OrientaI Square project m Beijing has been approved again for co~utntction" Qioo Boo 
/O,.ersep~ Chinese Daik), Dec, 22,1998. 
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